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ISOBAR
This document is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under
grant agreement No 891965 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme.

Abstract
This document provides the first version of the Experimental Plan and the Performance Framework for
ISOBAR project. The performance part serves as baseline for the characterisation of current reference
and for the identification of the indicators best suited for the evaluation of the expected benefits of
ISOBAR Solution..
The experimental plan part describes the scope of the intended validation in the context of SESAR
Exploratory Research. The feasibility and benefits of the concept will be validated through the
following validation activities and exercises:
 ACT01: Activity to assess the performance of a Machine Learning model providing probabilistic
convective weather information.
 ACT02: Activity to assess the performance of a Machine Learning model providing weatherrelated capacity reduction and imbalance prediction.
 ACT03: Activity to assess the performance of a Machine Learning DCB solver model providing
mitigation plans.
 ACT04: Activity to assess the performance of a Machine Learning model providing AU
Preferred Trajectory alternatives.
 EXE01: Human-In-The-Loop Validation Exercise to assess the operational aspects ISOBAR
Collaborative Framework.
 EXE02: Fast-Time Validation Exercise to assess the global performance benefits of ISOBAR
Solution.
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1 Executive Summary
ISOBAR solution improves current ATFCM process with the support of Artificial Intelligence predictors
for weather, capacity and demand. The project develops four AI components:
1. Meteo engine, improving storm forecasting and adapting it to ATM requirements;
2. Hotspot detection, capable of producing probabilistic hotspot predictions;
3. Airspace Users preferences, linking weather scenarios to re-routing demands;
4. Hotspot solver, developed to minimize overloads in sectors by means of performance-driven
mitigations.
As a whole, the solution is designed to be able to learn from feedback on effectiveness. In an
operational implementation, the deviations and outcomes from the tactical ATFCM process would
feed the ISOBAR core to improve the machine learning engines and in particular the one for mitigation.
This approach mimics current trends in ATFM to “close the loop” with effective post-operations
analysis and performance monitoring.
Within the duration of the project, it is also planned an evaluation to confront the outcomes of the
complete ATFCM and ATC processes as per ISOBAR solution with a reference performance framework
and the results of baseline ATFCM based on historical data. To this aim, it is developed a baseline
characterisation of:
-

Type of measures included in the playbook selected to be used by the hotspot solver and what
are the parameters that characterise their extent, level of application, target problem and
desired effect;

-

Historical data on adherence to mitigation measures and measured impact;

-

How to measure the effectiveness of the playbook measures in line with the historical data on
impact and the analysis of the desired effects.

A potential applicable Performance Framework is defined taking into account the characterisation of
the above aspects in alignment with the current SESAR Performance Framework. The objective is
twofold:
-

To serve as reference for feedback on effectiveness in a potential ISOBAR solution deployment;

-

To serve as appropriate framework to conduct the ISOBAR validation, compatible with the
current performance approaches and deriving the macro-level impact from the understanding
of the micro-level implications of the playbook measures.

ISOBAR validation is organised into four validation activities and two validation exercises:
-

ACT01: Activity to assess the performance of a Machine Learning model providing probabilistic
convective weather information. The scope of this activity is focussed on validating the
11
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prediction in the severity of storm, lightning location and storm overshoot over different flight
levels (FL320, FL 340, FL360, etc.).
-

ACT02: Activity to assess the performance of a Machine Learning model providing weather
capacity reduction and imbalance prediction. This activity is focused on the assessment of
hotspots considering: 1) demand behaviour due to convective weather; and 2) capacity
reduction (also due to convective weather).

-

ACT03: Activity to assess the performance of a Machine Learning model providing mitigation
plans. Two main research streams have been initiated in order to develop one or many AIbased DCB hotspot solvers. The first stream focuses on optimization-oriented methods,
possibly enhanced with reinforcement learning. The second stream seeks to build a solver
based mainly on reinforcement learning. This validation activity is conducted separately on
each solver, to reveal the effectiveness of these DCB hotspot mitigation strategies produced
by the AI engine, in comparison with a commonly used DCB hotspot solver.

-

ACT04: Activity to assess the performance of a Machine Learning model providing AU
Preferred Trajectory alternatives. This activity is performed in a statistical way, considering
that the history of filed Flight Plans handles the Airspace Users preferences through the
frequency of use of a trajectory versus the complete history, which handle specific condition
of trajectory filling.

-

EXE01: Validation Exercise to assess the operational acceptability of ISOBAR Collaborative
Framework. The exercise covers the use case of detection and resolution of a Netspot in pretactical phase (D-1) and re-assessed in the tactical phase (D-0). The objective it to validate the
human (NMOC/FMP) interactions with AI components to manage convective weather
situations.

-

EXE02: Fast-Time Validation Exercise to assess the performance benefits of the global solution.
Qualitative and quantitative analysis is done to study the performance improvements
expected in the areas of Capacity and Operational efficiency (Predictability and Punctuality).
The ISOBAR prototype is run to produce a collaborative NOP and simulate via Fast-Time
Simulation the implementation of the proposed mitigation measures from the playbook.

Each activity and exercise fit into the global validation strategy in terms of objectives, assumptions and
research questions. Globally, the validation is designed to answer the questions of the ISOBAR
stakeholders in terms of usability, level of internal performance of the components (functionalities)
and level of external performance (outcome of the system) of the ISOBAR solution.

12
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2 Introduction
2.1 Purpose of the document
This document provides the Experimental plan and Performance Framework for ISOBAR project.
It focuses on the several operational concept elements described in ISOBAR SPR-INTEROP/OSED [7].
These elements are addressed in the VALP through the following validation exercises:
 ACT01: This activity will be focused on the assessment of the probabilistic forecast of
convection. The main objective of this activity is to present a statistical analysis of the
performance of the meteo engine model.
 ACT02: This activity will be focused on the assessments of the hotspot determination
considering capacity reduction and demand behaviour due to convection weather.
 ACT03: This activity will be focused on the assessments of the performance of a Machine
Learning DCB solver model providing mitigation plans.
 ACT04: This activity will be focused on the assessment of the performance of a Machine
Learning model providing AU Preferred Trajectory alternatives.
 EXE01: The objective is to validate the Human (NMOC/FMP) interactions with AI components
to manage convective weather situations:
- How to manage new information dealing with convective weather prediction, weather
capacity reduction and automated resolution of weather problems?
- How to manage the new collaborative process involving NMOC and FMP?
 EXE02: This exercise will be focused on the assessment of the performance benefits of the
ISOBAR solution implementation to the ATFCM process, integrating probabilistic weather
forecast information. Qualitative and quantitative analysis will be done to study the
operational performance improvement and also the related KPIs in which we expect to have
benefits (Capacity, Flexibility and Operational Efficiency). The simulation will address the pretactical D-1 time horizon using the ISOBAR solution to produce a collaborative NOP and
simulate via Fast Time Simulation (RAMS tool) the implementation of the proposed mitigation
measures from the playbook. A selected set of days from August 2019 will be simulated,
including relevant convective weather phenomena. The reference scenario will be based on
the historical data and the solution scenario will involve the execution of the ISOBAR solution
and the simulation of the impacted traffic through RAMS.

2.2 Intended readership
The intended audience of this document are:
 ISOBAR project partners, to ensure the consistency of the results and the collaboration
between the concept elements.
 PJ09 “Advanced DCB” for their consideration in the Network Performance Management and
Monitoring.
13
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2.3 Background
The concept definition is built on:
-

-

SESAR Wave2 PJ09 Solution 49: This project defines the framework to manage critical
situations including weather events in terms of procedure, process, roles & responsibilities,
workflow.
Cross-Border Weather Operation Initiative: This project aims to manage better adverse
weather across the network with the cooperation of all the network’s key players.

Solution 49 and Cross-Border weather operations provides interesting features for the weather
problem detection & resolution. In particular, Solution 49 provides:
-

Gate management/cross-border flow monitoring;
Netspot/delineation of linked- hotspots;
Formalization of the collaborative process.

Compared to the SESAR Solution 49 that has defined the Gate and Netspots principles, in ISOBAR
the additional work will consist of:
-

-

Identify and design the Gates to manage flows at the network level, to establish the capacity
thresholds, and to assess the performance of this mechanism to monitor flow and apply flow
rate.
Assess the Netspot management in the collaborative process to manage convective weather
situations.

Cross-Border weather operations provides:
-

Operational requirements for meteo forecast;
Principles for the resolution of weather operations illustrated with a concrete French
Reims/Aix ACC scenario;
Formalization of the collaborative process;
Timeline/process.

ISOBAR will re-use and will adapt the Cross-Border procedure and process but will provide AI
components to digitalize the process, detection and resolution of weather problems. Cross-Border
requirements for meteo forecast will be re-used fully.
ISOBAR will re-use and will adapt the Solution 49 process and conceptual elements dealing with critical
situation management but instantiated for weather operations management. In particular, the
concept of Gate and Netspot has been started in Solution 49. Since this solution is going to be closed,
the development continuation is now performed in-house in EUROCONTROL and in ISOBAR.

2.4 Structure of the document
The document follows the SJU Experimental Plan guidance SESAR2020 ER4 [2] and is structured in 8
chapters as follows:
 Chapter 1: Executive summary. It states the main information of the document.
14
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 Chapter 2: The Introduction describes the purpose of the VALP, the intended readership, the
background from previous work, the structure of the document, the glossary of terms and the
acronyms and terminologies that are used through the present document.
 Chapter 3: Context of the validation. It presents the validation plan context, a summary of the
ISOBAR activities and exercises, the key R&D needs.
 Chapter 4: ISOBAR Baseline Characteristics in terms of KPAs and KPIs and description of the
ATFCM Performance Framework.
 Chapter 5: SESAR Solution Experimental Plan. It brings out the validation approach, the
validation objectives, research questions, hypothesis, activities and exercises list.
 Chapter 6: Validation activities and exercises. Each validation activities and exercise which will
be performed in the scope of ISOBAR is detailed in this chapter.
 Chapter 7: References. It contains all the applicable and reference documents referred to in
this document.
 Appendix A: It identifies the KPAs impacted by the Activities and Exercises.

2.5 Glossary of terms
The following table presents the terms and the related definition used in the document.
Term

Definition

Source of the definition

Coldspot

The coldspot represents a traffic volume with available SESAR W2 Solution 38
capacity highlighted to explicitly absorb more traffic, in
particular flight candidates for re-routing.

Netspot

The identification of linked hotspots at network level SESAR W2 Solution 49
rises the appearance of a Netspot. The geographical
delineation of a Netspot is represented by a group of
Traffic Volumes and/or Flows.

Gate

A Gate is a vertical surface made of an ad hoc SESAR W2 Solution 49
geographical line, perpendicular to the flow to be
captured, and a range of levels. For in-depth analysis, the
network Gate can be divided into smaller surfaces to
analyse sub-flows.

Playbook

Catalogue of weather scenarios defined and agreed by Cross-Border Weather
NM, ANSPs and AUs at the strategical level
Operations

Protection
Hotspot

The Protection Hotspot represents non overloaded SESAR W2 Solution 38
traffic volume but protected: new/unplanned flight
needs formal acceptance from FMP

System

The term “system” in all requirements refers to the
NM/FMP platform with integrated new functions
provided with ISOBAR solution. It refers to an advanced
ATFCM HMI upgraded with ISOBAR AI components.
15
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Term
Weather
Scenario

Definition

Source of the definition

A weather scenario is composed of:
-

Cross-Border Weather
Operations & enriched
Static part: the principles and rules to apply DCB by ISOBAR
measures
Dynamic part: the set of measures provided by
the AI Hotspot Solver
Table 1: Glossary of terms

2.6 Acronyms and Terminology
The following table defines the acronyms that appear in the present Experimental Plan
Acronym

Definition

A/C

Aircraft

ACC

Area Control Centre

ACT

Activity

ADEP

Airport of Departure

ADES

Airport of Destination

AHEC

Actual Hourly Entry Count

AI

Artificial Intelligence

AIRAC

Aeronautical Information Regulation and Control

ALDT

Actual Landing Time

ANSP

Air Navigation Service Provider

AOC

Airlines Operational Communications

APT

Airport

ATA

Actual Time of Arrival

ATC

Air Traffic Control

ATFCM

Air Traffic Flow and Capacity Management

ATFM

Air Traffic Flow Management

ATM

Air Traffic Management

ATOT

Actual Take-Off Time

AU

Airspace User

CASA

Computer Assisted Slot Allocation (algorithm used by the Network
Manager to respond to network constraints)

16
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Acronym

Definition

Cb

Cumulonimbus

CHG

Change

CNN

Convoluted Neural Network

CRM

Change Restricted Manual

CTA

Calculated Time of Arrival

CTOT

Calculated Take-Off Time

DAC

Dynamic Airspace Configuration

DCB

Demand Capacity Balancing

DLA

Delay/-ed

EC

Entry Count

ECR

Entry Compliance Ratio

ECTL

EUROCONTROL

eNM

EUROCONTROL Network Manager

ELDT

Estimated Landing Time

EOBT

Estimated Off-Block Time

EPS

Ensemble Prediction Systems

ER

Experimental Research

ETA

Estimated Time of Arrival

ETO

Estimated Time Over

ETOT

Estimated Take-Off Time

EXE

Exercise

FL

Flight Level

FMP

Flow Management Position

FN

False Negatives

FP

Flight Plan

FP

False Positives

FPR

False Positive Rate

FRA

Free Route Airspace

FTS

Fast Time Simulation

GATMOC

Global Air Traffic Management Operational Concept
17
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Acronym

Definition

HEC

Hourly Entry Count

HITL

Human-in-the-loop

HMI

Human Machine Interface

HP

Human Performance

ICAO

International Civil Aviation Organization

IFR

Instrumental Flight Rules

INAP

Integrated Network and ATC Planning

IHEC

Initial Hourly Entry Count

INP

Initial Network Plan

INTEROP

Interoperability Requirements

KPA

Key Performance Area

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

LDT

Landing Time

LSTM

Long Short-Term Memory

MIT

Miles-In-Trail

ML

Machine Learning

MTOW

Maximum Take-Off Weight

MV

Monitoring Value

Nb

Number

NLP

Naural-Language-Processing

NM

Network Manager

NMF

Network Management Functions

NMOC

Network Manager Operations Centre

NOP

Network Operations Plan

NWP

Numerical Weather Prediction

OC

Occupancy Count

OCC

Occupancy

OI

Operational Improvement

OSED

Operational Service and Environment Definition

OTMV

Occupancy Traffic Monitoring Values

PAR

Performance Assessment Report
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Acronym

Definition

PI

Performance Indicator

PR

Precision-Recall

RAD

Route Availability Document

RAMS

Reorganized ATC Mathematical Simulator

RBT

Reference Business Trajectory

RDT

Rapid Development Thunderstorm

REF

Reference

RHEC

Regulated Hourly Entry Count

ROC

Receiver Operating Characteristic

SBT

Shared Business Trajectory

SCN

Scenario

SECT

Sector

SESAR

Single European Sky ATM Research Programme

SG

Steering Group

SJU

SESAR Joint Undertaking (Agency of the European Commission)

SOL

Solution

SPR

Safety and Performance Requirements

TFV

Traffic Volume

TMA

Terminal Manoeuvring Area

TN

True Negatives

TP

True Positives

TPR

True Positive Rate

TV

Traffic Volume

UAC

Upper Area Control

UC

Use Case

VALP

Validation Plan

WP

Waypoint/Work Package

Wx

Weather
Table 2: Acronyms and terminology
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3 Context of the Validation
3.1 ISOBAR: a summary
The ISOBAR project integrates accurate and probabilistic convective weather forecasts in the Air Traffic
Flow and Capacity Management (ATFCM) process applied both at local (FMP) and network (NM) level.
These weather forecasts are an input to the demand and capacity prediction, so that both can be better
characterised and imbalances between capacity and demand can be better anticipated. All the process
aims at prescribing more adequate mitigation measures to ensure safety and maximise efficiency,
stability, and capacity.
To achieve this vision, ISOBAR foresees an ATFCM process supported by Artificial Intelligence
predictors for weather, capacity, and demand and able to learn from feedback on effectiveness, as
depicted in the figure below. In grey are represented the external data inputs and the un-addressed
ATFCM operations, whereas in blue are the activities addressed in ISOBAR.

Figure 1: ISOBAR enhanced ATFCM vision

The final aim of the evaluation within the project is to confront the outcomes of the complete ATFCM
and ATC processes as per ISOBAR solution with the reference performance framework and the results
of baseline ATFCM based on historical data. In an operational implementation, the deviations, and
outcomes from the tactical ATFCM process would feed the ISOBAR core to improve the machine
learning engine for mitigation.
ISOBAR develops four AI components in support of the ATFCM process aiming to manage critical
weather operations at pre-tactical and tactical level (-24h up to the execution, with a focus on later
tactical phases).
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Figure 2: ISOBAR models developments

The AI components that underpin the ISOBAR collaborative ATFCM processes, focusing on weatherrelated DCB imbalances, are:
1. AI Meteo Engine, improving storm forecasting with including probability and increasing the
update frequency and the spatial resolution.
2. AI Hotspot Detection, developing a library capable of taking the weather demand and capacity
forecast outputs and producing probabilistic hotspot predictions.
This model builds on the outputs of a capacity decay ML component, establishing spatialtemporal correlation between historical weather data and airspace capacity values in order to
be capable of predicting the decay linked to new weather situations.
3. AI AU Preference, corresponding to the characterisation of AUs actions in response to adverse
weather results in a catalogue of weather scenarios (Playbook) and reactions, linking weather
scenarios to re-routing demands.
4. AI Hotspot Solver, developed to minimize overloads in sectors. The objective is first to identify
flights involved in Hotspots and to act on them for minimizing the associated overload. From
selected weather scenarios in the Playbook, the AI Hotspot Solver may propose a combination
of several actions like route change, taking into account convective cells locations and the
current winds, or slot change to delay the entry of aircraft in sectors or altitude changes. The
solution will consider AUs preference (provided by the AI AU Preference) and will also be able
to learn from the effectiveness of ATFCM measures, based on in-flight feedback and the postanalysis of the executed operations.
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All four individual AI components are integrated in a prototype used for demonstrating the potential
benefits of the global ISOBAR solution as well as framework for the operational evaluation of the
improved ATFCM process.

3.2 Experimental Plan context
This document provides the first version of the Experimental Plan for ISOBAR in the context of ER4.
It describes the scope of the intended validation. The feasibility and benefits of the concept will be
validated through the following validation activities and exercises:
 ACT01: Activity to assess the performance of a Machine Learning model providing probabilistic
convective weather information.
 ACT02: Activity to assess the performance of a Machine Learning model providing weather
capacity reduction and imbalance prediction.
 ACT03: Activity to assess the performance of a Machine Learning model providing mitigation
plans.
 ACT04: Activity to assess the performance of a Machine Learning model providing AU
Preferred Trajectory alternatives.
 EXE01: Validation Exercise to assess the operational acceptability of the ISOBAR Collaborative
Framework.
 EXE02: Fast-Time Validation Exercise to assess the global performance of the ISOBAR solution.
The following table provides a brief description of each activity and validation exercise within ISOBAR
and details the geographical, operational and technological environments for each of them.
The activities and validation exercises presented in this table will be further described in Chapter 6, in
their respective sub-sections.
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Objectives

Validation Technique

Operational
environment

Scope

ACT01

Activity to assess the Objective #1: Characterisation
performance
of
a of Convective Weather
Machine Learning model
providing probabilistic
convective
weather
information

Models will Machine Learning Indicators France/Spain
be
(ROC
curve,
Confusion cross-border
evaluated
matrix)
using
python
programmi
ng
language.

 En-route
(low/medium/high
complexity)
 Network
 Structured
Route
Network

ACT02

Activity to assess the
performance
of
a
Machine Learning model
providing
weather
capacity reduction and
imbalance prediction

Models will Machine Learning Indicators France/Spain
be
(ROC
curve,
Confusion cross-border
evaluated
matrix)
using
python
programmi
ng
language.

 En-route
(low/medium/high
complexity)
 Network
 Structured
Route
Network

ACT03

Activity to assess the Objective #4: Produce Airspace
performance
of
a User-driven mitigation Plan
Machine Learning model
providing
mitigation
plans

CU:
In- Fast-time simulation
house DCB
simulator /
ENAC:
simulator /
EUROCONT
ROL: RNEST

 En-route
(low/medium/high
complexity)
 Network
 Structured
Route
Network

Objective #2: Characterisation
of Demand and Capacity
Imbalances due to convective
weather

Platform

Geographical
environment

Activity

France/Spain
cross-border
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Activity

Scope

Objectives

Platform

ACT04

Activity to assess the Objective #3: Produce AU
performance
of
a Preferred Trajectory Alternative
Machine Learning model
providing AU Preferred
Trajectory alternatives

Validation Technique

Geographical
environment

OTS
Machine Learning Indicators France/Spain
computer
(ROC
curve,
Confusion cross-border
running the matrix)
model

Operational
environment

 En-route
(low/medium/high
complexity)
 Network
 Structured
Route
Network

Table 3: Activities description

Exercise

Scope

Objectives

EXE01

Validation Exercise to 
assess
the
ISOBAR
Collaborative
Framework
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Platform

Objective #5: Reinforce the PLANTA
Collaborative
Process INNOVE
among actors
Objective #6: Integrate
convective
weather
information in the FMP/NM
working environment
Objective #7: Shift the
decision-making
from
tactical to pre-tactical to
provide
a
better
anticipation management

Validation Technique

Geographical
environment

+ Real-Time Gaming and France/Spain
HITL simulation
border

Operational
environment
cross-  En-route
(low/medium/high
complexity)
 Network
 Structured
Route
Network
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Exercise

Scope

Objectives





EXE02

Fast-Time
Validation 
Exercise to assess the
global
operational
performance


Platform

Validation Technique

Geographical
environment

Operational
environment

France/Spain
border

cross-  En-route
(low/medium/high
complexity)
 Network
 Structured
Route
Network

Objective #8: Characterise
the
cross-border
DCB
impact
of
convective
weather phenomena
Objective
#9:
Identify
predefined
weather
scenario (Playbook)
Objective #10: Enrich the
decision-making using an
aid-tool Hotspot Solver
Objective
#11:
Assess ISOBAR AI Fast-time simulation
potential
benefits
in modules and
Capacity/Resilience of the RAMS
ISOBAR
solution
implementation
Objective
#12:
Assess
potential
benefits
in
Operational Efficiency of the
ISOBAR
solution
implementation, focusing
on
Punctuality
and
Predictability
Table 4: Exercises description
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3.3 ISOBAR: Key R&D Needs
The R&D needs within ISOBAR were partially identified in the ISOBAR Grant Agreement [5] and are
completed below:
Project Research Question number one “Which sources of weather uncertainty are key for a better DCB
management and how can they be quantified and integrated into the prediction model?”


Research Question #1: Which sources of weather data are key for a better prediction of convective
event from H-24 to H0?
To process raw data from the numerical weather prediction models to extract key convection
indicators depending on the regional model used.



Research Question #2: Which convective predictive model and machine learning technics can
better identify and quantify probabilistically the convective phenomenon from H-24 to H0?
Building a convective predictive model through machine learning techniques to identify and
quantify probabilistically the weather phenomenon and improve ATCFM operations taking into
account the uncertainty factor.

Project Research Question number two “How to integrate the convective weather uncertainty on the
DCB process in line with operational timeframes?”


Research Question #3: How to represent the severity of the convective phenomenon and the
probability of occurrence to support the awareness and understanding of operational actors?
To determine a convection risk matrix that will synthetize the extent of convection scenario versus
the probability of convection scenario (occurrence of Cb clouds). The Cb risk matrix interpretation
shall be generated by the AI Meteo Engine for each area of Cb forecast.



Research Question #4: Which visualization of convective information can be delivered to
operational actors in a digestible way?
To present the convective information in a digestible and operational form to the NM and FMPs.



Research Question #5: Which ‘Hotspot Detection model’ and machine learning technics can better
identify and quantify the DCB impact due to the convective prediction?
To define a new model able to determine the occurrence and propagation of imbalances at the
network level



Research Question #6: Which mechanism is better to monitor the flow at the network level?
To invent a new way to monitor and manage flow at the network level and cross-border traffic
situations.
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Research Question #7: Which visualization of the predicted DCB impact can be delivered to
operational actors in a digestible way?
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To present the convective-related DCB impact to NM and FMPs to support situation awareness,
understanding, and decision-making.


Research Question #8: Which ‘AU preference model’ and machine learning technics can better
identify the AU preferred trajectories with predefined airspace constraints?
To identify the most preferred AU trajectories in response to convective weather considering
historical preferences of airspace users and constraints imposed by available capacity in selected
traffic volume.

Project Research Question number four “How convective weather and DC imbalances information can
be dynamically used by ATFCM operators in a meaningful way?”


Research Question #9: Which ‘Hotspot Solver model’ and machine learning technics can better
identify the DCB solutions to resolve a convective-related Netspot?
To propose to the NM and FMPs different alternatives of combined measures to resolve the
Netspot and weather-based critical situations.



Research Question #10: Which mechanism to allow operational actors to configure the Hotspot
Solver?
To guide the Hotspot Solver leading to the parameters’ configurations by NM/FMPS.



Research Question #11: Which workflow from pre-tactical D-1 to tactical D0 is better to improve
the weather-related problems and solutions, integrating weather information, DCB detection and
resolution in a collaborative process?
To determine the workflow to improve the information sharing in a seamless pre-tactical (D-1) and
tactical (D0) time horizon.



Research Question #12: Which workflow is better to improve the Collaborative Process?
To determine the process to improve the collaborative process with NM pivotal role and FMPs.



Research Question #13: Which object can support the management of cross-border convective
weather?
To define a network-level object –Netspot- to manage cross-border critical situations at the
network level.



Research Question #14: Which mechanism is better to monitor the flow in a cross-border
convective weather situation?
To determine the mechanism to monitor the flow at some specific geographical locations.
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Research Question #15: How to prepare and manage pre-agreed weather scenarios?
To determine the process to manage pre-agreed scenarios.

Project Research Question number three “How to rate the possible mitigation strategies once a hotspot
is identified and quantified?”


Research Question #16: How to assess the weather scenario proposed by the Hotspot Solver?
To determine the process to manage what-if to assess the proposed weather scenario



Research Question #17: How to analyze, to adjust and to manage the weather scenario proposed
by the Hotspot Solver?
To determine a mechanism to easily visualize and adjust the proposed weather scenario.



Research Question #18: Do the chosen Capacity indicators show an improvement when comparing
solution versus reference scenarios?
To determine the performance of Capacity indicators.



Research Question #19: Do the chosen Operational Efficiency (Punctuality) indicators show an
improvement when comparing solution versus reference scenarios?
To determine the performance of Operational Efficiency (Punctuality) indicators.



Research Question #20: Do the chosen Operational Efficiency (Predictability) indicators show an
improvement when comparing solution versus reference scenarios?
To determine the performance of Operational Efficiency (Predictability) indicators.
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4 SESAR ISOBAR Baseline Characterisation
4.1 Introduction
ISOBAR WP6 covers two objectives, evaluating the operational effectiveness of a catalogue of ATFCM
Measures (Playbook), and evaluating by means of simulations the ISOBAR solution. The current and
the following section proposes a Performance Framework covering the former objective, and
establishing a framework, aligned with the SESAR Performance Framework for evaluating the benefits
that a future deployment of ISOBAR as a SESAR Solution may bring to the system.
The evaluation of the operational effectiveness of the playbook measures aims at getting closer to
bridge the gap between the system-as-imagined and the operations-as-done, through an effective
post-analysis. In this sense, current performance evaluation trends are not only devoted for addressing
ATM Performance Benefits, but also to evaluate how the system deploys ATFM measures. Thus, this
approach mimics current trends in ATFM to “close the loop” with effective post-operations analysis
and performance monitoring, not only from a “macro perspective”, i.e., ATM Operational Benefits, but
also “micro” levels.
As a reference, ICAO Doc 9971 Manual on Collaborative Air Traffic Flow Management (ATFM) [5], in its
subsection 4.1.4.4.2, establishes the goals of Post-Operations as:
“4.1.4.4.8 Post-Operations analysis may be used to:
a) identify operational trends or opportunities for improvement;
b) further investigate the cause-and-effect relationship of ATFM measures to aid in the
selection and development of future actions and strategies;
c) gather additional information with the goal of optimizing ATM system efficiency in general
or for ongoing events;
d) perform the analysis of specific areas of interest, such as irregular operations, special
events, or the use of re-route proposals; and
e) make recommendations on how to optimize ATM system performance and to minimize the
negative impact of ATFM measures on operation”.
As it was said previously, the ISOBAR performance framework objectives are to support the
identification of ATM Performance Benefits, but also to support the post-ops analysis in order to
guarantee an effective feedback to the operations side. In this sense, the ISOBAR Performance
Framework objectives aim at characterising an ATFM measure in terms of impact, effectiveness and
compliance, and from this point, extrapolate / understand the macro-level implications. This approach
was adopted following the “3-Part Story” presented by the ATFM/SG (Asia/Pacific Air Traffic Flow
Management Steering Group) ICAO Guidance Material in November 2020.
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This approach, adapted to the ISOBAR OSED [7], sets the post-ops analysis aiming at answering three
main questions:
1. Who are impacted by the Playbook measure, and how?
2. How well do stakeholders comply with the Playbook measure?
3. How effective is the Playbook measure implemented in delivering the intended level of traffic?
A “Baseline Characterisation” of these types of measures would allow the AI-Solver components to
understand the inherent deviations between forecasted operations and the actual ones. A forthcoming
initial set of results is addressed in Section 4.5.

4.2 Local ATFCM Measures Effectiveness
4.2.1 General Characterisation of a Playbook Measure
Figure 3 provides an example taken from the Intermediate OSED where a conceptual representation
of an imbalance (either using the gate or sector concepts) is represented. The implementation of a
playbook measure “moves” the peaks over the MV to use the available “entry slots”.

Figure 3: Visualization of the capacity reduction proposed by the AI Hotspot Detection (Wx Capacity
Reduction)

An important element for the deployment of the playbook measures is the characterisation of their
deployment in temporal terms. As such, a playbook measure, once tactically1 deployed is characterised
by:
1. The Lead Time or Activation Notice, which is the time difference between the Start of the
regulation and the deployment of the measure.

1

Tactically in ATFCM Terms
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2. The Regulation Period, characterised by a Start and an End time, where the entry count of a
sector is regulated. The Regulation might be cancelled before starting and during the
regulation (Cancel Time).
Figure 4 illustrates these elements. In addition, it reflects the dynamic nature of the system. Anytime
a playbook measure is deployed, the flight intentions (RBT) are modified accordingly in order to push
the flights to fill the forecasted state of the system (i.e., a set of open sectors associated with a given
set of trajectories crossing them at a specific time period). However, any posterior deployment of a
new playbook measure may modify this forecast.

Figure 4: Evolution of playbook measures

The implication of this is that the system should evaluate a playbook measure considering the delta
between the view of the system at the Lead Time and the Forecasted view, considering the successive
modifications on the flights due to posterior regulations.
In practical terms, this would mean to have a full tree for the potential evolutions of the system, given
the deployment of different measures. However, in practical terms it is currently not feasible to
populate such a tree due to the variability of the submission of the flight plan information.
In order to have a common reference, the project considered the use of the M1 (Initial) Trajectory of
DDR2, as representative of the flight intention 3 hours before the estimated off-block time.
The study of how many regulations applied to a given aircraft, the regulation lead times, and the
variability of the estimated off-block times (EOBT) after the most penalising regulation was deployed
can help to start characterising the stability of the network.
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4.3 Playbook Measures
This section deepens on the playbook measures that have been selected to be used by the AI-Solver
to solve an imbalance detected by the AI Hotspot component. In particular, it provides a methodology
to generate a basic characterisation of ground delay-related measures and the re-routing measures.

4.3.1 Ground Delay / CASA Regulation / Flow Measures
4.3.1.1 Definition
These types of measures’ objectives limit the number of aircraft entries or rates through a given traffic
volume / flow during a regulation period by delaying flights’ estimate take-off times (ETOTs) through
the issuance of calculated take-off times (CTOT).
In this process, the different components of ISOBAR will issue departure times in order to control the
“entry times” into the constrained airspace by the weather phenomena. The main underlying idea is
to increase the “on-time performance”2 of the “entry times”.
The ISOBAR OSED characterised the DCB Measure in terms of the spatial location, the time horizon
and the desired effect.
What we
want to solve

Where the
problem is

Time
Horizon

Individual Flights

Capacity
Overload in a
Sector

Sector

D-0 [H-6 to
H-2h]

*To limit the number
of flights departing
during a period of
time to reduce the
number
of
A/C
entering an over
capacity
sector/airport

Individual Flights
/ Flows

Large demand
over capacity
situation that
impacts
a
significant
number
of
aircraft

SECTOR
APT

D-1
D-0 [H-6 to
H-2h]

*To limit the number
of flights departing
per hour to reduce
the number of A/C
entering an over
capacity
sector/airport.

DCB Measure

Application

Ground Delay

CASA
Regulation

/

Table 5: Playbook measures relating to Ground Delay

2

On-time performance following SESAR Performance Framework Terminology
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The AI-Solver will consider the entire 4D flight as a “line” that can be “translated” forward, by issuing
an ATFM delay through a CTOT.
So, in this case, the measure tries to:
1. “control / balance” the Entry Count (or any other ATFM Ops Indicator) [dependent variable];
by
2. “delaying” the entry times of individual flights or flows [dependent variable]; through
3. “implementing” ground delays [independent variable].
We can define thus the following variables for characterising this process:
1. {𝐸𝑇𝑂𝑇𝑓 , 𝐶𝑇𝑂𝑇𝑓 , 𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑇𝑓 }: {Estimated, Calculated, Actual} Take-Off Times for an aircraft f.
2. {𝐸𝑇𝑂𝑓𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑇 , 𝐶𝑇𝑂𝑓𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑇 , 𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑓𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑇 }: {Estimated, Calculated, Actual} times of overflying the
SECTOR SECT by an aircraft f.
𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑇
𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑇
𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑇
3. {𝐼𝐻𝐸𝐶𝑙𝑡,𝑚
, 𝑅𝐻𝐸𝐶𝑙𝑡,𝑚
, 𝐴𝐻𝐸𝐶𝑚
}: {Initial, Regulated, Actual} Hourly Entry Count (HEC) of
sector SECT, computed at lead time lt referring to period m. In the case of ISOBAR, the M1
trajectory will be the common reference (-3H).

4.3.1.2 Impact Analysis
The impact of these ground delay programmes is mainly apportioned to airspace users by issuing ATFM
Delays. The main impact measure, per aircraft, is the ATFM Delay.
𝐴𝑇𝐹𝑀 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑓 = 𝐶𝑇𝑂𝑇𝑓 − 𝐸𝑇𝑂𝑇𝑓
The main indicators for assessing the impact of a given playbook measure are related with the
aggregation and exploitation of this measure. Thus, descriptive statistics (mean, median, min, max,
etc.) and derived indicators from the aggregation of this measure can be further exploited for
operational purposes. In addition, relevant measures could be the total numbers of flights impacted
by the regulation or the number of slot cancelations.
The following table provides a breakdown of the most basic indicators:
Indicator

Description

Impact on
Operational Processes

Flight Count
Total Number of Flights

∑𝐹𝑓 𝑓 for flights f impacted by the The larger the number
of flights regulated,
Regulation r.
the larger is the
expected impact. It can
help
to
prioritise
playbook
measures
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Indicator

Description

Impact on
Operational Processes
over specific parts of
the network.

ATFM Delay Impact
∑𝐹𝑓 𝐴𝑇𝐹𝑀 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑓 for flights f impacted Large ATFM delays for
a regulation r will
by the Regulation r.
mean that the system
can become unstable
due to reactionary
delays.

Total ATFM Delay

ATFM
Delay
Statistics

Descriptive We can consider here different statistics
such as mean, median, geometric mean
for
those
aircraft
with
𝐴𝑇𝐹𝑀 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑓 > 0

ATFM Delay Breakdown

These indicators can
help operations to
understand what the
expected impact of a
given regulation is. In
In addition, the proportion of flights addition, it can reflect
having been allocated within time large
reactionary
windows.
delays as consequence
of having a large
proportion of aircraft
with high delays.
Any decomposition of the set of flights
impacted by Regulation r by any feature
of the flight f such as ADEP, ADES, AOC,
etc.

These figures can help
the operations to
understand where is
better to focus or
cherry-pick solutions.

Table 6: Impact indicators relating to Ground Delay

The apportionment of the ATFM Delay depending on diverse features (such as origin airport, airline,
regulated sector, etc.) may be used to determine other indicators in derived areas such as fairness,
cost or equity [7],[10].

4.3.1.3 Compliance Assessment
The definition of the compliance of a measure involving a delay is divided in two different parts:
1. Compliance with the “actuator” of the process, i.e., the difference of ATOTs and CTOTs per
flight f.
a. 𝑃𝑈𝑁1𝑓 = 𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑇𝑓 − 𝐶𝑇𝑂𝑇𝑓
2. Adherence between the calculated and actual entry times to the regulated area, i.e., the
difference between ATO and CTO.
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a. 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 (𝐸𝐶𝑅) = 𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑓 − 𝐶𝑇𝑂𝑓
The main indicators for assessing the compliance for delay-related measures are related with the
aggregation and exploitation of these measures. Thus, descriptive statistics (mean, median, min, max,
etc.) and derived indicators from the aggregation of these measures can be further exploited for
operational purposes.
The following table provides a breakdown of the indicators:
Indicator

Description

Impact on Operational
Processes

Non-Regulated (Baseline); considering a window of [-15, +15]
Total Number of Flights

∑𝐹𝑓 𝑓 for flights f not impacted by any Large number of nonregulated flights can
Regulation r.
reflect variability in the
network due to the
flexibility.

Statistical Distribution of The generating measure (i.e., the random Poor
departure
Departure Adherence
variable) is 𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑇𝑓 − 𝐸𝑇𝑂𝑇𝑓 for flights f not adherence of nonregulated flights can
impacted by any Regulation r.
reduce or alter the
effectiveness of the
applied measures.
Statistical Distribution of The generating measure (i.e., the random Poor sector overfly
Sector Overfly Adherence variable) is 𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑓 − 𝐸𝑇𝑂𝑓 for flights f not adherence of nonregulated flights can
impacted by any Regulation r.
reduce the predictability
of hotspots appearance
or alter the effectiveness
of the applied measures.
Regulated (Baseline); considering a window of [-5, +10]
Total Number of Flights

∑𝐹𝑓 𝑓 for flights f impacted by any Regulation The larger the number of
regulated flights, the
r.
larger the expected
impact. More regulated
flights should imply an
increase in network
stability and a reduction
of uncertainty.
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Indicator

Description

Impact on Operational
Processes

Statistical Distribution of The generating measure (i.e., the random This indicator can reflect
variable) is 𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑇𝑓 − 𝐶𝑇𝑂𝑇𝑓 for flights f reactionary delays. It
Slot Adherence
can help the operations
impacted by any Regulation r.
understand
whether
The percentage of aircraft that falls within long-living regulations
±3min is PUN2 as defined in the SESAR may jeopardise the
Performance Framework
overall stability of the
network.
Statistical Distribution of The generating measure (i.e., the random This indicator can help
Sector Overfly Adherence variable) is 𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑓 − 𝐶𝑇𝑂𝑓 for flights f the
operations
to
understand whether the
impacted by any Regulation r.
regulations
were
fulfilling the objectives
with regard to the actual
occupancy levels of the
sector.
Table 7: Compliance indicators relating to Ground Delay

The breakdown of these measures by the operational features of the flight, such as the airport of
departure, airline, number of regulations applied on the flight, or number of flight rotations can help
to identify when there will be a lack of compliance.
The impact of flight rotations is key, as it is a key explanatory factor for the “Reactionary Delays”.
Reactionary delays are a cause of lack of compliances, which are caused by late arrival or crew from
previous journeys that that may increase as an effect of the network impact. In August 2019, the
reactionary delays accounted for a 43% of the average delay per flight, whereas the ATFM delay (all
causes) was around 28% [12].

4.3.1.4 Effectiveness Measurement
The playbook measures have the objective of limiting the demand over a given sector or gate during
given periods where the capacity (or adjusted capacity proposed by the AI Hotspot Engine) could be
exceeded.
The playbook measures are deployed based on the prediction of a hotspot (AI Hotspot Detection),
which is solved (AI Solver) and then deployed by the system. The AI Hotspot considers an Initial entry
count, that then is modified by the AI Solver by regulating the demand. This regulation is a forecast of
the demand for a given period on a sector.
Then, the system evolves forward in time following the operations. Thus, the forecast translates into
actual trajectories. Figure 5 reflects a conceptual approach to this concept.
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Figure 5: Ground Delay effectiveness measurement

The X-Axis represents times, in relevant time periods (i.e., 20 min, 1h, etc.). There are three columns
per period, indicating the Initial, the Regulated and the Actual demand,
𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑇
𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑇
𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑇
i.e., {𝐼𝐻𝐸𝐶𝑙𝑡,𝑚
, 𝑅𝐻𝐸𝐶𝑙𝑡,𝑚
, 𝐴𝐻𝐸𝐶𝑚
}: {Initial, Regulated, Actual}. The Y-axis represents the
expected demand over the period in a given airspace or gate, where a horizontal line represents the
Monitoring Value (MV), which indicates potential unbalances to be solved.
In period 3 (P3), we would observe a potential overshoot in the demand. This is “transferred” forward,
respecting the new rate, which is usually larger than the monitoring value. The overdue demand moves
to the following the periods (P5 and P6).
Finally, the Actual Demand may adhere or not to the Regulated Demand. The comparison between
these magnitudes in a first instance reflects the effectiveness of the measure. Some of the questions
that we can answer would be:
1. Does the actual demand surpass the total rate in any regulated period?
2. Does the actual demand reach the regulated levels?
3. What is the “average” flow intensity of the demand over a given sector during the regulated
periods? And what is the difference with the rate?
Additional questions that may be posed could be if the final complexity or workload of the ATC in
charge of the regulated sector was eased, avoiding peaks.
The following table provides a breakdown of the potential indicators for characterising the
effectiveness of these kind of metrics:
Indicator

Description

Impact on
Operational
Processes

Traffic Demand
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Indicator

Description

Impact on
Operational
Processes

Average
Difference If we consider the time series for the regulated
between Regulated and and actual demands as signals, we can consider
Actual Demand.
the root mean square (RMS) of the signal as the
“average” flow intensity. Then, the difference
between both signals would be the average This actually reflects
the
Capacity
difference.
Utilisation Ratio, i.e,
Maximum
Difference It follows the previous indicator but the
amount
of
Between Regulated and considering the maximum difference over a system
capacity
Actual Demand over period.
which is effectively
average difference
used for managing
the traffic.
Minimum
Difference It follows the previous indicator but
Between Regulated and considering the minimum difference over a
Actual Demand below period.
average difference
Table 8: Effectiveness indicators relating to Ground Delay

4.3.2 Re-routing
4.3.2.1 Definition
Re-routing in ISOBAR is tightly coupled with the concepts of Hotspot, Coldspot and Netspot. As per the
definition given in the ISOBAR OSED, a coldspot “represents a traffic volume with available capacity
highlighted to explicitly absorb more traffic, in particular flight candidates for re-routing”.
As illustrated in Figure 6, the coldspots (in blue) will be used to off-load the hotspots (in red), but also
to alleviate areas identified in the Netspot.
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Figure 6: Configuration of the AI Solver [Figure 29 ISOBAR OSED]

The re-routings objectives are to mitigate capacity overshoots in the hotspots, while maintaining the
balance in the coldspots. This measure is expected to be applied at different stages of the process,
with different objectives. For example:
-

Re-routings taken at D-1 look for pushing the SBTs out of the forecasted congested areas, in
order to mitigate potential capacity decays strategically.

-

Re-routings taken at pre-tactical ATFCM (D-0 [H-6, H-2]) objectives are to refill the coldspots
in order to avoid overloads in sectors, but also to reduce delay for flights highly penalised. In
some cases, airlines may prefer to fly more miles, but benefiting by a reduced arrival delay.

-

Finally, the tactical ATFCM re-routing measures (D-0 [H-2, H-20’]) aims at avoiding highly
penalising delays.

The following table provides an overview of the re-routing measure:
DCB Measure

Re-routing/ Refiling
(FPL
Modification)

Application

Flows/Individual
Flights

What we
want to solve

Where the
problem is

Time
Horizon

Desired Effect

Capacity
Overload in a
sector
* Need to
reduce delays
for
those
flights with enroute delays

Sector

D-1:
SBT
D-0: [H-6 to
H-2h]
Refilling

To
Offload
an
overload
sector
* To Reduce the enroute delays

D-0 H-2h to
H-20':
Re-routing
SBT/RBT
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DCB Measure

Application

CASA
Regulation

Individual Flights
/ Flows

What we
want to solve

Where the
problem is

Large demand
over capacity
situation that
impacts
a
significant
number
of
aircraft

SECTOR
APT

Time
Horizon
/

D-1
D-0 [H-6 to
H-2h]

Desired Effect
To limit the number
of flights departing
per hour to reduce
the number of A/C
entering an over
capacity
sector/airport.

Table 9: Playbook Measures relating to Re-routing

4.3.2.2 Impact Analysis
The impact of re-routing measures for airspace users can be summarised in terms of the variation on
the arrival times and the variation in the route length for the airspace user. For the ANSP, the impact
can be the summed up in the increment of capacity utilisation of some sectors, and the reduction of
the ATFM delays.
The main impact measure in terms of time delay is, per aircraft, the Arrival Delay.
𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑓 = 𝐶𝑇𝐴𝑓 − 𝐸𝑇𝐴𝑓
The main impact measure in terms of horizontal re-routings is, per aircraft, the Flight length.
𝐿𝑒𝑔 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑓 = 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑓 − 𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑓
These two are interdependent with two key aspects for the airspace users, i.e., the on-time
performance (and associated reactionary delays in case of deviations from the plan), and the fuel
consumption and CO2 emissions.
For the ANSPs (and network), the main impact is the reduction of ATFM delays (i.e., delays saved
because of the re-routing), and the increment of capacity utilisation ratio for the coldspots. For
example, in summer 2019, the Network Manager deployed the eNM initiative (see Figure 7) [13]. This
initiative led to the saving half of the estimated delays, should the measure not have been deployed.
This was at the expense of an additional route length per flight of 1.62Nm and an average increase in
fuel burn of 11 kg per flight, for the routes impacted by horizontal re-routing measures.
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Figure 7: eNM initiative shifting of traffic flows to offload congested ACCs

For the increase on capacity utilisation, the re-routing measures are associated with an area, which is
separated in different traffic volumes. When a set of traffic volumes is considered for the deployment
of re-routing scenarios, the impact of the re-routing measure could be understood locally or globally.
When understood locally, the impact would be associated to the delta in entries to the coldspot. So,
for a coldspot i, the delta in the demand due to the re-routing can be characterised by the following
measure:
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑

{𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛}𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑖

𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝

= {𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑}𝑖 − {𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑}𝑖

Here, the demand may be represented by the Hourly Entry Count (HEC), the Occupancy (OCC), or other
complexity metric, depending on the look ahead time to the operation.
When the problem is addressed from a global perspective, the main impact on the demand of a group
of sectors is accounted by the sum of variations of the composing volumes. In the case of severe
weather impacting on a hotspot, or in a Netspot should the situation be generalised, the capacity decay
in one part of the sectors may be balanced by increasing the demand in the complementary sectors.
The following table provides a breakdown of the impact indicators for re-routing measures:
Indicator

Description

Impact on
Operational Processes

Flight Count
Total Number of Flights

∑𝐹𝑓 𝑓 for flights f impacted by a re- Estimation of the
magnitude of the costs
routing r.
in terms of fuel and
CO2 emissions.
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Indicator

Impact on
Operational Processes

Description

Re-Routing Delay Impact
∑𝐹𝑓 𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑓 for flights
impacted by the re-routing r.

Total Arrival Delay

Arrival
Delay
Statistics

f

These indicators can
help the operations to
identify measures to
minimise the delay in
favour of the planning
Any decomposition of the set of flights of the airlines.
impacted by a re-routing r by any
feature of the flight f such as ADEP,
ADES, AOC, etc.

Descriptive We can consider here different statistics
such as mean, median, geometric mean
for
those
aircraft
with
𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑓 > 0

𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑓 Breakdown

Re-Routing Flight Length Impact
∑𝐹𝑓 𝐿𝑒𝑔 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑓 for flights f The indicators should
help the operation
impacted by a re-routing r.
avoid re-routings that
Total
Additional
Fuel ∑𝐹𝑓 𝐾𝑔 𝑜𝑓 𝐵𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑡 𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑓 for are very penalising in
Consumption
terms of fuel and
flights f impacted by a re-routing r.
emissions.
Total Additional CO2 Emissions ∑𝐹𝑓 𝐾𝑔 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑂2 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑓
for flights f impacted by a re-routing r.
Total Extra Distance

Additional Demand in Coldspot
Total Extra Demand Absorbed

𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑
distribution
∑𝐼𝑖{𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛}𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
for Flow
𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑖
changes,
which
may
coldspots i with available capacity to
result in unexpected
able to absorb an imbalance.
congestions
or
unexpected flows in
coldspots. It may help
to identify training
needs.

Table 10: Impact indicators relating to Re-routing

4.3.2.3 Compliance Assessment
The definition of the compliance of a measure involving a re-routing is divided in two different parts:
1. Compliance with the “actuator” of the process, i.e., adherence to the new route.
2. Adherence to the estimated take-off time.
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a. 𝐴𝐷𝐻1𝑓 = 𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑇𝑓 − 𝐸𝑇𝑂𝑇𝑓
The main indicators for assessing the compliance for re-routing-related measures are related with the
aggregation and exploitation of these measures. Thus, descriptive statistics (mean, median, min, max,
etc.) and derived indicators from the aggregation of these measures can be further exploited for
operational purposes.
The following table provides a breakdown of the indicators:
Description

Potential
Indicators

Non-Regulated (Baseline); considering a window of [-15, +15]
Total Number of Flights

∑𝐹𝑓 𝑓 for flights f not impacted by any Regulation Sum of Flights
and re-routed.

Statistical Distribution of The generating measure (i.e., the random Mean,
Mode,
Departure Adherence
variable) is 𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑇𝑓 − 𝐸𝑇𝑂𝑇𝑓 for flights f not Median,
STD,
Variance,
impacted by any Regulation r and re-routed
Kurtosis.
Statistical Distribution of The generating measure (i.e., the random Mean,
Mode,
Sector Overfly Adherence variable) is 𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑓 − 𝐸𝑇𝑂𝑓 for flights f not Median,
STD,
Variance,
impacted by any Regulation r and re-routed.
Kurtosis.
Table 11: Compliance indicators relating to Re-routing

4.3.2.4 Effectiveness Measurement
The re-routing effectiveness shall be measured against the target goals for the measure. Thus,
following the definition given in Section 4.3.2.1, the re-routing seeks to:
1. Mitigate capacity overshoots in hotspots while maintaining balance in the coldspot. The
capacity is considered as a function of time and the environmental context.
2. Reduce delays for highly penalised flights, in order to avoid reactionary delays and unfair
situations.
With regard to the first bullet, the same principles of Ground Delay effectiveness apply. So, the same
measures and related indicators can be considered (See Section 4.3.1.4). Those indicators shall be
computed for hotspots, but now, for coldspots as well.
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Indicator

Description

Impact on
Operational
Processes

Traffic Demand
Average
Difference If we consider the time series for the regulated
between Regulated and and actual demands as signals, we can consider
Actual Demand
the root mean square (RMS) of the signal as the
“average” flow intensity. Then, the difference
between both signals would be the average This actually reflects
the
Capacity
difference.
Utilisation Ratio, i.e,
Maximum
Difference It follows the previous indicator but the
amount
of
Between Regulated and considering the maximum difference over a system
capacity
Actual Demand over period.
which is effectively
average difference
used for managing
the traffic.
Minimum
Difference It follows the previous indicator but
Between Regulated and considering the minimum difference over a
Actual Demand below period.
average difference
Table 12: Effectiveness indicators relating to Re-routing

In the case of highly penalising delays, the main measures are related to the specific AI Solver. The AI
Solver, in the case of applying just delay-related measures, would input a series of delays to every
aircraft that might cross a given hotspot.
If re-routings are considered by the AI Solver, those aircraft that are prone to have high delays at the
departure airport would be re-routed. The delta between these two types of solutions (one is the
reference) would be the estimated benefits from the application of the re-routings.
However, the effectiveness shall be measured in terms of actual realisation of the dynamics of the
system in the form of flown trajectories. In this case, the effectiveness from the AU’s point of view
shall be measured in terms of the actual arrival time compared with the planned ones for the re-routed
aircraft. Actual arrival times should be within the planning buffers to actually facilitate the turnaround
process at the destination airport. In addition, these aircraft should not be impacted by “posterior”
regulations in the coldspots.
The Actual Arrival Delay for an aircraft impacted by a re-routing is given by:
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑓 = 𝐴𝑇𝐴𝑓 − 𝐸𝑇𝐴𝑓
The estimation of actually saved minutes at arrival should consider the ground delay baseline. If the
regulation baseline is defined as d, and the re-routed aircraft as f, the estimation of actually saved
minutes is defined as follows:
𝑆𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑓 = (𝐴𝑇𝐴𝑓 − 𝐸𝑇𝐴𝑓 ) − (𝐶𝑇𝐴𝑓,𝑑 − 𝐸𝑇𝐴𝑓,𝑑 )
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Considering that 𝐸𝑇𝐴𝑓 is equal to 𝐸𝑇𝐴𝑓,𝑑 , the Saved Arrival Delay for aircraft f is defined as:
𝑆𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑓 = 𝐴𝑇𝐴𝑓 − 𝐶𝑇𝐴𝑓,𝑑
Indicator

Description

Impact on Operational
Processes

Highly Penalising Delays
Total of Minutes Saved at Sum (saved minutes due to ground This indicator, together with
Arrival
delay regulations)
the one regarding fuel
penalty, would allow to better
identify re-routings that are
more effective, so that they
are chosen more often.
Table 13: Saved arrival delay (effectiveness indicator)

4.4 Performance Framework
4.4.1 Introduction
This section addresses the identification of the applicable Performance Framework for ISOBAR
considering the aspects explained in the previous sections. The objective was to find an appropriate
framework to conduct the ISOBAR validation, compatible with the current performance approaches,
and deriving the macro-level impact from the understanding of the micro-level implications of the
playbook measures. In addition, a main goal of the activity was to align it with the current SESAR PJ19.4
Performance Framework [17]. The main definitions for the KPAs are extracted from this document.
Other areas which are of the interest of ISOBAR, such as Weather, Interoperability and Technical
results have been identified as well.
First, the relevant KPA areas of the SESAR Performance Framework are identified and linked with the
previous section. Then, the main indicators of each area are identified and linked through the rationale
with the expected operational benefits of ISOBAR.
In addition, Appendix A – Identification of KPAs impacted by Activities and Exercises introduces a wider
set of metrics which are considered for the next sections. It has been decided to move the bulk of these
to the appendix for the sake of readability of the document.
This main section includes those indicators which are mandatory PIs in the SESAR Performance
Framework. These KPIs are associated with Validation Targets and Performance Ambition in the SESAR
Industrial Research Performance Management. The identification of these will facilitate the Maturity
Assessment and the potential evolution of this project towards an Industrial Research solution.

4.4.2 SESAR KPAs
The following table shows the KPAs under SESAR Performance Framework that are going to be
impacted by the ISOBAR solution.
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KPA

Capacity
(Resilience)

Environment

Flexibility
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Definition

Source/Ref.

Expected Impact

Capacity: The ambition is to
tackle capacity crunch, address
the risk of unaccommodated
traffic and increase the network
traffic throughput in order to
accommodate
predicted
demand with a sufficient margin.
It also intends to provide
sufficient scalability at key
bottlenecks in the network to
enable reductions in ATFCM
delays and increase the potential
for fuel-efficient trajectories.

DCB optimisation thanks to
probabilistic information.

The reduction in gate-to-gate
CO2 emissions is directly
proportional to the average
reduction in fuel burn per flight.

Balance of local CO2
emissions due to AUs
involvement to fly optimised
routes,
avoiding
large
diversions
due
to
the
SESAR PF European ATM presence of weather cells,
Master Plan and due to a maximisation of
the
effectiveness
of
2020
mitigation solutions (ground
delay
and
re-routing
programmes)

Maximisation of the Actual
Capacity Utilisation Ratio
under capacity decays in
weather-related scenarios,
while limiting the total
SESAR PF - system delay.
European ATM
Master Plan Enhanced
convective
2020
forecasts will be integrated
into the DCB system for a
better traffic and airspace
management.
Resilience: Ability to withstand
and recover from planned and
unplanned
events
and
conditions, which cause a loss of
nominal capacity.

In addition to its global impact
due to CO2 emissions, aviation
has local impacts, in terms of
noise and local emissions, that
are specific to each airport and
affected by airspace constraints,
the traffic mix, local land use and
local geography.

The ability of the ATM System
and airports to respond to
changes in planned flights and
missions. It covers late trajectory
modification requests as well as
ATFCM measures and departure SESAR PJ19.4
slot swapping and it is applicable Performance
to military and civil airspace Framework
users covering both scheduled
and unscheduled flights. In
terms of specific military
requirements, it also covers the
ability of the ATM System to

Collaborative NOP better
exploiting
all
available
information, with larger
activation notices for ATFCM
measures.
DCB optimisation thanks to
probabilistic information
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KPA

Definition

Source/Ref.

Expected Impact

address military requirements
related to the use of airspace
and reaction to short notice
changes.

Human
Performance

Human Performance (HP) is used
to denote the human capability
to successfully accomplish tasks
and meet job requirements. The
capability of a human to
successfully accomplish tasks
depends on a number of
variables that are usually
investigated within the discipline
of “Human Factors (HF)”. These
are procedure and task design,
design of technical systems and
tools, the physical work
environment,
individual
competences
and
training
background
as
well
as
recruitment and staffing. HP also
depends on the way in which
Social Factors and issues related
to Change & Transition are
managed.

Operational Efficiency: Indirect
economic benefits for flight
operations, mainly through the
reduction
and
better
management of departure
delays and more efficient flight
paths, reducing both the
Operational
additional fuel consumption
Efficiency
attributable to ATM and gate-to(Predictability, gate flight time, and increasing
Punctuality)
predictability. For the military,
operational efficiency is an
enabler of mission effectiveness.
This means the best possible
adherence
between
the
planning and the execution
phase of the mission (e.g., in
relation to fine-tuning of the

Collaborative and optimised
ATFCM process.
A tool will be developed for
the network manager and
LTMs to assess imbalances
based on updated weather
information and available
demand
and
capacity
SESAR PF - information.
European ATM
Master Plan
2020

SESAR PF European ATM
Master Plan
2020
(Operational
Efficiency and
Predictability)

Enabled forecast at D-1 to
solve DCB imbalances in
advance

Reduction of uncertainty
regarding
expected
operation
times
(of
departure time, reactionary
delays, arrival, etc.) by
assessing the compliance
and the effectiveness of the
SESAR PJ19.4 measures.
Performance
Improved DCB decisions
Framework
thanks to ATM and meteo
(Punctuality)
data integration.
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KPA

Definition

Source/Ref.

Expected Impact

transit time from/to the home
base, real occupancy of the
reserved airspace).
Predictability Focus Area: In
addition to reducing departure
delays, the aim is to increase the
predictability of flight arrivals in
accordance with commonly
agreed
reference
business
trajectories, prior to push-back.
Punctuality Focus Area: It
captures ATM issues as well as
events related to ATM that cause
a temporal perturbation to
airspace user schedules.

Safety

Irrespective of traffic growth and
taking into account that the
ATM/ANS system must ensure
gate-to-gate traffic safety (in
flight as well as during surface
movement, that is, during taxi
and on the runway), the safety
ambition is zero accidents as a
consequence of ATM/ANS.

Improved DCB decisions
thanks to ATM and meteo
data
Integration
SESAR PF European ATM Reduction of uncertainty and
Master Plan earlier
application
of
2020
measures,
decreasing
change variation

Meeting this ambition will
require a significant reduction in
risk per individual flight.
Table 14: SESAR KPAs impacted by ISOBAR

4.4.3 Other KPAs
The ISOBAR solution is going to impact other KPAs that have been identified as well and gathered in
the following table.
KPA

Weather
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Definition

Source/Ref.

Expected Impact
An enhanced weather
forecast model and
monitoring support tool
will be provided for ATM
purposes,
thus
integrated into the DCB
system as a whole to
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KPA

Definition

Source/Ref.

Expected Impact
have
an
optimal
situational awareness of
the
operating
environment

Technical

Interoperability

Technical results to
validate
the
Internal
performance
and
Project
accuracy of the AI
Modules.

to

the

The
air
navigation
Implementation of the
system should be based
ISOBAR solution in the
on global standards and
current ATFCM process
uniform principles to
ensure the technical and
operational
ICAO Doc 9854,
interoperability of air 2005
navigation systems and
facilitate homogeneous
and non-discriminatory
global and regional
traffic flows.
Table 15: Other KPAs impacted by ISOBAR

4.4.4 ISOBAR Process Validation KPIs
Once all the KPAs were identified, the more relevant KPIs for the Validation Process had to be selected.
This was done through a methodology that is explained in Appendix A – Identification of KPAs impacted
by Activities and Exercises, which also includes the complete list of considered KPI/PIs from SESAR and
other sources (i.e., ICAO), that could act complementarily.
The subsequent KPIs table, broken down by KPA, includes the ones among the complete list that
correspond with mandatory KPIs/PIs according to PJ19.4 [17]. Dependent and independent variables
have been assigned to each one as well, aligned with what has been argued in the previous sections.
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KPA

Focus
Area

KPI ID

Independent
Variables

Dependent
Variables

Translation
Mechanism

Re-routing solutions
aims at balancing the
capacity and demand
under severe weather
conditions in hotspots
and coldspots, which
will impact in an
increase
of
the
capacity
utilisation
ratio.

Planned & Regulated
and
re-routed
trajectories

Actual trajectories
causing Workload
(associated
to
tactical
sector
operations)

Difference of loss of
Airspace Capacity with
the engine
and
without the engine

SESAR PF European
ATM Master
Plan
2020
[18] (onwards
just SESAR)

Airspace
time
to
recover from nonnominal to nominal
condition

A
more
robust
weather
prediction
can help to reduce the
playbook
buffers,
considering the flight
times.

Regulation
Period
duration;
Planned & Regulated
and
re-routed
trajectories

Actual trajectories

A nominal condition is
defined in terms of
80%
of
capacity
utilisation ratio, or a
similar situation with
no capacity drop

SESAR

Minutes of delay

ISOBAR
aims
at
reducing the total
ATFM delay due to
severe
weather
scenarios.

ETOT

CTOT

Total ATFM Delay,
breakdown
per
resilience-related
regulations

SESAR

KPI/PI Definition

Rationale

% Loss of airspace
capacity avoided

Resilience

Capacity

RES2

RES2.1

RES4
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Source

HEC,
OCC.
Aggregated by the
spatial
area
impacted weather
area
during
regulation period
(i.e.
hotspot,
coldspot
and
Netspot).

HEC & OCC

ISOBAR D6.1 APPLICABLE PF AND EVALUATION REFERENCE

Fuel efficiency and emissions

Focus
Area

KPI ID

KPI/PI Definition

Rationale

Average fuel burn per
flight (FEFF1)

As explained in Section
4.3.2.1, some of the
playbook
measures
(horizontal re-routing
and vertical level
capping) may result in
increased
fuel
consumptions.
The
benefits could be
either positive or
negative, depending
on
whether
the
variations are larger or
shorter.

FEFF1

CO2 Emissions (FEFF2)
ENV1

HP1

Consistency of human
role with respect to
human
capabilities
and limitations.

HP2

Suitability of technical
system in supporting
the tasks of human
actors.

/

Human Performance

Environment

KPA

ISOBAR
proposes
higher
levels
of
automation for the
ATFCM process (better
information
acquisition, processing
and decision making).

Independent
Variables

Dependent
Variables

Translation
Mechanism

Planned & re-routed
trajectories

Actual trajectories

(Fuel/min)*sum(additi
onal min)/flight hours.

Source

SESAR

These indicators can
be
computed
depending on the Rerouting
impact
measures.

Planned trajectories

Actual trajectories

Increase/Decrease in
[3.15*FEFF1]

SESAR

(3.15 is the fuel burnCO2
emissions
proportion)
SESAR

SESAR
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Focus
Area

KPI ID

KPI/PI Definition

Rationale

This can impact in the
Human performance.

HP3

Adequacy of team
structure and team
communication
in
supporting the human
actors.

HP4

Feasibility with regard
to
HP-related
transition factors.

-

Independent
Variables

Dependent
Variables

Translation
Mechanism

Source

SESAR

SESAR

Total en-route ATFM
delay (min)

ISOBAR
aims
at
reducing the total
ATFM delay due to
severe
weather
scenarios
but
considering a global
picture of the network.

ETOT

CTOT

Total ATFM Delay
when CTOT is issued
due
to
en-route
regulations.

ICAO Global
Air
Traffic
Management
(ATM)
Operational
Concept
(GATMOC,
Doc 9854) [7]
(onwards just
ICAO)

Flights delayed > 15
min. en-route (%)

Flights which are
subject
to
highly
penalising delays are
prone
to
further
reactionary
delays,
which impact in the
whole stability of the
network.

ETOT

CTOT

ATFM Delay > 15 min
when CTOT is issued
due
to
en-route
regulations.

ECTL,
University of
Westminster
[13],
Performance
Review
Commission
[14]

KPI07

Efficiency

Predictability and Punctuality

Operational Efficiency:

KPA

ISOBAR D6.1 APPLICABLE PF AND EVALUATION REFERENCE

Predictability: Variability:

Focus
Area

Punctuality: On-time performance

KPA

KPI ID

KPI/PI Definition

Independent
Variables

Dependent
Variables

Translation
Mechanism

Source

Flight time variability

The modification of
the trajectories (as the
main actionable object
within the system),
may provoke airborne
delays which further
degrade
the
predictability
and
usability
of
the
trajectory as a control
variable. This indicator
should not vary (or
reduce) in the case of
an effective AI-Solver.

Playbook
measures
(re-routing,
CASA
regulations) [affecting
planned trajectories]

Actual Trajectories
and airborne delay.

Number of unexpected
diversions due to
weather-related
causes, number of
holdings
due
to
overshooting
the
TMAs.

ICAO

Arrival punctuality

Playbook
measures
can impact on the
arrival punctuality. Rerouting and Departure
delays may provoke
further
airborne
delays. ISOBAR will
consider the different
capacities within the
network in order to
avoid the airborne
delays and subsequent
reactionary delays.

ETA, CTA

ATA

Average(ATA-ETA)
when CTOT is issued
due
to
weather
reasons.

ICAO

KPI15 /
PRD1

KPI14

Rationale
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KPA

Focus
Area

KPI ID

Rationale

Departure punctuality

Delayed-related
measures compliance
assessment, in the
case of severe weather
regulations.
These
should
be
complemented with
the ECR defined in
4.3.1.3.

ETOT, CTOT

These
indicators
reflect the overall
compliance of the
ground
delay
programme.
In
ISOBAR, it is related to
the
weather-based
regulations.

It would be an
independent variable
for the simulation.
When
Fast-Time
Simulations
are
conducted,
there
might be airborne
delays which provoke
reactionary delays.

PUN1

PUN2-5
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Independent
Variables

KPI/PI Definition

% Flights departing
within +/- {3,5,10,15}
minutes of scheduled
departure time due to
ATM and weatherrelated delay causes.

Dependent
Variables

ATOT

Translation
Mechanism

Average(ATOT-CTOT)
when CTOT is issued
due
to
weather
reasons.

Source

SESAR

In SESAR PF these
metrics are defined
through
off-block
times. ISOBAR does
not address airport
operations so the taxi
times (actual and
planned) will match.
Reactionary delays

Not needed.

SESAR

ISOBAR D6.1 APPLICABLE PF AND EVALUATION REFERENCE

Focus
Area

ATM System safety
outcome

Safety

KPA

KPI ID

KPI/PI Definition

Pre-Tactical Conflicts

SAF1.7

Rationale

It is expected that
these conflicts are
reduced as a result of
the
improved
performance
and
predictability of the
network.

Independent
Variables

Dependent
Variables

Playbook
measures
implemented in pretactical phase.

Number of pretactical conflicts.

Translation
Mechanism

Not needed.

Source

SESAR

Table 16. Process validation KPIs broken down by KPA
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4.5 Baseline Characterisation Results
Activities within T6.2 includes the elaboration of the calculation of a performance baseline for the
current ATFCM measures impact, compliance, and effectiveness, considering historical data, and the
computation of the identified indicators for the reference and solution scenarios.
These results will be reported in the D6.2, after conducting the validation activities and exercises. All
these indicators will have an operational nature, and thus more related to the validation of the two
operational exercises for the project. The activities’ metrics will mainly cover technical aspects of the
AI modules.
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5 SESAR ISOBAR Experimental Plan
5.1 SESAR ISOBAR Validation Approach
This section describes the validation approach of ISOBAR. It provides the list of the different validation
exercises and the links with the research question needs listed in Section 3.3.
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5.1.1 Research questions needs coverage
ISOBAR aims at answering the R&D needs presented in Section 3.3. The Table 17 below describes the research questions; and which exercises (EXE)
or/and activities (ACT) will answer them.
Research Questions

ACT01

RQ1: Which sources of weather data are key for a better prediction of
convective event from H-24 to H0?

√

RQ2: Which ‘convective predictive model’ and machine learning technics can
better identify and quantify probabilistically the convective phenomenon from
H-24 to H0?

√

RQ3: How to represent the severity of the convective phenomenon and the
probability of occurrence to support the awareness and understanding of
operational actors?
RQ4: Which visualization of convective information can be delivered to
operational actors in a digestible way?
RQ5: Which ‘Hotspot Detection model’ and machine learning technics can better
identify and quantify the DCB impact due to the convective prediction?
RQ6: Which mechanism to monitor the flow at the network level?
RQ7: Which visualization of the predicted DCB impact can be delivered to
operational actors in a digestible way?
RQ8: Which ‘AU preference model’ and machine learning technics can better
identify the AU preferred trajectories with predefined airspace constraints?
RQ9: Which ‘Hotspot Solver model’ and machine learning technics can better
identify the DCB solutions to resolve a convective-related Netspot?
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ACT02

ACT03

ACT04

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

EXE01

EXE02
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Research Questions

ACT01

ACT02

RQ10: Which mechanism to allow operational actors to configure the Hotspot
Solver?
RQ11: Which procedure is best from pre-tactical D-1 to tactical D0 to improve
the weather-related problems and solutions, integrating weather information,
DCB detection and resolution in a collaborative process?
RQ12: Which workflow to improve the Collaborative Process?
RQ13: Which object can support the management of cross-border convective
weather?
RQ14: Which mechanism to monitor the flow in a cross-border convective
weather situation?
RQ15: How to prepare and manage pre-agreed weather scenarios?
RQ16: How to assess the weather scenario proposed by the Hotspot Solver?
RQ17: How to analyze, to adjust and to manage the weather scenario proposed
by the Hotspot Solver?
RQ18: Do the chosen Capacity indicators show an improvement when comparing
solution versus reference scenarios?
RQ19: Do the chosen Operational Efficiency (Punctuality) indicators show an
improvement when comparing solution versus reference scenarios?
RQ20: Do the chosen Operational Efficiency (Predictability) indicators show an
improvement when comparing solution versus reference scenarios?

ACT03

ACT04

EXE01

EXE02

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Table 17: Research questions and ISOBAR activity/exercise matching
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5.1.2 Contribution of the exercises and activities for SESAR KPAs
The following SESAR KPAs will be considered per exercise and/or activities:
KPA

Operational
Efficiency:
Predictability

EXE/ACT
ACT01

√

ACT02

√

Capacity

Safety

Operational
Efficiency:
Punctuality

Human
Performance

Interoperability
(ICAO)

Environment

√
√

√

√

ACT03
ACT04

√

√

EXE01

√

√

EXE02

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Table 18: Contribution to SESAR KPAs per exercise and activity

5.2 Validation Objectives
Objective

Explanation

Objective #1: Characterisation of Convective Precise characterisation of convective weather cells
Weather.
from H-24 to H0, based on risk matrix. {extent of the
convective event, probability of occurrence}
 Success criteria: Provision of meteo-related
ML libraries capable of computing
probabilistic forecasts of convective
weather adapted to ATFCM spatial.
Objective #2: Characterisation of Demand Precise characterisation of demand and capacity
and Capacity Imbalances due to convective imbalances due to convective weather cells from
weather.
pre-tactical level to tactical levels depending on the
input of probabilistic forecasts of weather cells by
using applied AI methods and ATM and weather
data integration.
 Success criteria: Provision of Machine
Learning (ML) libraries capable of
predicting probabilistic capacity decay
values and provision of probabilistic
demand
variability
associated
to
probabilistic forecasts of weather cells.
Objective #3: Produce a most preferred AU Development of an automated engine that
trajectory.
produces AU preferred trajectory alternative taking
into account route constraints.
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Objective

Explanation

 Success criteria: Provision of ML libraries
capable of prescribing AU Preferred
trajectory alternative.
Objective #4: Produce Airspace User-driven Development of an automated engine that
mitigation Plan.
produces mitigation plans for solving convective
weather-related demand and capacity imbalances,
considering AUs priorities and effectiveness of
ATFCM measures, based on in-flight feedback and
the post-analysis of the executed operations.
 Success criteria: Provision of ML libraries
capable of prescribing adaptive ATFCM
actions considering AU preferences,
considering that expected and actual
impacts in terms of demand and capacity
shall be measured via online simulations
and post-analysis respectively.
Objective #5: Reinforce the Collaborative To enhance the collaborative ATFCM process to
Process among actors.
reach a common agreement on detection and
resolution of convective situations.
 Success criteria: Initial validation of a
collaborative framework for ATFCM
considering the introduction of convective
weather information.
Objective #6: Integrate convective weather Integration of convective weather information in
information in the FMP/NM working the FMP/NM working environment.
environment.
 Success criteria: Provision of convective
weather information integrated in the DCB
tools.
Objective #7: Shift the decision-making from To enhance ATFCM process at pre-tactical and
tactical to pre-tactical to provide a better tactical levels (-24h up to execution) into the local
anticipation management.
traffic manager (local) and network management
(network) roles.
 Success criteria: Identify the Netspot and
associated solution (weather solution) in a
more anticipated way.
Objective #8: Characterise the cross-border Precise characterisation of demand and capacity
DCB impact of convective weather imbalances due to convective weather.
phenomena.
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Objective

Explanation
 Success criteria: ability to analyse the
predicted Wx capacity reduction and to
adjust the capacity threshold (MV, OTMV).

Objective #9: Identify predefined weather Selection of predefined weather scenario.
scenario (Playbook).
 Success criteria: ability to identify
predefined weather scenario from the
Playbook.
Objective #10: Enrich the decision-making Proposition of weather scenarios to resolve a
using an aid-tool Hotspot Solver.
Netspot.
 Success criteria: ability to take decisions on
set of DCB measures proposed by the
Hotspot Solver.
Objective #11: Assess potential benefits in Precise characterisation of Demand and Capacity
Capacity/Resilience of the ISOBAR engine Imbalances and accurate learning-based DCB
implementation.
Solution.
 Success criteria: DCB optimisation thanks to
probabilistic information and maximisation
of the effectiveness of mitigation solutions.
Objective #12: Assess potential benefits in Precise characterisation of Demand and Capacity
Operational Efficiency of the ISOBAR engine Imbalances, accurate learning-based DCB Solution
implementation, focusing on Punctuality and and assessment of ISOBAR B2B service prototype.
Predictability.
 Success criteria: automated support to
Network Management, maximisation of the
effectiveness of mitigation solutions and
digitalisation of NM. (Punctuality)
To enhance the accuracy of variability, demand, and
delay predictions.
 Success criteria: ability to predict more
precisely quantitative variations in
convective
weather
situations.
(Predictability)
Table 19: ISOBAR validation objectives

In the table below is described the relationship between the validation objectives and the research
questions.
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Objective

Research Questions

Objective #1: Characterisation of Convective Research Question #1: Which sources of weather
Weather.
data are key for a better prediction of convective
event from H-24 to H0?
Research Question #2: Which ‘convective predictive
model’ and machine learning technics can better
identify and quantify probabilistically the
convective phenomenon from H-24 to H0?
Objective #2: Characterisation of Demand Research Question #5: Which ‘Hotspot Detection
and Capacity Imbalances due to convective model’ and machine learning technics can better
identify and quantify the DCB impact due to the
weather.
convective prediction?
Research Question #6: Which mechanism to
monitor the flow at the network level?
Objective #3: Produce a most preferred AU Research Question #8: Which ‘AU preference
trajectory.
model’ and machine learning technics can better
identify the AU preferred trajectories with
predefined airspace constraints?
Objective #4: Produce Airspace User-driven Research Question #9: Which ‘Hotspot Solver
mitigation Plan.
model’ and machine learning technics can better
identify the DCB solutions to resolve a convectiverelated Netspot?
Objective #5: Reinforce the Collaborative Research Question #12: Which workflow to
Process among actors.
improve the Collaborative Process?
Objective #6: Integrate convective weather Research Question #3: How to represent the
information in the FMP/NM working severity of the convective phenomenon and the
environment.
probability of occurrence to support the awareness
and understanding of operational actors?
Research Question #4: Which visualization of
convective information can be delivered to
operational actors in a digestible way?
Objective #7: Decision-making process to Research Question #11: Which workflow from prestart from pre-tactical phase to provide a tactical D-1 to tactical D0 to improve the weatherbetter anticipation management.
related problems and solutions, integrating
weather information, DCB detection and resolution
in a collaborative process?
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Objective

Research Questions

Objective #8: Characterise the cross-border Research Question #7: Which visualization of the
DCB impact of convective weather predicted DCB impact can be delivered to
phenomena.
operational actors in a digestible way?
Research Question #13: Which object can support
the management of cross-border convective
weather?
Research Question #14: Which mechanism to
monitor the flow in a cross-border convective
weather situation?
Objective #9: Identify predefined weather Research Question #15: How to prepare and
scenario (Playbook).
manage pre-agreed weather scenarios?
Objective #10: Enrich the decision-making Research Question #10: Which mechanism to allow
using an aid-tool Hotspot Solver.
operational actors to configure the Hotspot Solver?
Research Question #16: How to assess the weather
scenario proposed by the Hotspot Solver?
Research Question #17: How to analyze, to adjust
and to manage the weather scenario proposed by
the Hotspot Solver?
Objective #11: Assess potential benefits in Research Question #18: Do the chosen Capacity
Capacity/Resilience of the ISOBAR solution indicators show an improvement when comparing
implementation.
solution versus reference scenarios?
Objective #12: Assess potential benefits in
Operational Efficiency of the ISOBAR solution
implementation, focusing on Punctuality and
Predictability

Research Question #19: Do the chosen Operational
Efficiency (Punctuality) indicators show an
improvement when comparing solution versus
reference scenarios?
Research Question #20: Do the chosen Operational
Efficiency (Predictability) indicators show an
improvement when comparing solution versus
reference scenarios?

Table 20: Relationship between validation Objectives and Research Questions

5.3 Validation Assumptions
This section describes and develops the Generic Validation Assumptions, which fit for all exercises for
ISOBAR.
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Justification

Source

Value(s)

Owner

Impact on
Assessment

KPA Impacted

Description

Free-Route

Traffic
Characteristics

Free route is
out of the
scope of the
exercise.

S20Reference
and
Solution
scenario
on
structured route
network

EnRoute

All

ISOBAR
OSED

N/A

ISOBAR

Medium

Airspace
Configuration

Airspace
layout

Dynamic
airspace
structures are
assumed not
to
be
implemented
in this exercise

Not in the scope
of the ISOBAR
project

EnRoute,
TMA

All

N/A

N/A

ISOBAR

Medium

Demand
forecast

Traffic
Characteristics

Demand
forecast at D-1
is the M1
demand
model of D0
from
DDR2
data source.

Demand
prediction data at
D-1 not available
with
enough
accuracy
expected. Not in
the scope of the
ISOBAR project to
produce it.

EnRoute,
TMA

All

N/A

N/A

ISOBAR

Low

Title

Identifier

Type of
Assumption

Flight Phase

ISOBAR D6.1 APPLICABLE PF AND EVALUATION REFERENCE

01

02

03

Table 21: Validation Assumptions overview

5.4 Validation Exercises List
ISOBAR is composed of four validation activities and two validation exercises, as listed below. They are
further detailed in Chapter 6.
Identifier

ACT01

Title

Meteo Engine AI

Description

This activity will focus on assessing the so-called ISOBAR meteo-engine,
an AI-based probabilistic forecast of convection. This task is being
developed under WP2 activities.

Expected Achievements

Probability of convection.

Use Cases

UC1

Validation Technique

ML model analysis (ROC, Confusion Matrix)

KPA/TA Addressed

<Operational Efficiency: Predictability> <Safety>

Start Date

01/07/2021
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Identifier

ACT01

End Date

30/07/2021

Validation Coordinator

UC3M

Validation Platform

Models will be evaluated using python programming language

Validation Location

UC3M, Leganés, Madrid (Spain)

Activity/Exercise
Dependencies

-

Identifier

ACT02

Title

Hotspot detection AI

Description

This activity will be focused on the assessments of the hotspot
determination considering capacity reduction and demand behaviour
due to convection weather.

Expected Achievements

Capacity reduction due to convective weather and hotspot locations.

Use Cases

UC1

Validation Technique

ML train/test split

KPA/TA Addressed

<Operational Efficiency: Predictability> <Capacity> <Safety>

Start Date

01/09/2021

End Date

30/09/2021

Validation Coordinator

UC3M

Validation Platform

Models will be evaluated using python programming language

Validation Location

UC3M, Leganés, Madrid (Spain)

Activity/Exercise
Dependencies

ACT01

Identifier

ACT03

Title

Hotspot mitigation AI
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Identifier

ACT03

Description

Activity to assess the performance of an Artificial Intelligence
(Reinforcement Learning and Optimization) model providing mitigation
plans.

Expected Achievements

Effective solvers capable of computing, in an acceptable computing
time, DCB measures (delay and rerouting) that mitigate DCB hotspots,
better than conventional solvers, such as CASA.

Use Cases

UC01

Validation Technique

Simulation

KPA/TA Addressed

<Capacity>

Start Date

01/10/2021

End Date

31/10/2021

Validation Coordinator

ENAC and CU

Validation Platform

CU: In-house DCB simulator / ENAC: simulator / EUROCONTROL: RNEST

Validation Location

ENAC, Toulouse, France; Cranfield University, Cranfield, United
Kingdom

Activity/Exercise
Dependencies

ACT01, ACT02, AT04

Identifier

ACT04

Title

AU Preference AI

Description

Characterize the AU preference effectiveness in the prediction of
trajectories (lateral path + vertical profile) prediction (preferred and
alternatives).

Expected Achievements

The predicted trajectories are expected to reflect AU preference
attached to the provided trajectories.

Use Cases

For a given slot (intended departure time + operated city-pair),
prediction of preferred trajectories, for different AU, expressed through
(A/C Type, A/C Operator) couple.

Validation Technique

Definition of criteria to observe that the proposed trajectories reflect
the AU preference:
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Identifier

ACT04
-

-

Comparison & assessment of the differences for various
couples (A/C Type, A/C Operator) predictions onto the same
operated city-pair.
Characterization of predicted trajectories for some of our AU
partner (SWISS) operated route. Submission to SWISS for
effectively assessment of their preference capture into the
prediction.

KPA/TA Addressed

<Operational Efficiency: Predictability > < Environment >

Start Date

01/09/2021

End Date

30/09/2021

Validation Coordinator

SSG

Validation Platform

OTS computer running the model

Validation Location

N/A

Activity/Exercise
Dependencies

ACT 03

Identifier

EXE01

Title

ISOBAR Operational Assessment

Description

The objectives it to validate the Human (NMOC/FMP) interactions with
AI components to manage convective weather situations.

-

-

-

How to manage new information dealing with
convective weather prediction, weather capacity
reduction and automated resolution of weather
problems.
How to manage the new collaborative process
involving NMOC and FMP.

Expected Achievements

The operational operating method mixing human decision and AI
machine learning component is expected to have a positive
impact/benefit on Capacity, resilience, predictability, safety, costefficiency, human performance and fuel efficiency.

Use Cases

UC1 (OSED)

Validation Technique

Human-in-the-loop simulation
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Identifier

EXE01

KPA/TA Addressed

<Operational Efficiency: Predictability> <Capacity> <Safety> <Human
Performance> <Interoperability> <Environment>

Start Date

08/03/2022

End Date

15/03/2022

Validation Coordinator

EUROCONTROL

Validation Platform

INNOVE/PLANTA

Validation Location

EUROCONTROL, Bretigny, France

Activity/Exercise
Dependencies

ACT01, ACT02, ACT03 and ACT04

Identifier

EXE02

Title

ISOBAR solution Operational Effectiveness Evaluation with Fast Time
Simulation

Description

This exercise will be focused on the assessment of the operational
benefits of the ISOBAR solution implementation to the ATFCM process,
integrating probabilistic weather forecast information. Qualitative and
quantitative analysis will be done to study the operational performance
improvement and also the related KPIs in which we expect to have
benefits (mainly Capacity and Operational Efficiency). We will be
simulating both pre-tactical D-1 and tactical D0 time horizons using the
ISOBAR solution to produce a collaborative NOP and simulate via FTS
(RAMS) the implementation of the proposed mitigation measures from
the playbook. A set of days from summer 2019 will be selected to be
simulated, with relevant convective weather phenomena. The
reference scenario will be based on the historical data (using regulated
demand to capture the real mitigation measures implemented) and the
solution scenarios with the execution of the ISOBAR solution and
simulation of the impacted traffic through RAMS. This exercise is highly
dependent of all other Activities (ACT01, 02, 03 and 04) since it uses the
outputs from them, thus the same dataset will be used.

Expected Achievements

The final selected mitigation measures from the Playbook and
published in the NOP is expected to have a positive impact/benefit on
Capacity/Resilience and Operational Efficiency (Predictability and
Punctuality).
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Identifier

EXE02

Use Cases

UC1 (from OSED)

Validation Technique

Fast Time Simulation

KPA/TA Addressed

<Operational Efficiency: Predictability> <Capacity> <Operational
Efficiency: Punctuality>

Start Date

16/01/2022

End Date

15/02/2022

Validation Coordinator

CRIDA

Validation Platform

RAMS Plus 6.60

Validation Location

CRIDA premises, Madrid

Activity/Exercise
Dependencies

ACT01, ACT02, ACT03 and ACT04
Table 22: Validation exercise layout

5.5 Validation Exercises Use Case Steps Correspondence
ISOBAR will follow the Use Case described in the OSED for its validation. The following table includes
all the UC Steps and a brief description of them, along with the main actors, the output information,
the type (context, analysis or action), the time they take place and the Validation Exercises that will
cover each one with their executions.
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Action

Pre-Tactical

1.0

Analyse the
convective
forecast
information

2.0

Timeframe

Decisionmaking
triggered on
Very-High
convective risk

Description

Actor

Information

Detection of Netspot in pre-tactical (D-1): all
flights are before EOBT, so anything that is up to
around 14H00 UTC of day -1.
NMOC/Pre-tactical FMP receives and analyses the
weather/convective event forecast generated by
the AI Meteo Engine.
Predictive convective information is displayed on
NMOC/FMP position on geographical map and in
the sector configuration monitoring tools.
NMOC/Pre-tactical FMP detects High or Very High
Convective Area Risk prediction on D-1. It will
trigger the following actions in order to prevent
and deconflict chaotic situation on Pre-Tactical D-1
phase.

Type

Time

ACT impacted

Context

NMOC

AI Meteo
Engine

Analysis

Pretactical
FMP

NMOC

D-1

ACT01:
probabilistic
weather forecast.

09:00 UTC

Action

D-1
09:00 UTC

Coordination
between
ACT01 and ACT02: decision
on weather information.
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Action

Analyse the
imbalances
due to
convective
weather

Analyse the
Network Gates

Adjust the
Capacity
Threshold
(MV, OTMV)

Description

AI Hotspot Detection provides information to
NMOC/Pre-Tactical FMP: weather predicted
capacity reduction, weather predicted demand
adjustment, weather predicted imbalance.

Actor

NMOC
Pretactical
FMP

Information

Type

AI Hotspot
Detection

Analysis

Gates

Analysis

Time

ACT impacted

D-1

ACT02: hotspot detection.

09:30 UTC

ACT04:
Preferred
trajectories for demand
characterisation.

D-1

ACT02 (via assumptions and
pre-defined criteria):

NMOC/Pre-tactical FMP analyses the induced
weather capacity reduction and the DCB network
impact (imbalance forecast) at the different time
horizon.
In addition, NMOC/Pre-tactical FMP monitors and
analyzes the impact on the Gates. It supports the
identification of Gates with high flow rate, looking
at the network impact through different ACCs and
flow axis. The evaluation of the network
degradation propagation is done by visualizing
different time-horizon predictions.

NMOC

After analysis, the Pre-Tactical FMP decide to
adjust the Capacity Threshold (MV, OTMV) taking
into account the predicted weather capacity
reduction and confirm the value of this Capacity
Threshold (MV, OTMV).

Pretactical
FMP

Pretactical
FMP

09:30 UTC

1.
2.
3.
Capacity
Thresholds
(MV,
OTMV).

Action

D-1

4.

Gate selection
Capacity threshold
confirmation
Hotspot/coldspot
definition
Netspot definition

09:30 UTC
ACT04:
information

Demand
for

Nº

Description

NMOC re-assess the imbalance situation at the
network level. It is based on a robust network view
fed by the capacity threshold confirmation.

NMOC

6.0

Re-assess the
imbalances at
the network
level

Analysing the confirmed imbalance situation, the
Pre-Tactical FMP declares Hotspots. Hotspots are
notified to the NM system.

Pretactical
FMP

Hotspots

Define
Hotspots

NMOC analyzes the declared Hotspots due to the
weather situations and identifies linked Hotspots
(cluster) at the network level.

NMOC

Netspot
draft

Action

Netspot
Proposed

Action

8.0

Action

7.0
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Define a
Netspot

Actor

Information

Imbalances

Type

Action

Time

D-1

ACT impacted

hotspot/Netspot
assessment.

09:30 UTC

D-1
09:30 UTC

9.0

Propose a
Netspot

10.0

The geographical delineation of the Netspot can
be represented by a group of TFV and/or Flows.

Access to the
Netspot

NMOC publishes a Netspot to the concerned local
FMPs.

NMOC

D-1
09:30 UTC

Pre-tactical FMP have access to the published
Netspot Information and starts to analyse the
Netspot situation.

Pretactical
FMP

Netspot

D-1
09:30 UTC
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Action

Select the
weather
scenarios from
the Playbook

Preparation of
weather
scenarios

Description

NMOC/Pre-tactical FMP selects weather scenarios
from the Playbook.

NMOC/Pre-Tactical runs the AI Hotspot Solver to
identify combined measures (flow rate, TFV
regulation, re-routing…) and flight candidates
(taking into account AU Preference) to implement
the weather to resolve the Netspot. NMOC/PreTactical FMP makes the performance assessment
to assess the network impact of the proposed
weather scenarios.

Actor

NMOC
Pretactical
FMP

NMOC

Information

Weather
Scenarios

Type

Action

Time

D-1
10:00 UTC

ACT impacted

ACT03: Hotspot mitigation
(based on playbook).
ACT04: AU Preference of
alternative trajectories as
candidate
mitigation
measures.

AI Hotspot
Solver

Action

D-1
10:00 UTC

Nº
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Action

Description

NMOC decide to call a collaborative coordination
with the concerned Pre-tactical FMPs. These
actors will discuss and analyse the confirmation of
the Netspot and proposed weather scenarios.

Actor

Information

Type

NMOC

Netspot
Coordinated

Action

Pretactical
FMP

Time

D-1

ACT impacted

ACT03 (via assumptions and
pre-defined criteria):

11:00 UTC
1.

13.0

2.
Call for a
Collaborative
Coordination

3.

Consolidation of
measures
Ranking
of
measures
Publish NOP at D-1

14.0

ACT04: AU Preference of
alternative trajectories for
the ranking of measures.

Confirm the
weather
scenario and
proposed
measures

NMOC and Pre-Tactical FMPs agree on the
weather scenarios to implement, establishing a
common understanding of the proposed solutions
and network impact/performance assessment.

NMOC
Pretactical
FMP

Selection
and
approval of
Weather
Scenarios
and
proposed
measures.

Action

D-1
11:00 UTC
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Publish
Weather
Scenario

Publish the
Netspot in the
NOP

Description

Actor

Several weather scenarios can be selected as
alternatives and are ranked. NMOC plays a pivotal
role to manage the ranking.

NMOC

NMOC publishes the selected weather scenario
and proposes measures with flight candidates in
the NOP.

NMOC

NMOC publishes D-1 information in the Initial
Network Plan. Measures already applied in pretactical will be published in the INP.

NMOC

Pretactical
FMP

Information

Type

Ranked
Weather
Scenarios

Action

Weather
scenario
and
proposed
measures
are
published in
the NOP.

Action

All NMF &
AU actors
have access
to the
published
Netspot and
weather
scenarios
information

Action

Time

D-1
11:00 UTC

D-1
13:00 UTC

D-1
16:00 UTC

ACT impacted

Tactical Phase D-0:

Nº
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Action

Reassessment
and
adjustment of
the D-1
Network Plan

Description

Actor

Information

Type

Time

ACT impacted

Context.
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Action

Description

NMOC and FMP reassess the traffic situation and
adjust the weather scenarios.
A tactical forecast updating the D-1 forecast is
provided and cover the tactical day 09-12;1215;15-18;18-22 UTC.

18.0

The weather scenario is adjusted. In Tactical Day
the developed network plan is assessed to ensure
the applicability of the ranked Scenarios.
Re-assess the
Network Plan

The Revision of the network plan could be
triggered depending of:
1.
2.
3.

The evolution of the predicted
imbalances,
The traffic demand accuracy evolutions,
The time constraints (timeline, horizon)
for application.
The revision process is fully coordinated
between NMOC and the concerned local
FMPs. After assessing the applicability,
the designed network plan is activated for
implementation.
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Actor

NMOC
FMP

Information

AI Meteo
Engine

Type

Analysis

Time

D-0
07:00 UTC

AI Hotspot
Detection

&

Imbalances

12:00 UTC

Hotspots

ACT impacted

ACT01, 02, 03 and 04 to
repeat the process of D-1
with updated demand M1’)
and weather forecasts.

Nº

Call for a
collaborative
conference

20.0

Action

19.0
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Publish the
Scenario in the
Network Plan

Description

Actor

If needed NMOC call for a collaborative
conference to discuss re-adjustment of weather
scenarios.

NMOC

NMOC publishes the updated weather scenarios in
the NOP NM Network Plan.

NMOC

Information

Type

Time

Weather
Scenarios

Action

D-0

Netspot,
weather
scenarios
coordinated
and
updated

Action

D-0

FMP

ACT impacted

ACT03: update the NOP D0
with
new/changed
mitigation measures to be
applied at this moment.

Table 23: Use Case steps definition and correspondence with ACT/EXEs
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5.6 Validation Exercises Planning
The following figure presents the Gantt chart related to the validation exercises planning. A more
detailed description of the activities planned for validation exercises and preparatory activities is
provided in Chapter 6. All the activities will be executed twice (first iteration corresponding to the pretactical D-1 phase and second iteration corresponding to the tactical D0 phase), in order to accurately
reproduce the ATFCM process depicted in the Use Case to validate. A thorough explanation of these
iterations is included in Section 6.6.3. EXE02 will also be run twice, executing two scenarios (reference
and solution). The solution scenario will need as an input the output of the second iteration of the
ACTs (see dedicated Section 6.6.3.2 for more details), which means it will be the last execution to take
place.
Q2 2021

Task Name
A

M

Q3 2021
J

J

A

Q4 2021
S

O

N

Q1 2022
D

J

F

Q2 2022
M

A

M

J

ACT01
ACT02
ACT03
ACT04
EXE01
EXE02
Trial preparation
EXE run
ACT run
Table 24: Validation Activities and Exercises Planning

A more detailed view of the planning is provided in the next figure. This planning is aligned with the
needs for the Use Case validation previously explained.
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Figure 8: Detailed validation planning
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6 Validation Exercises
6.1 Activity ACT01
6.1.1 Activity description and scope
This activity will focus on assessing the so-called ISOBAR meteo-engine, an AI-based probabilistic
forecast of convection. This task is being developed under WP2 activities.
The ISOBAR meteo-engine is based on an artificial recurrent neural network architecture, Long ShortTerm Memory (LSTM), using the python Keras library to fit the data.
The model input is provided by ensemble Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) forecasts, as these are
available 36 h in advance. The ensemble NWP data used in this research comes from GREPS and
AROME Ensemble Prediction System (EPS). In selecting the NWP parameters for training or model, we
chose those that could best capture convective weather and thunderstorms; this is 22 parameters for
GSREPS and 45 for AROME.
Satellite image data, Rapid-Development Thunderstorm (RDT) and lightning data are used to train and
evaluate the model as it provides an accurate representation of convective events. RDTs provide the
top/shelf cloud contour, overshot location, severity, cloud top, velocity, and direction.
The main objective of this activity is to present an analysis of the performance of the meteo-engine
model.
The scope of this activity is limited to validate the prediction in the severity of the storm, lightning
location, storm overshoot, storms over different flight levels (i.e., FL320, FL 340, FL360, etc.).
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6.1.2 Validation objectives, Research Questions, Hypothesis and Indicators
In the table below is described the validation objectives, research questions, hypothesis, indicators and methodologies that will be addressed during
the activity.
Validation Objective

Research Question

Objective #1: Characterisation of RQ1: Which sources of data are
Convective Weather.
key for a better prediction of
convective event from H-24 to
Precise
characterisation
of H0?
convective weather cells from H-24
to H0, based on risk matrix {extent
of the convective event, probability RQ2:
Which
convective
of occurrence}.
predictive model and machine
 Success criteria:
Provision of meteo-related ML
libraries capable of computing
probabilistic
forecasts
of
convective weather adapted to
ATFCM spatial and temporal
granularities.

Hypothesis
H1: Different sources of weather
data (NWP, RDTs, Lightning) are key
to improve the convective weather
prediction.

Independent variables
 AROME
parameters

45  Probability forecast of
convection

 GREPS
parameters

22  RDTs

H2: A convective predictive model
and machine learning technique
learning technics can better better identifies and quantifies
identify
and
quantify probabilistically the convective
probabilistically the convective phenomenon.
phenomenon from H-24 to H0?
- Extent of the convective
event
-

Dependent variables
(Indicator)

 Lightings
 Thunderstorm

Probability of occurrence

Table 25: Objectives, research questions, hypothesis, indicators, methodologies addressed in the Activity
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6.1.3 Validation scenarios
The validation scenarios will be based on the historical dates July 27th, 2019 and August 27th and 28th
2019 consistent with WP6 validation exercise (EXE01). For each scenario day, the ISOBAR meteoengine will be validated for multiple forecast releases. Validation scores for each of the storm
characteristics will be obtained for each NWP product.

6.1.3.1 Reference Scenario(s)
We should characterize:


Occurrence of Storms (according to satellite data)



Severity of Storms (according to satellite data)



Altitude of Storms (according to satellite data)



Occurrence of Lightning

6.1.3.2 Solution Scenario(s)
Solution scenarios are obtained by applying the ISOBAR meteo-engine, obtaining:
-

AI enhanced Occurrence of Storms

-

AI enhanced Severity of Storms

-

AI enhanced Altitude of Storms

-

AI enhanced Occurrence of Lightning

We then should define indicators to assess how AI enhanced weather forecasting (Occurrence,
Severity, Altitude, Lightening) can predict the reference scenario. We will use traditional ML metrics,
e.g., Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, Precision-Recall (PR) curve, Confusion Matrix.
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Flight Phase

Justification

Description

Ground
Truth

Type of
Assumption

1

Title

Identifier

6.1.4 Exercise Assumptions

Reference

RDTs are considered There exist various products that provide information about Not applicable
as the ground truth, storms (e.g., radar data). RDT (derived from Satellite Observations)
is selected because not only the polygon of the storm is provided
real storms.0
but the severity, vertical dimension and overshoot.
Table 26: Activity Assumptions
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6.1.5 Limitations and impact on the level of Significance
A limitation in the met-engine model is using a reduced set of parameters in GSREPS and AROME
weather products (22 in GSREPS and 45 in AROME). This simplification is made to reduce the size of
the used weather dataset, considering only those parameters that the meteorological experts consider
relevant in convection events.
Besides, the number of days used to train de model is limited to the number of days provided by the
met offices, 15 days in total from 2019. It is very well known that the greater your training set is the
best model are you obtaining, but 15 days seems big enough to do efficiently the ML training, test and
validation tasks.

6.1.6 Validation Exercise Platform / Tool and Validation Technique
6.1.6.1 Validation Exercise Platform / Tool characteristics
ISOBAR meteo-engine will be developed in python programming language, making use of Keras library
to implement the artificial recurrent neural network architecture. Every part of the AI model will be
developed using in-house computers.

6.1.6.2 Validation Exercise Technique
The techniques applied in the validation activity is the machine learning indicators: ROC curve and
confusion matrix.
ROC stands for Receiver operating Characteristic Curve, it is a graphical representation of the True
Positive Rate (TPR), probability of detection, against the False Positive Rate (FPR), false alarm, at
various threshold settings.
Confusion Matrix or error matrix to visualize the performance of an algorithm used in supervised
learning, showing the percentage of True Positives (TP), True Negatives (TN), False Positives (FP) and
False Negatives (FN).

6.1.7 Analysis Specification
6.1.7.1 Data collection methods
As mentioned before the data used in this validation activity are:
•

RDT Satellite data (Occurrence, Severity, Altitude)

•

NWP forecasts (ECMWF, AROME, G-SREPS)

•

Lightning data

Train, validation, and test data sets are created by integrating the NWP forecast and the RDT satellite
images. By projecting the NWP grid onto the higher resolution satellite images and identifying the grid
points within the RDT storm polygons it is possible to express the data using a common spatial
resolution of .25 x .25 degree. To reconcile the differences in the temporal resolution, 1 h for the NWP
predictions versus 15 min for the RDT observations, a grid point is classified as convective if a storm
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observation is present during any of the four observations instances within the hour. In this way a
binary training target function is constructed representative of storm cell occurrence at a grid location
within the hour.
Because we are interested in a time horizon of 36 h, and forecasts are released every 12 h, different
range forecasts valid for the same time are used to train, validate, and test the model.

6.1.7.2 Analysis method
Statistical analysis will be used to assess the performance of the Meteo-Engine model, in particular
with the ML indicator ROC curve and Confusion Matrix.
Results will be compared against convective storm and lightning observation data provided by the RDT
product and lightning detection data.

6.1.8 Exercise Planning and management
6.1.8.1 Activities
• Step 1 - ML based Training (Nov 2020-April 2021): First in this step a simpler LSTM is developed
identifying only the binary value of existence of storm in a location. Once this milestone is achieved
and with satisfactory results, the final model is developed, where 11 binary targets are incorporated:
-

Storm present at altitude 275hPa,

-

Storm present at altitude 250hPa,

-

Storm present at altitude 225hPa,

-

Storm present at altitude 200hPa,

-

Storm present at altitude 175hPa,

-

Storm severity not defined or greater,

-

Storm severity low or greater,

-

Storm severity moderate or greater,

-

Storm severity High or greater,

-

Storm severity very High,

-

Overshooting top present.

-

Lightning is present.

• Step 2 - preparation of scenarios (June 2021): Collect all weather data sources for the selected dates.
• Step 3 - computing reference solutions (June 2021): Prepare datasets with the 11 binary target
variables from the weather data sources.
• Step 4 - computing ML-Based solutions (June 2021): Extract dataset values for the selected.
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• Step 5 - analysis of the results and comparison with reference (July 2021): Discussion on the result
obtained from the ML model.
• Step 6 - preparation of the validation report (Sept 2021).

6.1.8.2 Roles & Responsibilities in the exercise
UC3M will lead and developed the validation activity.
AEMET will provide GREPS weather product. METEO-France will provide AROME weather product. And
Earth Networks will provide lightning data.

6.1.8.3 Time planning
Quarter 2020

Quarter 2021

Step
1

2

Step 1

3

4
Start

1

2

3

4

End

Step 2

Start/End

Step 3

Start/End

Step 4

Start/End

Step 5

Start/End

Step 6

Start

End

Table 27: ACT01 detailed time planning

6.1.8.4 Identified Risks and mitigation actions
Impact

Probability

Risks

(1-Very Low, 2- (1-Very Low, 2- Mitigation Actions
Low, 3-Medium, 4- Low, 3-Medium, 4High, 5-Very High) High, 5-Very High)

Not enough
computing power
to run the
validation
activities.

Very low

Very low

Rent supercomputer online, e.g.,
google computing services.

Table 28: Risks and mitigation action
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6.2 Activity ACT02
6.2.1 Activity description and scope
This activity will be focused on the assessment of the hotspot considering: 1) demand behaviour due
to convective weather; and 2) capacity reduction (also due to convective weather).
The ML module to characterize demand needs two primary sources of information, namely: probability
of convection (WP2 output); and flight intentions (as in Eurocontrol ALLFT+ files). The ML model
derives Natural-Language-Processing (NLP) techniques for route prediction, by considering the route
as a sequence of Way Points, Flight Levels, and Overflying times.
The ML module to detect capacity reduction due to weather needs two primary sources of information,
namely: probability of convection (WP2 output); and gates/sectors nominal capacity. Capacity is
computed as the traffic Entry Count (EC) into the gates/sectors; see considered gates in Figure 9. The
EC is calculated based on Eurocontrol ALLFT+ files from 01 June 2018 to 10 July 2018.

Figure 9: Gates. Where: 1 is LFBW, 3 is LFBE, 4 is LFBNW, 5 is LFBC, 6 is LFEW, 7 is LFEN, 8 is LFENE, 9 is
LFENE2, 10 is LFBS, 11 is LFRLEC, 12 is SPANIC, 13 is LP, 14 is LECP, 15 is EGLFR, 16 is LFM and 17 is LFMLI

The hotspot characterization (due to weather) needs two primary sources of information, namely: the
capacity decay (due to weather); and the demand. A Convoluted Neural Network (CNN) trained with
images of probabilistic of weather convection, gates /sectors capacity and traffic demand will be used.
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6.2.2 Validation objectives, Research Questions, Hypothesis and Indicators
In the table below is described the validation objectives, research questions, hypothesis, indicators and methodologies that will be addressed during
the activity.
Validation Objective
Objective
#2:
Characterisation
of
Demand and Capacity
Imbalances
due
to
convective weather.

Research Question

RQ5: Which ‘Hotspot
Detection model’ and
machine learning technics
can better identify and
quantify the DCB impact
due to the convective
Precise characterisation of prediction?
demand and capacity
imbalances
due
to RQ6: Which mechanism to
convective weather cells monitor the flow at the
from pre-tactical level to network level?
tactical levels depending
on
the
input
of
probabilistic forecasts of
weather cells by using

90

Hypothesis

Independent variables

H6: A hotspot detection model and Number of
machine learning technics better Volumes.
identifies and quantifies the predicted
capacity reduction in Traffic Volumes.

H7: A hotspot detection model and
machine learning technics better
identifies and quantifies the predicted
capacity reduction at the gate level.

aircraft

in

Dependent
(Indicator)
Traffic 

variables

Hotspots location
temporal duration



Capacity drop
convection



AU main preferences

due

and
to
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Validation Objective
applied AI methods and
ATM and weather data
integration.
 Success criteria:
Provision of Machine
Learning (ML) libraries
capable of predicting
probabilistic capacity
decay values and
provision
of
probabilistic demand
variability associated
to
probabilistic
forecasts of weather
cells.

Research Question

Hypothesis

Independent variables

Dependent
(Indicator)

H8: The design of gates allows to Number, location, and geographical 
monitor the flow at the network level delineation of Gates at the network

and to detect propagation of cross level.
border imbalances.


variables

Load (EC)
Load Comparison TFV vs
Gate
Understanding the flow
congestion at the network
level

Table 29: Objectives, research questions, hypothesis, indicators, methodologies addressed in the Activity
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6.2.3 Validation scenarios
The validation scenarios will be based on the historical dates July 27th, 2019 and August 27th and 28th
2019 consistent with WP6 HITL simulation (EXE01).
The temporal scope will be the 24h of the day.
The geographical scope will be the European Airspace.

6.2.3.1 Reference Scenario(s)
We will characterize:
•

Filed flight plans (those planed)

•

Actual flight plans (those flown)

•

Capacity characterization (entry count) at the gates as planned.

•

Capacity characterization (entry count) at the gates as flown.

•

Capacity characterization (entry count/reduction rate) at the Sectors as planned.

•

Capacity characterization (entry count/reduction rate) at the Sectors as flown.

•

Hotspot characterization (entry count) at the network as planned.

•

Hotspot characterization (entry count) at the network as flown.

6.2.3.2 Solution Scenario(s)
-

AI enhanced Filed flight plans.

-

AI-enhanced Capacity characterization (entry count) at the gates/sectors as planned.

-

AI enhanced Hotspot characterization (entry count) at the network as planned.

We then should define indicators to compare AI enhanced planned Demand/Capacity
(Gates/Sectors)/Hotspot with respect to those planned at the reference scenario.
We then should define indicators to compare AI enhanced planned Demand/Capacity
(Gates/Sectors)/Hotspot with respect to those flown at the reference scenario.
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1

-Traffic
Assumption

Flight Phase

Justification

Description

Type of
Assumption

Title

Identifier

6.2.4 Exercise Assumptions

Assumptio Gates capturing the We have set 17 gates that we believe are capturing the most n
to most important flows important flows in Europe.
in Europe.
simplify
traffic.
Table 30: Activity Assumptions
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6.2.5 Limitations and impact on the level of Significance
We will run the experiment to show the concept, thus, using few days. As a consequence, results
cannot be extrapolated on a day/seasonal basis. Additional studies, with different weather, traffic, and
airspace configuration patterns would be needed before applying the methodology to daily
operations.

6.2.6 Validation Exercise Platform / Tool and Validation Technique
6.2.6.1 Validation Exercise Platform / Tool characteristics
The validation exercise will follow the scientific method. From a mathematical perspective, we will be
constructing (via data collection) and testing (via Machine Learning methodology) a scientific
hypothesis.
In this case, the hypothesis would read:
“AI-driven capacity and hotspot characterization methods under severe convective weather events
outperform existing methods to characterize capacity and hotspots”.
We will use Python as platform/tool.

6.2.6.2 Validation Exercise Technique
The most basic method is the train/test split. The principle is simple, you simply split the data randomly
into roughly 70% used for training the model and 30% for testing the model.
The benefit of this approach is that we can see how the model reacts to previously unseen data. This
is referred to as sampling bias (“Sampling bias is systematic error due to a non-random sample of a
population, causing some members of the population to be less likely to be included than others,
resulting in a biased sample”).
In order to reduce sampling bias, there are other Machine Learning methods for validation, e.g.:
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k-Fold Cross-Validation



Leave-one-out Cross-Validation



Leave-one-group-out Cross-Validation



Nested Cross-Validation



Time-series Cross-Validation



Wilcoxon signed-rank test



McNemar’s test



5x2CV paired t-test
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5x2CV combined F test

6.2.7 Analysis Specification
6.2.7.1 Data collection methods
•

Sector info in Spain (geometry, sectorization, nominal capacity, reduction rates).

•

Sector info in France (geometry, sectorization, nominal capacity, reduction rates).

•

Gate definition (Defined within Task 3.2, they will be described in D3.2).

•

Traffic based on R&D archive (3-4 months in 2018).

•

Weather models provided by WP2.

6.2.7.2 Analysis method
We will use different classes of Neural Networks (still under investigation).

6.2.8 Exercise Planning and management
6.2.8.1 Activities
Capacity Characterization:


Step 1 - ML based Training: Jun – Sept 2021.



Step 2 - preparation of scenarios: June 2021.



Step 3 - computing reference solutions: Jul – Sept 2021.



Step 4 - computing ML-Based solutions: Sept – Oct 2021.



Step 5 - analysis of the results and comparison with reference: Nov 2021.



Step 6 - preparation of the validation report: Nov – Dec 2021.

Hotspot Characterization:


Step 1 - ML based Training: Oct2021.



Step 2 - preparation of scenarios: June 2021.



Step 3 - computing reference solutions: Oct 2021.



Step 4 - computing ML-Based solutions: Oct 2021.



Step 5 - analysis of the results and comparison with reference: Nov 2021.



Step 6 - preparation of the validation report: Dec 2021 – Jan 2022.

6.2.8.2 Roles & Responsibilities in the exercise
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UC3M will lead and developed the validation activity.

6.2.8.3 Time planning
Quarter 2021

Quarter 2022

Step
1

2

3

Step 1

Start/End

Step 2

Start/End

Step 3

Start/End

4

Step 4

Start/End

Step 5

Start/End

Step 6

Start/End

1

2

3

4

Table 31: ACT02 detailed time planning Capacity Characterization

Quarter 2021

Quarter 2022

Step
1

2

3

Step 1
Step 2

4

1

2

Start/End
Start/End

Step 3

Start/End

Step 4

Start/End

Step 5

Start/End

Step 6

Start/End
Table 32: ACT02 detailed time planning Hotspot Characterization

6.2.8.4 Identified Risks and mitigation actions
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Impact
Risks

Probability

(1-Very Low, 2- (1-Very Low, 2- Mitigation Actions
Low, 3-Medium, 4- Low, 3-Medium, 4High, 5-Very High) High, 5-Very High)

Not
enough Very low
computing power
to
run
the
validation
activities.

Very low

Rent supercomputer online, e.g.,
google computing services.

Table 33: Risks and mitigation actions

6.3 Activity ACT03
6.3.1 Activity description and scope
Preliminary remark:
Two main research streams have been initiated within WP4 in order to develop one or many AI-based
DCB hotspot solvers. In the first stream, ENAC focuses on optimization-oriented methods, possibly
enhanced with reinforcement learning. In the second stream, Cranfield University seeks to build a
solver based mainly on reinforcement learning.
This validation activity will be conducted separately on each solver, produced by each stream (possibly
more than two solvers). A summary report comparing all assessed solvers should conclude this activity.
In the remainder of this section, to simplify the presentation, we shall speak in the singular form to
refer to any assessed DCB solver.
This validation activity will be focused on the assessment of the DCB strategies, produced by the AIbased DCB hotspot solver, to mitigate the hotspots identified through the previous validation activities.
The main purpose of this activity is to reveal the effectiveness of these DCB hotspot mitigation
strategies produced by the AI engine, in comparison with a commonly used DCB hotspot solver.
The scope of this particular activity will be limited to validating the performance of the standalone AIbased solver, whereas a further enhancement of such solver (via incorporating operational feedback)
will be conducted within the forthcoming EXE01 and EXE02 activities.
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6.3.2 Validation objectives, Research Questions, Hypothesis and Indicators
In the table below is described the validation objectives, research questions, hypothesis, indicators and methodologies that will be addressed during
the activity.
Validation Objective

Research Question

Objective #4: Produce RQ9: Which ‘Hotspot
Airspace
User-driven Solver
model’
and
mitigation Plan.
machine learning technics
can better identify DCB
 Success criteria:
measures to resolve a
Provision
of
ML convective-weather
libraries capable of related Netspot?
prescribing adaptive
ATFCM
actions
considering
AU
preferences.

Hypothesis
H12: A Hotspot Solver model and
machine learning technics are able to
determine efficient DCB solutions to
resolve a convective-weather-related
Netspot
based
on
constraints/parameters defined by
operational actors. This high-level
hypothesis can be broken-down into
lower-level hypothesis:
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H12.1:
(Feasible
solution
provision) a hotspot solver
based on optimization and
machine learning technics
computes DCB measures able
to mitigate, albeit partially, a
Netspot declared by FMP/NM
H12.2: (Reasonable CPU time)
a hotspot solver based on
optimization and machine

Independent variables

Dependent variables
(Indicator)

• Traffic demand forecast

• Statistics related to sectorperiod imbalance/overload:
• Alternative routes
number
of
imbalanced/overloaded
• Airspace configuration and
sector-periods,
average
declared/adjusted capacity
imbalance/overload,
maximum
• Declared Netspots
imbalance/overload.
• Solver parameters (candidate
•
Statistics
related
to
gates, sectors and flights)
departure delay time: total,
• What-if/automatic mode selection average,
maximum,
and
minimum delay. Number of
delayed flights.
• Statistics related to reroutings: number of rerouted
flights, extra flight distance/
time (total, average, min, max),
AU satisfaction score.
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Validation Objective

Research Question

Hypothesis



Independent variables

Dependent variables
(Indicator)

learning technics returns DCB
measures in a CPU time
suitable for FMP/NM use.

•
Statistics
related
to
departure delay cost, extra
cost due to re-routing.

H12.3: (Better quality solution)
a hotspot solver based on
optimization and machine
learning technics returns DCB
measures of better quality in
terms of ATFCM effectiveness
and
AUs’
satisfaction
compared to conventional
hotspot mitigation technics
(e.g., CASA).

• Computation time.

Table 34: Objectives, research questions, hypothesis, indicators, methodologies addressed in the Activity
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6.3.3 Validation scenarios
We pick the same dates in consistency with WP6 validation exercises (EXE01 and EXE02):


Scenario 1: 27th July 2019



Scenario 2: 27th August 2019



Scenario 3: 28th August 2019

Each scenario should be characterized by the following input:


Time period of interest: start time (DDHHMM), and end time (DDHHMM); for example: July
16th, 2018, from 6:00 AM to 12:00 AM (UTC).



Entry count metric: such as Entry Hour/20 Min, Entry Hour/10 Min, Entry Hour and Entry 20
Min. Region of interest: represented as a set of sectors.



Definition of airspace configuration and configuration opening scheme of the region of
interest, during the time period of interest; files format: cfg and cos.



Declared/adjusted capacity of each sector in the region of interest, during the time period of
interest, capacity files.



Set of flight trajectories that enter the region of interest, during the time period of interest;
file format: so6.



Set of flight trajectory intersection with sectors (and gates); file format: t5.



Set of imbalanced/overload sectors during time period of interest and a set of
imbalance/overload time intervals for each sector.



List of gates to identify candidate flights for rerouting or ground delay; Expected format: a list
of gate names, and a set of time periods for each gate.

NB: If the definition of gates (3D coordinates) is provided to NEST/RNEST when generating t5 files, then
we can have for each flight the list of crossed gates and their corresponding crossing time (as if gates
were sectors). We can then process this information to identify candidate flights.

6.3.3.1 Reference Scenario(s)
Reference Scenarios are aimed to provide baseline DCB measures with an assessment of their quality,
in terms of ATFCM effectiveness, and AUs’ satisfaction. The computing time to obtain these baseline
DCB measures is also to be taken into account but to less extent (than the measures themselves and
their quality assessment) in the scope of this validation activity.
In fact, Reference Scenarios are obtained by applying a reference DCB hotspot solver on each of the
selected dates. Such a reference DCB hotspot solver could be very fast, although it may return poorquality DCB measures.
The reference DCB hotspot solver, used in the scope of this activity, is the CASA module embedded in
NEST/ R-NEST, called ISA-CASA.
For each reference scenario, the following additional input is required:
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List of sectors for CASA regulation; Expected format: a set of (imbalanced/overloaded) sectors
and a set of time intervals for each sector.

6.3.3.2 Solution Scenario(s)
Solution scenarios are obtained by applying the new AI-based DCB hotspot solver, developed within
WP4, specifically T4.1, on each of the selected dates.
The new AI-based DCB hotspot solver is based on machine learning and/or mathematical optimization.
If the rerouting module is to be called by the solver, then, the following additional parameters are
required for each flight that is candidate for rerouting:



List of sectors to use for re-routing.
List of sectors to avoid when re-routing.

Ultimately, for each solution scenario, the following additional input is required:



AI-enhanced alternative trajectory options for each flight that is candidate for re-routing;
same data format as in so6 and t5 files.
An AU satisfaction score for each alternative trajectory option.
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Description

Justification

AU
preference

AU
preference

Delay length and
satisfaction scores of
alternative
trajectories
are
assumed to reflect
AUs’ preferences.

Operational costs of AUs are the real driver of AUs’ preference.
Any DCB measure applied to a flight (delay or rerouting) should be
assessed in terms of operational costs to capture the preference
level of this measure. However, not all AUs are keen on disclosing
such operational costs. The rerouting module is expected to
provide AU satisfaction scores for each alternative trajectory. The
solver will focus on meeting AUs’ preferences mainly by
minimizing delay and maximizing the total satisfaction score of the
selected alternative trajectories.
Table 35: Activity Assumptions
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Flight Phase

Type of
Assumption

1

Title

Identifier

6.3.4 Exercise Assumptions
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6.3.5 Limitations and impact on the level of Significance
This activity will be limited to verifying the basic performance of the AI-based solver, without requiring
parameter fine turning based on the operational feedback. The latter is however envisioned to be
taken into account during the EXE01 and EXE02 validation activities.
Operational feedback on the quality of the DCB measures computed by the solver is key to fine tune
the solver’s internal parameters. We expect that by iteratively “learning from its past experience”, the
solver improves more and more the quality of mitigation strategies it returns.

6.3.6 Validation Exercise Platform / Tool and Validation Technique
6.3.6.1 Validation Exercise Platform / Tool characteristics
Reference scenarios will be run only once, using NEST. The baseline DCB measures produced will be
shared by both research streams.
On the side of optimization-based research stream, the solver is developed in Java programming
language. Solution scenarios will be run on a computing server at ENAC.
On the side of reinforcement-learning research stream, we leverage an in-house DCB simulator to
generate online training data during the solver development process (i.e., reinforcement learning).
This tool is developed in Python with pygame and gym packages for visualisation and for integration
with RL algorithms respectively. Once we have a trained model, we also expect to deploy it with
input/output aligned with the DDR2 data format, such that this tool can be connected with specific
NEST/RNEST functionalities. Solution scenarios will be run on a computing server at CU.
For the sake of fair comparison of the different AI solvers’ CPU times, the performance of computing
servers used by ENAC and CU should be clearly described. Ultimately, solution scenarios shall be
performed again on the same computing server, which can be done within FTS – EXE02.

6.3.6.2 Validation Exercise Technique
The optimization-based solver will be fed with solution scenarios’ input and will be run possibly with a
time limit (i.e., a maximum allowed CPU time), corresponding to the largest computing time acceptable
by FMP/NM.
For the RL-based solvers, during the training phase, we may use only artificial dataset (created for the
in-house DCB simulator) or a small-scale real dataset in order to guarantee the training efficiency. We
must also ensure that the features of scalability and generalisation of the solver can be achieved. Thus,
during the solver execution phase, we will feed it with the abovementioned solution scenarios and
then assess the feasible solution quality (through comparing it with the CASA solution). By doing so,
we also demonstrate the potential of the solver to tackle different DCB scenarios with different sizes
(scalability), without the need of retraining the model again (generalisation), thus contributing to a
promising computational performance.
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6.3.7 Analysis Specification
6.3.7.1 Data collection methods
The main input data have been specified in the abovementioned scenarios, which will be collected
through coordination with other consortium partners.
For the RL-based solvers, the training data will be generated via an ad hoc module of the in-house DCB
simulator. The main output will be logged, processed, analysed and also shared with relevant partners.
In addition to DCB measures, which are the main output, solvers will return results and quality
assessment of these measures as log and text files, which then can be analysed further using
appropriate tools and methods.

6.3.7.2 Analysis method
Statistical analysis will be used to assess the performance of the AI-based solver, in particular the
feasible solution quality (in terms of ATFCM effectiveness and AUs’ satisfaction) and the average
computational time. Results will be also compared against the standard CASA solution.
Statistical analysis includes computing mean, median, min, max, and confidence intervals (if relevant)
of indicators related to network overload, and delay.

6.3.8 Exercise Planning and management
6.3.8.1 Activities
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Part 1 - preparation of reference scenario:
o

Step 1 – collecting input data.

o

Step 2 – computing baseline DCB solutions.

Part 2 – validation of the optimization-based solver:
o

Step 3 – running the solver with the validation data sample (to obtain solution
scenario).

o

Step 4 – analysis of the results and comparison with DCB solutions from the reference
scenario.

o

Step 5 – preparation of the optimization-research stream’s validation report.

Part 3 – validation of the RL-based solvers:
o

Step 6 – preparation of scenario.

o

Step 7 – performing online training using the in-house DCB simulator.

o

Step 8 – testing the trained solver in terms of performance, generalisation, scalability
etc.

o

Step 9 – if the solver does not pass the testing, then return back to the training step 7.
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o

Step 10 – if the solver does pass the testing, then feed the solver with the validation
data sample (different than the testing data sample).

o

Step 11 – analysis of the results and compare them with DCB solutions from the
reference scenario.

o

Step 12 – preparation of RL-research stream’s validation report.

Part 4 – consolidation of validation report.
o

Step 13 - consolidation of validation report.

6.3.8.2 Roles & Responsibilities in the exercise
ENAC and CU will be leading this particular validation activity.
Parts 1 and 4 are common to both ENAC and CU, and hence are to be performed with close
coordination between them.
Part 2 is to be performed by ENAC.
Part 3 is to be performed by CU.
Other relevant consortium members, such as SSG, ECTL, DSNA and CRIDA will support the activity,
including the supply of input data and parameter selection, as well as expertise in operational and
functional requirements.

6.3.8.3 Time planning
Activity

End Date

Part 1 – Preparation of reference scenario

Aug 2021 – Oct 2022

Part 2 – Validation of the optimization-based solver

Oct 2021

Part 3 – Validation of the RL-based solvers

Oct 2021

Part 4 – Consolidation of validation report

Oct 2022

Quarter 2021

Quarter 2022

Step
1
Step 1

2

3
Start

4

1

2

3

4

End

Step 2
Start/End
Step 3

Start/End
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Quarter 2021

Quarter 2022

Step
1

2

3

4

Step 4

Start/End

Step 5

Start/End

1

2

3

4

Step 6
Start/End
Step 7
Start/End

Step 8
Start/End
Step 9
Start/End
Step 10

Start/End

Step 11

Start/End

Step 12

Start/End

Step 13

Start/End
Table 36: ACT03 detailed time planning

6.3.8.4 Identified Risks and mitigation actions
Impact
Risks

(1-Very Low, 2(1-Very Low, 2- Mitigation Actions
Low, 3-Medium,
Low, 3-Medium, 44-High, 5-Very
High, 5-Very High)
High)

Inconsistency
Low
between
NEST/RNEST and AI-based
solvers in computing
entry count. ISACASA will be based
on
NEST/RNEST
computation of entry
count.
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Probability

Medium

- AI-based solvers use DDR2 input
files from NEST/R-NEST, in
consistency with ISA-CASA.
- Early validation of entry count
computation of AI-based solvers
against NEST/R-NEST.
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Impact
Risks

Probability

(1-Very Low, 2(1-Very Low, 2- Mitigation Actions
Low, 3-Medium,
Low, 3-Medium, 44-High, 5-Very
High, 5-Very High)
High)

Difference between Low
computational
performance
of
servers used in CU
and ENAC.

Low

- CU and ENAC will report
accurately.

Very limited or no Medium
rerouting options for
some scenarios.

Medium

- Ground delay will be the main
DCB measure to validate.

Table 37: Risks and mitigation actions

6.4 Activity ACT04
6.4.1 Activity description and scope
Trajectory prediction is one of the core elements of future air transportation system, which is intended
to improve the operational ability and the predictability of air traffic. In the global context of ISOBAR
that must characterise demand prediction, to detect imbalances and that must define objectives for
anticipated congestion mitigation, the trajectories prediction is central since it will support both
objectives.
Trajectory prediction in ISOBAR is intended to provide AUs preferred trajectories, to characterize
demand, but also alternatives trajectories, still reflecting AUs preference to feed optional mitigation
scenarios and optimization.
Thus, apart from the effectiveness of predicted trajectory the ACT04 activity is dedicated to providing
an assessment of the AU preference effective capture through the adopted prediction methodology.
The complexity of such a task is multiple since:




We need to characterize what is AU preference through metrics (today none of the standard
KPI seem satisfying to capture this).
From various discussions, AU preference is specific and strategical for a given AU, thus difficult
to collect from “reference” and sharable data.
Moreover, the preferred filed flight plans appear to be influenced by local factors (criticality of
this flight in terms of transit, weather condition…) attached to a given flight. Such factors won’t
be possibly captured to support global assessment of a given behaviour.

Globally this activity has been discussed to be performed in a statistical way. As external data from AU
won’t be shareable, we nevertheless can consider that the history of filed FPs handle the AU
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preference through the frequency of use of a trajectory vs the complete history, which handle specific
condition of trajectory filling.
Our validation strategy will be based onto this hypothesis.
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6.4.2 Validation objectives, Research Questions, Hypothesis and Indicators
In the table below is described the validation objectives, research questions, hypothesis, indicators and methodologies that will be addressed during.
the activity.
Validation Objective

Research Question

Objective #3: Produce a RQ8:
Which
‘AU
most
preferred
AU preference model’ and
trajectory.
machine learning technics
can better identify the AU
 Success criteria:
preferred trajectories with
Provision
of
ML predefined
airspace
libraries capable of constraints?
prescribing
AU
Preferred trajectory
alternative.

Hypothesis

Independent variables

H11a: an AU preference model and • City-pair
machine learning technics better
determine the AU preferences in • A/C type
trajectories prediction.
• A/C Operator
H11b: an AU preference model and
machine learning technics better
determine the AU preferences in
trajectories prediction integrating
airspace geographical constraints.

• Exclusion geographical areas/or
airspace volumes
• Imposed geographical areas/or
airspace volumes

Dependent variables
(Indicator)
• Route (2D) effect
• Profile (ETO, FL) effect
• Effectiveness of proposed
trajectory
• Number of alternatives
trajectories

Table 38: Objectives, research questions, hypothesis, indicators, methodologies addressed in the Activity
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6.4.3 Validation scenarios
According to identified dates (27 July, 27 Aug, 28 Aug 2019) adopted for EXE01 (see 6.5.3), we will be
picked (but still subject to data availability), the last filed flight plans from the history of flights in the
EUROCONTROL ATM database.
For the triplets observed during these dates, with a focus onto the ones that have a populated history
Indeed, these ones are much liable to provide a history reflecting preferences and liable to contain
filed alternatives.
Once identified we will predict the main and alternatives trajectories attached to these triplets (i.e.,
expressed as slots).
We will observe the provided trajectories from the global history preference, by assessing the
frequency of use of a given prediction within the history for these triplets.


We look for assessing if the predicted main route (then trajectory) is the one effectively most
filed (in comparison to the others) from the historical content of concerned triplets.

The assumption behind this, being that from the historical point of view, the history holds “mainly”
nominal flight condition (without specific restriction or regulation). Thus, the main predicted trajectory
shall represent the preferred trajectory to be used by a given triplet.
We will also observe if one of the proposed alternatives have effectively been a filed trajectory. This
will allow to assess the reliability of a proposed alternative, as effectively already filed ones.
Nevertheless, it will be difficult to provide an assessment on the frequency of use of this alternative (a
kind of ranking assessment of the proposed alternatives) regarding other ones since:




Historically, in comparison to the preferred one, an alternative has been operated/filed in
specific conditions (weather, regulations. Thus, statistically such conditions are:
o Very Specific (local regulation or weather degraded conditions).
o Not equally distributed within the history: thus, the number of filed Flight Plan for each
condition is not balanced from an event to another.
In comparison to the effective filed trajectories for the selected dates (those ones have been
adopted for their strong degraded condition leading to penalizing airflow congestion and are
very specific to assess the global ISOBAR added value), those ones may be too specific to the
observed conditions during those dates.

So that for the alternatives it will be complicated to ensure that an alternative is preferred regarding
another one, i.e., relatively between two alternatives. We nevertheless will try to provide an
assessment of the proportion of filed trajectories within the amount of predicted (proposed)
alternatives.
Lateral path, vertical profile and trajectory evaluations:
As stated during our module AU preference trajectory predictor, there are so much variability in
vertical profiles in used history that vertical profile prediction is submitted to issue when considering
an accuracy assessment point of view.
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Illustration of vertical profile variability for a unitary triplet (city-pair, A/C operator, A/C type)

So, it may be complicated to derive an indicator of “preference” applicable to a full trajectory
“preference” assessment. Thus, the evaluation will focus on the lateral path (route) assessment and if
possible (i.e., to derive a KPI representing an effective vertical profile accuracy assessment) a global
trajectory assessment.

6.4.3.1 Reference Scenario(s)
We can think of two reference scenarios:



One dedicated to evaluation the reliability of “AU preference” capture in trajectory module.
One more focused onto alternative trajectories prediction reliability.

The first reference scenario will aim at assessing the “preference” capture in the trajectory prediction.
We will extract from the history of the considered triplets (extracted from the common day dates used
for the EXE01), the most filed trajectory through:




The preferred lateral path as route frequency: the highest number of times a sequence of
identical WP has been filed in history.
Optionally, a “mean” vertical profile (still TBD but can be considered as a mean estimation of
FL once ETO have been re-interpolated between all histories).
A KPI illustrating the relative number of times this “preferred” (route) trajectory has been filed
in history, in comparison to the full history.

The second reference scenario will aim at assessing the reliability of the proposed alternatives (route,
then full trajectory if possible).
For the considered most populated triplets previously extracted:
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Secondary filed lateral path will be extracted, according to their frequency of use in history,
and a rank based on their frequency of use will be derived.
Optionally3, a “mean” vertical profile (still TBD but can be considered as a mean estimation of
FL once ETO have been re-interpolated between all histories) estimated from history of used
routes will be derived for each secondary flight plans.
A KPI illustrating the relative number of times such secondary routes (trajectories) have been
filed in history, in comparison to the full history content will be derived. It will be used as a
ranking factor.
Additionally, the routes/trajectories filed for the selected triplets and concerned days of EXE01
will also be extracted. They will be used to assess if they are effectively suggested as one of
the predictor alternatives.

Due to some data access restrictions, we cannot yet be sure to consider the use of the EXE01 days to
perform such validations. In that case the reference scenario will be adapted. The reference slots (or
triplets to consider in the perimeter of the validation) will be extracted from one (various TBC)
playbook scenarios (ex: French flip-flop weather scenario). The main idea is to extract and consider air
traffic flow (and so on the associated operated cities-pair) liable to be submitted to large re-routing
(due to capacity reduction, regulations on sectors, ...). Then we will use the associated city-pairs and
attached triplets to these city-pairs to collect the historical reference.

6.4.3.2 Solution Scenario(s)
The solution scenario has the same triplets (city-pair, A/C Type, A/C Operator) and basis as the
Reference scenario.
But the solution scenarios will handle a third scenario dedicated to assess the capture of AUs
preference from the AU acceptance/validation point of view. As already mentioned, AU preference is
specific and strategical for a given AU, thus difficult to collect from “reference” and sharable data.
Thus, a dedicated validation in collaboration with our AU partner, SWISS, is intended. The idea is to
submit some route/trajectories prediction to their judgment to confirm that their preference is
effectively captured.
The first solution scenario will:




3

Provide the main predictions for each of the selected triplet, route + vertical profile.
This prediction will be assessed relatively to the history through a KPI definition indicating if
the route (resp. trajectory) has been already filed and its attached frequency (i.e., number of
times this prediction has been used in history).
This KPI will be compared to the reference one.

If we reach enough reliability in vertical profiles prediction (couple (ETO, FL) attached to each WP of the route
sequence) and if we succeed in defining a metric liable to represent a preference for such a profile (see history
of vertical profile variability in Section 6.4.3.1) we will extend the preference evaluation to the full trajectory
preference assessment.
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The second solution scenario will:




Provide the alternatives predictions for each of the selected triplet, routes + vertical profiles.
Derive some KPIs indicating is alternative exist in the available history, mainly based on
frequency of use (route).
These KPI will be compared to the reference ones.

The third solution scenario will focus on the SWISS trajectory prediction. A dedicated subset of triplets
will be jointly identified (frequency of flights, length for re-routing capabilities…). Then for this scenario
we:




Provide the main predictions for SWISS according to the selected couples (city-pairs, A/C type)
: routes + vertical profiles.
These predictions will be submitted to SWISS.
The predicted trajectories will be assessed by SWISS regarding of their own preferences
measures (according to their strategical factors). We will jointly work on a way to indicate how
a provided trajectory is compliant with SWISS preference.
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Identifier

6.4.4 Exercise Assumptions

1

2
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Title

Data
availability

Type of
Assumption

Validation
perimeter

History holds KPI
mainly
characterization
nominal
environment
condition.

Description

Justification

To
provide
the
validation, we intend
to focus on the
triplets used on the
EXE days.

It is not considered providing an exhaustive validation of the
trajectory prediction for the 85000 city-pairs operated in the Flight
Plan history available.

For the preferred
route
assessment
evaluation, we will
consider
a
KPI
representing
the
relative frequency of
use of a trajectory

To be consistent within the ISOBAR validation perimeter we intend to
reduce validation to:


Either the “critical” triplets identified within the selected
exercises dates (see 7.5.3).



Or the triplets liable to mainly impact airflow management
(In terms of frequency of flights, length of flights, variability
of used routes…) observed over the available history and
related to weather playbook scenarios.

Statistically, when collecting history from available database, we can
consider for most of the triplets that the filed history contains mainly
filing in nominal condition. When superimposing route of populated
triplets, we can observe that some lateral paths are mainly used vs
another (more unitary filed).

Flight Phase

Identifier
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Title

Type of
Assumption

Description

Justification

Flight Phase

relative to the history This hypothesis is more applicable to populated triplet, since low
trajectory content.
populated ones (and there are many of them) are statistically liable
to represent filed trajectories in specific conditions.
3

Evaluation
KPI
extension
characterization
from route to
full trajectory.

AU preference into The variability observed onto the vertical profiles used for identical
vertical
profile triplets, makes the vertical profile prediction accuracy difficult to
assessment.
assess. This could make complex to derive a KPI indicating the AU
preference capture in the vertical profile prediction.

4

AU
KPI
preference
characterization
effectiveness
via
SWISS
validation

Further than the
historical frequency
of use we intend to
provide
an
evaluation of the
effectiveness
AU
preference capture
from our AU partner.

The preference of an AU depends on strategical factors that are not
accessible for all AUs, thus this assessment will be reduced to our
internal AU partner SWISS evaluation.
Further than the evaluation on metrics derived from historical
frequency of use, we intend to demonstrate that the AU preference
is effectively captured for our AU partner strategical concerns.
For that purpose, we will submit some trajectories predictions,
related to their own operations (in terms of city-pars and aircraft
type) to our AU partner SWISS. A formalism shall be defined to
provide the evaluation status about the preference effectiveness in
the provided prediction.

Table 39: Activity Assumptions
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6.4.5 Limitations and impact on the level of Significance
A global assessment of the AU preference capture when providing a trajectory preference is complex.
Indeed, more than 85000 city-pairs are liable to provide a flight crossing the European airspace.
This complexity increases when we combined it with the variety of Operators and Aircraft types. This
increases drastically the number of triplets (city-pair, A/C Type, A/C Operator) to consider for an
exhaustive validation.
Indeed, we have “expressed” the AU characteristic at a triplet level: (city-pair, A/C Type, A/C Operator).
This combination defines the granularity of an AU preference.
To avoid this complexity, we have chosen to reduce our preference validation onto a subset of triplets,
derived either from the triplet operated during the EXE01 targeted days or the triplets liable to mostly
impact airflow management for some playbook scenarios.

6.4.6 Validation Exercise Platform / Tool and Validation Technique
6.4.6.1 Validation Exercise Platform / Tool characteristics
OTS computer running the model (innerdata or other).

6.4.6.2 Validation Exercise Technique
Once the validation perimeter selected (selection of appropriate triplets in accordance with the EXE01
dates coverage) and once the KPIs to be used clearly defined:






Use of history for the selected triplets to provide the reference KPI.
Model(s) training for the selected triplets.
Prediction of main and alternatives trajectories.
Use of the predictions vs. the history to derived KPIs concerning with preference capture for
main trajectory.
Checking of the reliability of the alternative trajectories and associated ranking from frequency
of use.

We mention trajectory, but by trajectories we firstly intend route and if possible, according to previous
descriptions we will extend this to complete trajectories (route + vertical profile) evaluation.

6.4.7 Analysis Specification
6.4.7.1 Data collection methods
Submitted to contractual limitation.

6.4.7.2 Analysis method
KPI definition based on frequency of use of proposed trajectories in history.
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KPI production and comparison between reference and solution scenarios.
Global (like a mean) assessment of the preference capture through those KPIs analysis.
Specific analysis of the lower results (i.e., triplets with poorest preference metric) to provide
explanations.
Review of SWISS preference conformity onto the specific provided trajectories.
Review & feedback from SWISS strategical (and internal) preference on a subset of operated city-pairs
and associated predicted trajectories.

6.4.8 Exercise Planning and management
6.4.8.1 Activities
Two validation schemas are intended:
One based on metrics derived from simulation results, and one oriented onto AU validation.
Part 1: Scenario analysis


Step 1 – ATM Data collection in conformity with selected date of EXE01



Step 2 – Data Analysis for triplets of interest extraction: either all planned triplets during the
exercise dates or according to playbook weather scenario: which triplets are the most
appropriate to be submitted to re-routing.



Step 3 – ATM Data extraction attached to the triplets: triplets list (city-pair, A/C Type, A/C
operator).

Part 2: City-pairs discretized grouping for models' provisions


Step 4 – Optimization of city-pair grouping + groups definition.



Step 5 – Intermediate dataset provision.

Part 3: Reference metrics


Step 6 – Production of reference KPIs for the selected triplets.

Part 4: AU preference Models provision & prediction


Step 7 – Models trainings for each group of city-pair.



Step 8 – For the selected slots (expressed as triplets), provision of main trajectory.



Step 9 – For the selected slots (expressed as triplets), provision of alternative trajectories
(number =3; ToBeConfirmed).

Part 5: AU preference prediction evaluation


Step 10 – Production of solution KPIs for the main predicted trajectories.



Step 11 – Production of solution KPIs for the alternative predicted trajectories.

Part 6: Results compilation and exploitation
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Step 12 – Global results assessment and interpretation.



Step 13 – Local examinations on lowest (poorest) from preference capture in trajectory
prediction for justification and/or further improvements proposals.

6.4.8.2 Roles & Responsibilities in the exercise
SSG: As the module “AU preference module” responsible, will be in charge of the activities of data
collection, features extraction, model(s) production and predictions provision. This will be done onto
the defined subset of triplets of interest. SSG will have the responsibility of the KPIs provision related
to the historical assessment of the preference capture.
SWISS: As our AU representative, SWISS will have the responsibility of providing a feedback onto the
provided trajectories prediction for the identified couples of (city-pairs, A/C types) it operates. The
prediction will be provided by SSG.
SSG + SWISS: elaborate a way of restitution (formalise the metric or feedback) of the preference
effectiveness from the provided trajectories for identified couples operated by SWISS.

6.4.8.3 Time planning
Quarter 2021

Quarter 2022

Step
1

2

3

4

Step 1

Start

End

Step 2

Start

End

Step 3

Start

End

Step 4

Start

Step 5

Start

1

End
End

Step 6

Start

End

Step 7

Start

End

Step 8

Start

End

Step 9

Start

End

Step 10

Start

End

Step 11

Start

End

Step 12

Start

End

Step 13

Start

End

Table 40: ACT04 detailed time planning
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6.4.8.4 Identified Risks and mitigation actions
Impact
Risks

Probability

(1-Very Low, 2- (1-Very Low, 2- Mitigation Actions
Low, 3-Medium, 4- Low, 3-Medium, 4High, 5-Very High) High, 5-Very High)

None or few of the 3-Medium
predicted
trajectories
effectively
fully
filed: the selected
day were too
specific and lead to
too
specific
trajectory filing.

4-High

Extension of the validation out of
the scope of the targeted dates
will demonstrate the preference
capture.

Complexity
of 3-Medium
defining a KPI that
reflects
the
preference
capture.

4-High

First, we will reduce those KPI to
the route, i.e., lateral path,
preference assessment.
But if the intended metrics, based
on the frequency of use in history
of a given route could not be
extracted, some approximation
for this assessment can be
considered. These could be
completed by visual acceptance.

Table 41: Risks and mitigation actions

6.5 Exercise EXE01
6.5.1 Exercise description and scope
EXE01 is led by EUROCONTROL, with the participation of


ANSPs: DSNA, CRIDA/ENAIRE and their respective FMPs.



EUROCONTROL and their respective NMOC (Network Manager Operations Centre).



Airspace User: Swiss.

The exercise covers the following use case defined in the ISOBAR OSED:


UC1: Detection and Resolution of a Netspot in Pre-Tactical Phase (D-1) and re-assessed in the
Tactical Phase (D-0).

The objectives it to validate the Human (NMOC/FMP) interactions with AI components to manage
convective weather situations.
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How to manage new information dealing with convective weather prediction, weather
capacity reduction and automated resolution of weather problems.
How to manage the new collaborative process involving NMOC and FMP.

IMPORTANT:
The exercise shall emulate a two steps process:
-

Detection and resolution of weather problem in Pre-tactical phase at D-1.
Reassessment of the traffic situation and Pre-tactical plan in Tactical phase at D0: Detection
and resolution of residual weather problems.

It is proposed to by-pass the INNOVE platform issues (no demand forecast in Pre-tactical, data reload
between D-1 and D0, scenario repository, …) and to consider:
-

Pre-Tactical emulation: to use D0 traffic and D-1 meteo prediction.
Tactical emulation: to use adjusted D0 traffic with Pre-tactical measures implemented and D0
meteo prediction.

The exercise run will be a continuous two-step with the succession of two weather predictions (D1/DO). It means that DCB measures will be prepared in the Pre-tactical emulation step, some measures
will be implemented in the Pre-Tactical frame and the others will remain in the coordinated state. In
the Tactical frame, these coordinated measures will be implemented/adjusted/enriched to cope with
the residual imbalances.
The main objectives that will be validated during the EXE01 are:


The acceptability of new operating methods and the confidence in the information provided
within a time window from 24 hours to 30 minutes before the Reference Time Window:
predicted convective weather, predicted capacity reduction, DCB solutions proposed by aidtools: Shift the decision-making from tactical to pre-tactical to provide a better anticipation
management.



The HMI of the prototype regarding both meteo and DCB information: integrate convective
weather information in the FMP/NM working environment.



The impact of the new features on the decision-making process: characterise the cross-border
DCB impact of convective weather phenomena, identify predefined weather scenario
(Playbook), enrich the decision-making using an aid-tool Hotspot Solver.



The impact of the new features on the situation awareness: reinforce the Collaborative Process
among actors.



Integrate convective weather information in the FMP/NM working environment.

The objectives will be assessed through scenarios presenting severe convective situations leading to
the creation of hotspots and Netspots, starting on D-1 and reassessed on D0.
Each FMP has his own set of TVs to monitor. The validation scenarios are carefully defined in order to
have severe convective weather situations with imbalances in cross-border location that could lead to
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hotspot and Netspot declaration. In this context, the NM and FMPs will use the new features to
manage Netspot.
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6.5.2 Validation objectives, Research Questions, Hypothesis and Indicators
In the table below is described the validation objectives, research questions, hypothesis, indicators and methodologies that will be addressed during
the activity.
Validation Objective

Research Question

Hypothesis

Objective #5: Reinforce RQ12: Which workflow to H16: NM plays a pivotal role to organize
the Collaborative Process improve the Collaborative the collaborative process and to
among actors.
Process?
provide a better optimized solution
(weather scenario).
 Success criteria:
Initial validation of an
H17: the Operational actors are able to
collaborative
collaborate in an efficient way to
framework for ATFCM
analyze the weather-related DCB
considering
the
impact, the Netspot and to prepare a
introduction
of
common weather solution at the
convective weather
network level.
information.
Objective #6: Integrate
convective weather
information in the
FMP/NM working
environment.
 Success criteria:
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RQ3: How to represent
the severity of the
convective phenomenon
and the probability of
occurrence to support the
awareness
and

Dependant variables
(Indicator)

Independent variables

• NM pivotal role in the collaboration • Efficient solution at the
process
network level

• Collaborative process (defined role, • Efficient assignment of role,
responsibility and task)
responsibility, and task

H3: a convective risk matrix mixing the 
severity
of
the
convective
phenomenon and the probability of
occurrence supports the understanding
of the weather situation by operational
actors.

Probability Threshold tuning






Assessing the risk usability
Assessing the probability
usability
Assessing the severity
usability
Probability
Threshold
tuning
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Validation Objective

Research Question

Provision
of understanding
of
convective weather operational actors?
information
integrated in the DCB
tools.
RQ4: Which visualization
of convective information
can be delivered to
operational actors in a
digestible way?

Hypothesis

Independent variables

Provision on geographical map of 
coloured convective Polygon
Provision top Cb info

Provision lightning info
Provision of temporal info
Provision of TFV coloured

convective Polygon

Assessing the usability of
representation in map
using polygons
Assessing the usability of
colour codes for risk
representation
Assessing the usability of
additional info (top of CB,
lightning, timing)

H5: the convective information 
displayed superimposed to sector
information allows the operator to 
assess the impact on each traffic
volume.

Provision of weather alerts on 
impacted traffic volumes
Provision of temporal info

Assessing the usability of
weather alerts associated
to traffic volumes

Objective #7: Decision- RQ11: Which procedure is H14: a workflow from pre-tactical D-1 
making process to start best from pre-tactical D-1 to tactical D0 supports a collaborative
from pre-tactical phase to to tactical D0 to improve process to better manage in an 
the
weather-related

Timeline process starting at pre- 
tactical D-1
Cross-border coordination with
all concerned actors to agree on

Anticipated agreement on
problems and solutions

H4: the convective information
displayed in a form of colored polygons
(according to risk matrix) on a
geographical map allows a very good
understanding and analysis of weather
phenomenon by the operational
actors.



Dependant variables
(Indicator)
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Validation Objective

Research Question

Hypothesis

provide
a
better problems and solutions, anticipated manner the weatheranticipation management. integrating
weather related problems and solutions.
information,
DCB
 Success criteria:
detection and resolution
Identify the Netspot in a collaborative process?
and
associated
solution
(weather
solution) in a more
anticipated way.

Dependant variables
(Indicator)

Independent variables
identified
solutions

problems

and 
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Common understanding of
cross-border
weather
problems and solutions
Leadtime
Netspot
coordination
Leadtime
weather
scenario coordination
Leadtime
hotspot
notification
Lead time regulation
Leadtime & Nb refilling
Nb CRM, DLA/CHG
Nb regulation
Average delay
Nb refilling
Average extra-distance
Nb cancellation
Reactionary delay
% of ATFM delays due to
avoidable regulations (no
excess demand)
Time to recover from nonnominal to nominal
% of delayed flight
% of flight departing on
time
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Validation Objective

Research Question

Hypothesis

Dependant variables
(Indicator)

Independent variables




Objective #8: Characterise
the cross-border DCB
impact of convective
weather phenomena.
 Success criteria:
Ability to analyse the
predicted Wx capacity
reduction and to
adjust the capacity
threshold
(MV,
OTMV).

RQ7: Which visualization
of the predicted DCB
impact can be delivered to
operational actors in a
digestible way?

Average fuel burn
Total extra-distance
Maximum extra-distance

H15: the workflow is split in two parts • Preparation of solutions and 
1) to prepare a weather scenario and timeline for application of associated 
implement some measures in the pre- measures
tactical phase 2) to reassess the
situation and to manage residual
imbalances in the tactical phase.

Solution stability
% of residual imbalance at
D0

H9: the predicted DCB impact (e.g., Wx • Wx capacity reduction alert info
capacity reduction) displayed in the
form of alert in the configuration
dashboard allows a very good
detection of weather-related DCB
impact by the operational actors.



Awareness and detection
of Wx capacity reduction

H10: the predicted DCB impact (e.g., • Wx capacity reduction in terms of
Wx capacity reduction) displayed in the predicted monitoring value
form threshold in the traffic volume
monitoring allows a very good
understanding and analysis of weatherrelated DCB impact by the operational
actors.



Understanding of the
predicted Wx capacity
reduction
Situational awareness to
adjust the monitoring
value (MV, OTMV)
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Validation Objective

Research Question
RQ14: Which mechanism
is most suitable to
monitor the impact on
flows in a cross-border
convective
weather
situation?

Hypothesis

H20: the Gate allows to monitor the • Collaborative process (defined
flow and to better detect the role, responsibility and task)
convective weather impact and
• Gate monitoring
propagations of imbalances.

• Better detection of crossborder
propagation
of
imbalances at the Gates

RQ13: Which object can H18: the Netspot object is the proper • Collaborative process (defined
support the management reference to manage the cross-border role, responsibility and task)
of
cross-border weather operations.
• Netspot object
convective weather?

• Identification of complex and
dynamic cross-border DCB
problem

H19: The Netspot is easily manageable • Collaborative process (defined
by
operational
actors
for role, responsibility and task)
creation/modification/cancelation and
to manage coordination status • Netspot workflow
(proposed/coordinated/implemented).

• Management of complex and
dynamic cross-border DCB
problem

Objective #9: Identify RQ15: How to prepare and H21: The Playbook allows the • Collaborative process (defined
predefined
weather manage
pre-agreed operational actors to select a role, responsibility and task)
scenario (Playbook).
weather scenarios?
predefined and pre-agreed weather
• Playbook
scenarios.
 Success criteria:
Ability to identify
predefined weather
126

Dependant variables
(Indicator)

Independent variables

•
Understanding
the
imbalance propagation at the
network level



Efficient selection of a
weather-scenario



Average extra-distance



Total extra-distance
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Validation Objective
scenario from
Playbook.

Research Question

Hypothesis



Maximum extra-distance



Nb refilling



Include efficiency variables
from H14&H15

List of Gates



Selection of Coldspot

List of Netspots



Selection of Gates

List of Hotspots



Selection of Netspot

List of Coldspot



Selection of Hotspot



Understanding and ease
of configuration of the
Hotspot Solver



Selection of applicable
policy (sequence and
constraints)

the

Objective #10: Enrich the RQ10: Which mechanism
decision-making using an to allow operational
aid-tool Hotspot Solver
actors to configurate the
Hotspot Solver?
 Success criteria:
Ability
to
take
decisions on set of
DCB
measures
proposed by the
Hotspot Solver.

H13: the operational actors are able to 
configure and to guide the Hotspot
Solver by selecting the hotspot, 
building Netspots, selecting coldspots
and selecting the policy (e.g., prioritize 
re-routings).


Dependant variables
(Indicator)

Independent variables

RQ16: How to assess the H22: The Operational Scenario what-if • Collaborative process (defined
weather
scenario tool combining diverse types of role, responsibility and task)
measures is useful to assess and

• Understanding of the
network impact assessment
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Validation Objective

Research Question

Hypothesis

proposed by the Hotspot compare the proposed
Solver?
scenario alternatives.
RQ17: How to analyze, to
adjust and to manage the
weather
scenario
proposed by the Hotspot
Solver?

Independent variables
weather • What-if

H23: the measures contained in the
proposed weather scenario are
displayed on a TimeLine which allows
the operational actors to easily manage
and adapt the attached set of
measures.

• Collaborative process (defined
role, responsibility and task)
• DCB Measures attached to a
Timeline

Table 42: Objectives, research questions, hypothesis, indicators, methodologies addressed in the Activity
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Dependant variables
(Indicator)
related to the proposed DCB
solution (weather scenario)
• Ability to manage efficiently
and to adjust the DCB
measures
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6.5.3 Validation scenarios
Use Cases
The validation exercise EXE01 will be assessed through gaming on the INNOVE platform. Operational
scenarios and use-cases identified and described in the ISOBAR OSED will be played and assessed:


UC1: Detection and Resolution of a Netspot in Pre-Tactical Phase (D-1) and re-assessed in the
Tactical Phase (D-0).
In the pre-tactical phase, monitoring of convective weather information and predicted
imbalances triggers the detection of a deterioration of the network performance and the
transition from a nominal to a critical weather situation. A weather scenario is defined and
coordinated to resolve the Netspot.
In the tactical phase, the weather situation and DCB impact are reassessed. If necessary, the
weather scenario is re-adjusted accordingly.

Traffic and TVs
The exercise EXE01 will be run in a shadow-mode environment with traffic corresponding to the D-day
of operations:


27th July 2019, 27th to 28th August 2019 with mainly Marseille/Reims ACC TVs and
Barcelona/Madrid ACC TVs.

The validation will focus on the En-Route Medium and High Complexity sub-operating environments
and only ANSPs are considered in this exercise. The key ACCs chosen for the exercise are:



Reims, Marseille ACC for DSNA.
Madrid, Barcelona ACC for ENAIRE.

6.5.3.1 Reference Scenario(s)
The reference scenario will be based on the selected convective days: 27 July 2019 - 27, 28 August
2019.
Based on the previous assessments about traffic, TVs and environment characteristics, the context of
the Reference scenario will be similar to the Solution scenario one.
The Reference scenario will be considered as a picture of today’s operations. For this reason, only the
actual NM environment will be displayed to the player, which will facilitate the comparison with the
new HMI features and AI support tools presented in the Solution scenario.

6.5.3.2 Solution Scenario(s)
The Solution scenario has the same traffic input and basis as the Reference scenario.
The solution is meant to be applicable to all European sectors.
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The Solution scenario will process the new AI models and Collaborative Working method, in order to
compare with the Reference Scenario.
Hereafter, the short description of the selected days:
27 July 2019
Convective activity crossing Iberian Peninsula, Eastern part of France and Alps region contributed the
most to overall ATFM delay: Marseille ACC, Karlsruhe UAC, Vienna, Budapest and Geneva ACCs were
regulated during entire day. Thunderstorms also affected operations in Zurich, Reims and Barcelona
ACCs.
ATFM Delay: 328,369 minutes.
Weather Delay: 195,535 minutes (60%).
Marseille (LFMMACC) (52,788 min / non-weather 18,888 min): Convective activity with weather
ATFM measures being activated on behalf of Est Sector group between 0730-2210 (44,294 min) and
between 0640-1940 on behalf of West Sector group (8,494 min).
In total thirty-three weather ATFM measures applied tactically of which twelve were applied with less
than 60' notice. Most of sectors were regulated at approximately 20-30% below default capacities.
Measures applied for EK1 and MNST sectors were the top two delay generating measures adding 6,866
min and 6,692 min of ATFM delay.
Additional fifteen measures were active between 0430-28/0330 due to staffing (18,843 min) and three
capacity measures (no ATFM delay). Weekly traffic variation -1.6%, annual variation -2.9%.
Karlsruhe (EDUUUAC) (24,791 min / non-weather: 9,528 min): Thunderstorms resulted in weather
measures being applied on behalf of West (12,460 min), South (4,853 min), Central (3,838 min), North
(3,526 min) and East (minimal ATFM delay) Sector Groups. All measures but one applied tactically.
Additional sixteen measures were in force between 0400-28/0100 due to capacity (8,418 min) and
between 0420-1500 due to staffing (1,100 min). Weekly traffic variation -2.0%, annual variation -3.4%.
Vienna (LOVVACC) (21,516 min / non-weather 17,246 min): Twenty measures were applied overall
with all, but one activated tactically. Morning capacity measures were applied due to ongoing capacity
constraints with one capacity and one staffing measures from 1110 changed to reflect the weather
situation. Weather ATFM measures were in force between 0800-28/0100; all weather measures
applied with more than 80' notice. Most of sectors were regulated at approximately 20-30% below
default
capacities.
Weekly
traffic
variation
+1.7%,
annual
variation
-9.2%.
Zagreb (LDZOACC) (17,073 min): Early-morning to midnight convective Cb activity resulted in five
weather ATFM measures being activated pre-tactically and additional ten activated tactically with
most of the sectors being regulated at default capacity values. Measures applied for West
Upper/Lower combined and Central high sectors were the top two delay generating measures
counting 3,776 min and 3,592 min of ATFM delay. Weekly traffic variation +2.6%, annual variation
+12.4% (busiest day of year (to-date)).
Barcelona (LECBACC) (6,809 min), El Prat (LEBL) (7,808 min): Barcelona El Prat arrival ATFM measure
was in force between 0500-1546 due to thunderstorms (applied with 9' notice time) with arrivals
initially regulated at 30/hour (default 40/hour). From 0740 rates were gradually decreasing and
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between 1040-1120 a zero-rate ATFM measure was in force. Thereafter, from 1120 METAR suggests
improvement in local weather conditions that allowed gradual rate increase and just before regulation
cancellation time of 1546, arrivals were regulated at 32/hour. Average ATFM delay peaking at 111
min/flt between 1200-1300. Local feedback suggests departure issues that led to disabling of the ACDM and more than 50 STW between 1113-1213.
Additional complexity due to locally reported convective activity in TMA (790 min) and ACC (6,809 min)
from early morning to late-evening.
Additional weather ATFM measures applied on behalf of Budapest (LHCCACC) (10,409 min / nonweather 6,895 min), Geneva (LSAGACC) (9,035 min), Zurich (LSAZACC) (8,809 min) and Reims
(LFEEACC) (6,150 min) due to Cb activity.

Figure 10: En-Route ATFM delays for Saturday 27 July 2019

27 Aug 2019
The focus is very much on airports with extreme convective activity resulting in zero-rate ATFM
measures for two of the Balearic Island Airports as well as Alicante with further significant delay
generated by Barcelona ACC. A number of en-route measures were applied at short notice.
Approximately 80 flights did not operate to/from the airports.
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ATFM Delay: 133,163 minutes.
Weather Delay: 65,473 minutes (49%).
Airports:
Palma De Mallorca (LEPA) (15,555 min, 42.6 min/flt): Thunderstorms in the airport vicinity with an
arrival measure applied between 0520-2040 with arrivals subject to a zero-rate measure between
1040-1120. Key events are listed in the following timeline:


26/2220: Initial application of measure for the period 0520-0900, rate 24/hour (default:
34/hour).



0500-0800: Minor changes to the arrival rate and end time, regulation foreseen ultimately
until 1100.



0814: Rate reduced to 16/hour from 1000, regulation extended to 1400.



0914: Rate increased from 16/hour to 20/hour effective immediately.



0950: Arrival rate reduced back to 16/hour effective 1100 until 1400.



1036: Zero-rate applied, effective 1040 and initially until 1230.



1115: Zero-rate shortened to 1120, recovery rate 20/hour applied thereafter until 1600.



1148: Regulation end time extended to 1700.



1231: Arrival rate increased to 24/hour with immediate effect.



1324->: Regulation extended incrementally ultimately until 2040 with increased rates also
applied.

Average ATFM delays climbed progressively from the start of the measure to peak well in excess of
two hours per flight shortly before 1100 with a further similar peak at 1215. Initial analysis indicates
three flights performed in-flight diversions with 39 fewer flights operating to/from the airport
compared to the previous week.
Ibiza (LEIB) (2,029 min, 26.7 min/flt): Similar situation as reported above with their Balearic
neighbours with the following timeline:
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0541: Arrival rate of 10/hour (default: 16/hour) applied for the period 0720-1140.



0754: Regulation extended to 1500.



0817: Arrival rate reduced to 8/hour, effective 0820.



0820: Arrival rate reduced to 6/hour, effective 0820.



0825: Zero-rate for arrivals applied, effective 0840-1040, recovery rate of 6/hour thereafter.



0908: Zero-rate period shortened to 0910, recovery rate of 10/hour applied thereafter until
1500.



1058: Regulation extended to 1600.
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1508: Regulation extended to 1700.



1514: Regulation cancelled.

Average ATFM peaked at 55 min/flt at 0930 with a further brief peak of 84 min/flt recorded at 1500.
No flights performed in-flight diversions and 35 fewer flights operated to/from the airport compared
to the previous week.
A zero-rate was also applied with immediate effect on behalf of Alicante/Elche (LEAL) at 1239. Arrivals
were subject to the measure until 1320 with an initial recovery rate of 10/hour applied thereafter until
1600 before the measure was cancelled at 1533. Minimal ATFM delay was generated by the measure
but average ATFM delays of 75 min/flt were recorded at 1430. Initial analysis indicates two flights
performed in-flight diversions with nine fewer movements to/from the airport compared to the
previous week.
Barcelona/El Prat (1,393 min): An arrival measure was applied with 40' notice between 0920-1900,
with a reduction to 25/hour applied between 1020-1120.
En-route:
Barcelona (LECBACC) (15,715 min): Thirteen weather measures were applied of which five were
applied with less than 60' notice and a further seven with between one a two hours. Seven of the
measures were applied during the course of the morning with the remainder in the middle part of the
afternoon. Only two measures were applied for less than three hours with five valid for in excess of
five hours. Unsurprisingly the majority of delay was generated by the longer measures with the
exception for two early afternoon measures applied on behalf of the West Sector Group which were
applied for slightly more than three hours and generated 1,734 min and 2,189 min of delay. Additional
complexity due to the previously mentioned airport zero-rate measures which were applied during the
course of the morning.
For the remainder of the Network, en-route measures were applied on behalf of Karlsruhe (EDUUUAC)
(8,498 min, see below for more info), Maastricht (EDYYUAC) (4,227 min), Bordeaux (LFBBACC) (3,684
min) and Zagreb (LDZOACC (1,997 min, see below for more info).
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Figure 11: En-Route ATFM delays for Tuesday 27 August 2019

28 Aug 2019
Convective activity affected Bremen ACC with two short notice measures applied from early afternoon
and with Berlin TMA Sectors regulated at 50% below normal capacities. High number of measures also
applied for Marseille ACC with a limited number applied at short notice. A weather teleconference
hosted by NM resulted in constructive decision making to mitigate the expected impact of the
weather. Actions taken included the relaxation of a RAD measure within Marseille ACC and staffing
reallocation in Maastricht ACC.
ATFM Delay: 123,457 minutes.
Weather Delay: 50,545 minutes (41%).
Marseille (LFMMACC) (18,631 min / non-weather: 4,511 min): Thirty-five measures applied in total
with twenty-two applied due to convective activity. Four weather measures applied on behalf of West
Sector Group generated 5,677 min of delay with all three measures applied with significantly less than
two hours’ notice. Although eighteen measures were applied on behalf of East Sector Group
(generating 12,954 min), anticipation was better with only isolated instances of measures applied at
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short notice. Ten of the remaining measures were attributed to staffing (4,192 min) and the final three
as capacity (minimal ATFM delay). Five measures were applied on behalf of East Sector Group between
early and late morning. All bar one of the measures were applied in very good time and no single
measure generated significant delay. Four measures were applied on behalf of West Sector Group with
approximately 90' from 0800 of which two were valid until late morning and a further two being
extended through to late afternoon. Total ATFM delay generated by the two latter measures was 4,274
min.
A further three measures applied with start times of or about 1100 generated 4,764 min with the
measures applied until between late afternoon and mid-evening. Two of the three measures were
applied with significantly less than 60' notice.
Two further measures applied on behalf of West Sector Group covering the periods 1320-1620 and
1620-2040 were activated in a timely manner and generated 3,006 min of delay. A Weather
Teleconference hosted by NM resulted in constructive coordination and the temporary disabling of a
RAD measure to allow Airspace Users to avoid the weather in Marseille ACC. None of the non-weather
measures generated significant delay with the majority applied to cover the morning period and two
activated in the late evening. All but one of the measures were activated with between two- and threehours’ notice.
Bremen (EDWWACC) (11,613 min / non-weather: 1,264 min): Two measures applied in the late
morning due to convective activity generated 10,892 min of delay. The EMS + DST Collapsed Sector
was regulated with just over 60' notice from 1300 closely followed by a measure applied on behalf of
the Berlin TMA Sectors which were regulated with 40' notice from 1330. The former was regulated
40% below default capacities by 1400 which remained effective until 1700 before a slight recovery to
20/hour was applied and which remained in effect until 1900. Total ATFM delay: 2,232 min.
The Berlin TMA Sectors were regulated immediately at 55% below default values and which remained
in effect until 1720 with a recovery to slightly below the default values applied by 1835. The measure
was terminated at 2059. Total ATFM delay: 8,660 min. An early evening capacity measure was applied
in a timely manner and generated 1,079 min of delay.
Maastricht (EDYYUAC) (8,290 min): Ten weather measures were applied from 1520 with Deco and
Brussels sector Groups particularly affected. Three of the initial measures were applied with between
two- and three-hours’ notice and generated 6,361 min of delay. The majority of the eight initially
applied measures were active for between two and three hours. Maastricht FMP reported during the
Weather teleconference that an action to facilitate an increase of staff had been implemented
together with a cross-sector redeployment of controllers to cope with a shift of demand within the
affected sectors. Some minor airport ATFM delay was generated by Palma De Mallorca (LEPA), Geneva
(LSGG) and Barcelona/El Prat (LEBL).
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Figure 12: En-Route ATFM delays for Wednesday 28 August 2019
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Environment

There
is
no No possibility to integrate FMP working position in the validation Medium
distinction between platform.
NM
and
FMP
working
position.
Only NM working
position
is
considered.

2

Training

Human
Performance

All
FMPs
have In order to validate the new functionalities, it is important that the Medium
appropriate training. FMPs are familiar with the scenario and tools.

3

FreeTraffic
Route and Characteristics
4D
Trajectory

Impact on
Assessment

Description

NM/FMP
working
position

Title

1

Identifier

Type of
Assumption

Justification

6.5.4 Exercise Assumptions

Free route and 4D Platform NMVP and Planta prototype not fitted to integrate S2020 High
Trajectory
context.
environments
are
assumed not to be
implemented in this
exercise.
Table 43: Activity Assumptions
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6.5.5 Limitations and impact on the level of Significance
The validation technique used for EXE01 is gaming-mode. It presents a certain number of limitations
for the validation activity:


DAC and FRA are not considered in the TVs and airspaces chosen for the exercise. Therefore,
this could have an impact regarding the demand algorithm.



Only a limited set of scenario days have been experimented. It cannot be assumed that all
results will hold true for other days.



Only a limited number of FMP and NM ops will participate. It cannot be assumed that all results
will hold true for all FMP and NM ops.



ANSP’s (INAP) will use EUROCONTROL PLANTA prototype, with functionalities that differ from
the local FMP tool.

6.5.6 Validation Exercise Platform / Tool and Validation Technique
6.5.6.1 Validation Exercise Platform / Tool characteristics
The Validation Exercise EXE01 will be carried out using the EUROCONTROL PLANTA prototype running
on the INNOVE platform.
The PLANTA tool characteristics are detailed below.
Tool
A.1.1 It is a new developed tool?

PLANTA
YES

A.1.2 If yes, which are the reasons No existing tools.
supporting the development of a
The tool has been developed by EUROCONTROL to
new tool?
support validation exercises.
A.2

It is the first time to be used for a YES
SESAR validation exercise?

A.3

It is used the first time in a SESAR
validation exercise, and it needs
new features to be
implemented?

B

Which operational scenarios / The PLANTA tool will support the validation of critical
improvements/etc. (general) can convective weather scenarios at the crossbe validated on the new tool?
border/Network level (DCB critical situation).
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Tool

PLANTA

C

Which validation needs are going The PLANTA tool mainly provides DCB functions.
to be supported by the new tool Additional features concern the weather information,
(not covered by the existing weather DCB impact, solver aid-tools and what-if.
tools)?

D

Which validation methods can be Validation by laboratory testing and in a gaming
used on the new tool?
operational configuration.
Table 44: Validation Exercise Tool characteristics PLANTA

6.5.6.2 Validation Exercise Technique
The validation technique selected to perform the EXE01 is a gaming mode simulation. This validation
technique has been considered as the most suitable to address the validation objectives of the exercise
in terms of operational and technical representation. It permits to follow the exercise scope and assess
the validation objectives:
-

Operational assessment to get feedback from NM and FMPs about the Collaborative ATFCM
process to manage convective weather situations.

-

Human assessment to get feedback from the NM and FMPs about the HMI, support tools and
features regarding the new operating methods.

-

Quantitative assessment via logs to analyse the quality of the DCB problem detection and
resolution.

6.5.7 Analysis Specification
6.5.7.1 Data collection methods
This section addresses the data collection methods used for generating results during and after the
exercise.
This exercise will provide two different types of results: quantitative and qualitative results. Generally,
“quantitative” information is understood as objective measurements while “qualitative” information
is related to subjective measurements.


Quantitative data will be obtained from system data recorded during each run. The automatic
data logging in the exercise will be used in the post operations analysis to calculate the metrics
and indicators per hypothesis defined for this validation exercise:
Off-line and online logs will be recorded in order to have the full set on information, with
external events to have an overview of the NM actions taken during the day, which could
impact the quantitative results of the exercise.



Qualitative data will be collected from the actors taking part in each run / exercise. It is related
to Human Performance.
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The following indicators will be measured to evaluate and validate the human performance
objectives:
HP indicators

Criteria


Accurate, efficient and timely manner



Clear and consistent



Level of Usability vs. workload acceptable



Level of situation awareness improved or
not decreased



Type of information satisfying



Guidance usability acceptable



Displays acceptable



Appropriate level of trust in automation



Accuracy of information



Appropriate level of trust in procedures

Situation awareness



Situation awareness maintained

Timeliness



Adequate timeliness



Achievement in a timely manner



Level acceptable

Acceptability of operating methods

Usability of the HMI

Trust in information

Workload

Table 45: EXE01 Human Performance indicators and criteria

The data will be collected by different methods:
o

o
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Individual online questionnaires (Survey Monkey): specific questionnaires will be developed to
assess the working methods and actors' feedbacks:


Situational Awareness + Workload + Tools Usability will be assessed at the end of each
run.



Operating Methods + Trust + General HMI will be assessed at the end of each
exercise.

Briefing/Debriefing sessions: after each run/exercise (or at the beginning of the next one) the
difficulties on the exercise will be discussed among all the participants (operational, validation
and technical staffs).
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o

Over the shoulders’ observation: observations and notes during the runs while the FMPs are
using the tool.

6.5.7.2 Analysis method
Qualitative results will be combined with results from quantitative sources such as the data logs and
task performance metrics. The subjective results will be used, where appropriate, to provide evidence
supporting, or contradicting, the quantitative conclusions. Comments that are believed to be
representative of the overall view, or that are individually important, will be quoted.
The method of analysis will take place in stages as described below:


Level 1: Raw data is collected (objective/logs and subjective);



Level 2: Analysis of the quantitative data (logs);



Level 3: Information integration (integration of statistical analysis with the qualitative one)
with comments provided by operative experts and exercise experts via observations and
debriefings;



Level 4: Final conclusion in relation to specific exercise objectives.

6.5.8 Exercise Planning and management
6.5.8.1 Activities
Part 1: Preparatory activity


Step 0 – Preparation of the Experimental Plan: High level definition and scope of the exercise,
including details such as validation scenarios, validation objectives, and indicators/variables to
be measured, definition of HMI improvements to develop, definition of the systems required
for the Validation Platform.



Step 1 – Preparation of scenarios.



Step 2 – Preparation of traffic samples.



Step 3 – Preparation of data recording.



Step 4 – Preparation of the Operational Handbook.



Step 5 – Preparation of the questionnaires, training (handbook) and debriefing material.



Step 6 – Operational validation of the platform.



Step 7 – Conduction of training and test of the questionnaires.



Step 8 – Dry-run.

Part 2: Execution activity


Step 9 – Conduction of exercises.
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Part 3: Post-execution activities


Step 10 - Analysis of the results.



Step 11 – Preparation of Validation Report.

6.5.8.2 Roles & Responsibilities in the exercise
To prepare, conduct and analyse the ISOBAR outcomes, the following involvement is expected:


ECTL, CRIDA, CU, ENAC, SWR, DSNA, SSG will be directly involved in all aspects of the Exercise.
The respective representative partners are listed below.



Other partners will remain informed through regular project coordination meetings and are
expected to review and endorse both this Exercise Plan as well as the Exercise Report.

In more details:


Exercise manager: EUROCONTROL
The exercise manager is responsible of the good progress of preparatory activities. S/he is also
in charge of any communication needed around the exercise. S/he manages the development
teams and keeps the planning up to date.



The prototype integrator: SopraSteria
The platform integrator is responsible for all aspects of the platform, preparing the simulator
and installing all relevant technical components that are needed to conduct the validation
simulator room operation. He supports the software engineer in developing and testing the
simulations scenarios (airspace and traffic samples).



The supervisor: EUROCONTROL
The supervisor is in charge of the start, operation of the platform during the pre- and during
the exercise and is involved in executing the training, and measurement runs.



The operational Expert: DSNA, CRIDA, EUROCONTROL/NM
FMPs who are in charge of the operational coherence and the operational feasibility of the
experimental environment.



The Validation expert: EUROCONTROL
The Validation expert is responsible of the organisational aspects like time planning, resources
planning, the briefing material and questionnaires. He coordinates the conduction of the
simulation runs, including the presentation of the tools, simulation plan and briefings. After
the validation, it is his task to present and discuss the simulation results. After the simulation,
it is his main task to write the validation report.
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Observers: EUROCONTROL, DSNA, CRIDA, SWISS
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The observers are responsible in taking notes during the runs and debriefing of the exercise,
making sure the FMPs answer the questionnaires, and answering questions the FMPs might
have during the runs.

6.5.8.3 Time planning
Activity

End Date

Step 0 – Experimental Plan

March – June 2021

Step 1 – Preparation of scenarios

June – July 2021

Step 2 – Preparation of traffic samples

Aug – Sept 2021

Step 3 – Preparation of data recording

Oct 2021

Step 4 – Preparation of the Operational Handbook

Nov 2021

Step 5 - Preparation of the questionnaires, training Dec 2021
and debriefing material
Step 6 – Operational validation of the platform 28 February 2022
(platform acceptance)
Step 7 - Conduction of training and test of the 7 March 2022
questionnaires
Step 8 – Dry-run

8 March 2022

Step 9 – Conduction of exercises

14 – 15 March 2022

Step 10 - Analysis of the results

30 March 2022

Step 11 – Preparation of Validation Report

30 April 2022

Table 46: Key milestones

Q2 2021

Task Name
A

M

Q3 2021
J

J

A

Q4 2021
S

O

N

Q1 2022
D

J

F

Q2 2022
M

A

M

J

Step 0
Step 1
Step 2
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Q2 2021

Task Name
A

M

Q3 2021
J

J

A

Q4 2021
S

O

N

Q1 2022
D

J

F

Q2 2022
M

A

M

J

Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6
Step 7
Step 8
Step 9
Step 10
Step 11
Table 47: EXE01 detailed time planning

6.5.8.4 Identified Risks and mitigation actions
Risks

Impact

Probability

(1-Very Low, 2-Low,
3-Medium, 4-High,
5-Very High)

(1-Very Low, 2-Low,
3-Medium, 4-High,
5-Very High)

Mitigation Actions

AI Component, PLANTA on
INNOVE prototype not ready
on time.

5

3

It may be necessary to lower
the ambitions of ISOBAR.
Strong coordination is set with
the development team to
prevent this risk.

Unavailability of FMPs for the
exercise.

5

3

To prevent this risk, the
request will be submitted in
advance.

2

The FMPs are already familiar
with the tool. The new features
will be presented at a training
session and the FMPs will be
able to play with them before
the exercise. A reminder
session will be carried out at
the beginning of the exercise
session as well.

Insufficient training on device
and new features.

4
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Table 48: Risks and mitigation actions

6.6 Exercise EXE02
6.6.1 Exercise description and scope
This exercise will be focused on the assessment of the operational benefits of the ISOBAR solution
implementation to the ATFCM process, integrating probabilistic weather forecast information.
Qualitative and quantitative analysis will be done to study the operational performance improvement
and also the related KPIs in which we expect to have benefits (Capacityand Operational Efficiency,
specifically in Predictability and Punctuality Focus Areas). We will be simulating the pre-tactical D-1
time horizon using the ISOBAR solution to produce a collaborative NOP and simulate via FTS (RAMS)
the implementation of the proposed mitigation measures from the playbook. A selected set of days
from August 2019 will be taken to be simulated, with relevant convective weather phenomena. The
reference scenario will be based on the historical data and the solution scenario with the execution of
the ISOBAR solution and simulation of the impacted traffic through RAMS.
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6.6.2 Validation objectives, Research Questions, Hypothesis and Indicators
In the table below is described the validation objectives, research questions, hypothesis, indicators and methodologies that will be addressed during
the activity.
Validation Objective

Research Question

Hypothesis

Independent variables

Objective #11: Assess
potential benefits in
Capacity of the ISOBAR
solution implementation.

RQ18: Do the chosen
Capacity indicators show
an improvement when
comparing solution versus
reference scenarios?

H24: the chosen Capacity indicators
show
an
improvement
when
comparing solution versus reference
scenarios.

• Convective weather information
• Demand forecast
• Gate overload
• Sector configurations
• Geographical area
• City-pairs
• Flights data (A/C type, A/C
operator, etc)

RQ19: Do the chosen
Operational
Efficiency
(Punctuality)
indicators
show an improvement
when comparing solution
versus
reference
scenarios?

H25: The chosen Operational Efficiency
(Punctuality) indicators show an
improvement
when
comparing
solution versus reference scenarios.

• Mitigation measures applied to
Netspot
• Number of flights delayed
• Minutes of delay

 Success criteria:
DCB
optimisation
thanks to probabilistic
information
and
maximisation of the
effectiveness
of
mitigation solutions.
Objective #12: Assess
potential benefits in
Operational Efficiency of
the
ISOBAR solution
implementation, focusing
on
Punctuality
and
Predictability.
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Dependent variables
(Indicator)
• Probabilistic Demand
•
Capacity
reduction
(Workload)
• Netspot/Hotspot
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Validation Objective
 Punctuality
success criteria:
Automated support to
Network
Management,
maximisation of the
effectiveness
of
mitigation solutions
and digitalisation of
NM.

Research Question
RQ20: Do the chosen
Operational
Efficiency
(Predictability) indicators
show an improvement
when comparing solution
versus
reference
scenarios?

Hypothesis

Independent variables

H26: The chosen Operational Efficiency • Actual trajectory (track)
(Predictability) indicators show an • Alternative trajectories
improvement
when
comparing • Departure punctuality
solution versus reference scenarios.

Dependent variables
(Indicator)
• Departure and arrival times
• Time variation respect the
flight plan
• Planned trajectory vs actual
trajectory
• Arrival punctuality

 Predictability
success criteria:
Ability to predict more
precisely quantitative
variations
in
convective weather
situations.
Table 49: Objectives, research questions, hypothesis, indicators, methodologies addressed in the Activity
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6.6.3 Validation scenarios
EXE02 will be composed of two different scenarios aiming to compare the ISOBAR solution
performance (Solution scenario) against the efficiency of the actual mitigation measures referred to
meteorological events (Reference scenario).
Both scenarios will have as an input the appropriate traffic for the same dates and will be run on the
same airspace. The chosen dates and affected areas are:
-

July 27th, 2019. Marseille (LFMMACC), Karlsruhe (EDUUUAC), Vienna (LOVVACC), Zagreb
(LDZOACC), Barcelona (LECBACC), El Prat (LEBL).

-

August 27th, 2019. Palma de Mallorca (LEPA), Ibiza (LEIB), El Prat (LEBL), Barcelona (LECBACC).

-

August 28th, 2019. Marseille (LFMMACC), Bremen (EDWWACC), Maastricht (EDYYUAC).

These temporal and geographical scenarios are the same as included in EXE01, so it is possible to refer
to Section 6.5.3.2 for a thorough description of each of them.

6.6.3.1 Reference Scenario
The goal of the reference scenario is to provide a baseline of the effectiveness of the current mitigation
measures applied nowadays in a situation of convective weather.
To that end, in this scenario, the input traffic will be considered as the DDR M2 (regulated) demand at
D0, which subsequently will be simulated in RAMS (EXE02_REF_FTS).

Figure 13: Scheme of the EXE02 Reference Scenario

Note that the use of the actual traffic (DDR M3) for the reference scenario has been discarded as it not
only contains the FP and mitigation measures executions, but it also includes the effect of tactical ATC
instructions. This would be undesirable given that these instructions will not be modelled in ISOBAR
solution and therefore would be an additional source of deviation between the reference and the
solution scenarios.
Nonetheless, the decision of selecting DDR M2 demand as the input traffic for the simulation also
entails some degree of inaccuracy as the actual regulated demand does not only account for the
weather mitigation measures but for any kind of ATFCM measures such as: ATC capacity, ATC staffing,
aerodrome capacity, etc. Therefore, it is expected to encounter some deviations in the FTS results due
to this reason.
Regarding the definition of the RAMS scenario, it will be based on two main functionalities:
1) The modelling of convective weather cells as RAMS restricted zones: as first approach, the
geographical extension of the convective weather cell will be modelled as a restriction area.
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If this area is activated, RAMS functionality will re-route the flights to try to avoid a convective
weather cell, trying to simulate the ATC instruction that would have been given to the flights.
On one hand, this option would allow to obtain a more realistic measure of the delay in the
arrival time. On the other hand, the input profile of ISOBAR and DDR would be modified by
this action and therefore, it will not be possible to evaluate how well the input trajectories
were at avoiding the convective weather cell. For these two reasons, it is still unclear whether
to use the activation of this weather cells (so that RAMS simulate the ATC instructions) or
deactivate them (just to monitor if the flights did finally enter the weather cell or not).
Independently, of the activation or deactivation of these areas, the main disadvantage of this
functionality is that it is still unclear how to represent the dynamic behaviour of the convective
cell. As a first approach, the best option seems to define several restricted areas with different
activation times.
If this idea is not fruitful for any reason, another alternative to monitor the intrusion in the
weather cell could be to perform this same analysis as a post-process after the execution of
the RAMS simulation (for example, using Python). This would consist on taking the simulated
trajectory of a given flight on one hand and geographical extension of the storm at a given
time on the other hand and determine whether the flight enters the convective zone or not.
Notice that in this case, it would not be possible to simulate the ATC instruction of avoiding
the storm.
In any case, for both alternatives, the geographical location of the storm and its evolution
should be the data of the real storm that occurred that given day so that this data is the same
for both scenarios and the results can be fully comparable.
2) The conflict resolution module activation: this module allows for automatic resolution of
conflicts in which the resolution manoeuvre (FL change, speed change or vectoring) is selected
according to a set of internal rules which can be modified if necessary.
For the same reason as before, it is still unclear whether to use the “Detection ON” mode (just
to detect conflict without resolving them) or with “RESOLUTION” mode (in which RAMS Plus
would try to provide a solution to avoid the conflict).
Once the RAMS scenario is completely modelled and the simulation executed, the different metrics
included in Section 6.6.7.2 below will be calculated for a latter comparison with the Solution scenario.
As a final comment on this scenario, it is worth mentioning that its modelling and execution are
independent of any other ISOBAR validation activities or exercises conversely to the Solution scenario
as it will be detailed in the following section.

6.6.3.2 Solution Scenario
The objective of the solution scenario is to measure the performance of the ISOBAR solution and in
particular, the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation measures related to convective weather.
To achieve this goal, it is necessary to execute a second simulation in RAMS but in this case considering
the NOP mitigation measures proposed by the ISOBAR solution.
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In order to evaluate the performance of the ISOBAR solution in two different timeframes, D-1 and D0,
the process of obtaining the simulation traffic will require two different iterations as shown in the
figure below:

Figure 14: Scheme of the EXE02 Solution Scenario

1) Iteration 1: ISOBAR solution at D-1
In the first iteration, the DDR M1 (initial) demand will be considered as the D-1 demand. As
aforementioned, this is one of the ISOBAR solution assumptions, as the initial demand
composed of the latest FP filed by the airlines and approved by the NM which can occur up to
-3h from EOBT. Therefore, there may be some effect of regulations already in place that
airlines consider when filing the last FP.
The weather forecast in this iteration will be the taken at D-1.
This traffic sample will be then processed by the ISOBAR solution, according to the following
diagram:

Figure 15: Scheme of first iteration ISOBAR solution (EXE02 Solution Scenario)

Therefore, the output of the first iteration is the NOP at D-1 containing the mitigation
measures (re-routings and delays) to be applied.
After the first ISOBAR solution iteration and prior to beginning the second iteration, it was intended to
perform a manual filtering of the NOP measures trying to replicate the human in the loop, i.e. the FMP
figure. However, this process would require for an FMP of each of the geographical areas to participate
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in the task given that it requires a high level of knowledge of the ATCFM rules and protocols specific of
each airspace. As this is not possible, the agreed solution consists in defining a set of generic ATCFM
operational criteria to select which of the NOP measures at D-1 should be applied right away and which
ones will be re-evaluated at D-0 (first red box in Figure 15). Said criteria may be based on:
-

Airborne state: apply regulations to flights departing on D-1.

-

Delays: apply regulations to flights likely to suffer high delays in D0.

-

Remaining hotspots on the impacted sectors: apply regulations to flights that can mitigate any
foreseen unresolved hotspot at D0.

The resulting traffic sample, denoted as M1’, will be the demand at D-1 with the selected NOP
measures already applied.
2) Iteration 2: ISOBAR solution at D0
The input traffic for this second iteration will be the manually adjusted M1’ traffic just
mentioned above.
The weather forecast is the corresponding to D0.
The same process through the ISOBAR solution will be performed taking as inputs the new
traffic sample and weather forecast.

Figure 16: Scheme of second iteration ISOBAR solution (EXE02 Solution Scenario)

Nevertheless, in this second iteration the AI solver for the mitigation measures should take
into account the previous NOP applied at D-1 in order to avoid over-penalizing flights that
have already been delayed in the first iteration. To this end, two options are being
considered:



Fixing regulated flights at D-1 in the system to avoid any other regulation for them at
D0. This implies that those flights regulated in the first iteration are extracted from the
traffic sample simulated in the second iteration.
Implementing a cost function or optimisation function that indeed does consider the
already penalized flights and decides whether to apply new NOP measures to
unregulated flights or to modify the already existing NOP measures, based on which
of the two options results in a fewer total delay in the network.

Analogously to the first iteration, the output of this second iteration is the NOP at D-0
containing the mitigation measures (re-routings and delay in ETOT) to be applied at D-0.
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The resulting traffic sample, denoted as M2’, will be the demand at D-0 with the NOP measures already
applied. This will constitute the input traffic for the RAMS FTS.
An important aspect to highlight is that, to minimize the RAMS execution time, the 4D trajectory of the
M2’ traffic will be used to determine which is the part of the flight trajectory that goes through the
concerning airspace, avoiding having to simulate the route segments which are not of interest.
Finally, the last step of the Solution scenario is to execute the RAMS simulation, which in principle, will
use the same settings as in the Reference scenario. This implies that, once the RAMS simulation has
been built for the Reference scenario, the only aspect that will change in the Solution scenario is the
input traffic sample (M2’ from ISOBAR solution instead of M2 from DDR).
As in the Reference scenario, after the simulation is executed, the different metrics for the Solution
Scenario included in Section 6.6.7.2 below will be calculated and compared with those obtained from
the Reference scenario.
As a final comment on the planning of this scenario, it is important to highlight that the execution of
this Solution scenario simulation depends on the on-time delivery of the M2’ traffic sample from the
rest of the activities. The possible delay in this delivery may have repercussions in the delivery of the
ISOBAR solution data-pack, and therefore, this possible delay has been identified as a risk in Section
6.6.8.4.
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Type of
Assumption

Description

Justification

Flight Phase

1

Title

Identifier

6.6.4 Exercise Assumptions

Use
M2
as
D0
(regulated) demand

Traffic
Characteristics

Even though DDR M2 demand takes into account
any type of ATFCM measures, it will be considered
to include only the weather ATFCM measures.

Not possible to differentiate between the effects of
weather measures and other types of measures.

All

As a mitigation measure, the traffic selection
process has taken into account those dates in which
the number of non-weather ATFCM measures is as
low as possible to minimize this effect.t
2

Use
of
BADA
performance database

Traffic
Characteristics

Aircraft performance model to be used in the
RAMS FTS is EUROCONTROL BADA 4

Simplest option as this is the RAMS default
performance Database. Also, the use of the real
aircraft performance is not possible as data cannot
be easily acquired.

All

Additionally, as both reference and solution take
into account BADA 4 performance, they are fully
comparable.

Table 50: Activity Assumptions
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6.6.5 Limitations and impact on the level of Significance
The main limitation of this exercise is the fact that all the validation activities and exercises in this
project will cover the same airspace, so the simulation can only analyse certain geographical areas,
which means the results will not show how the solution would perform in each sector which is part of
the European sky. However, the selected en-route sectors are very similar to those in the rest of
Europe, so it is possible to extrapolate the behaviour with an acceptable error. Several geographical
areas over different countries have been chosen to maximise the representability.
Concerning the level of significance, the main issue (which can also account for a limitation) is that only
three days are going to be run in the simulation. This is due to the fact that running enough days in
RAMS to properly conduct a statistical analysis would involve too much computation time and effort.
Nevertheless, the chosen dates are typical to the analysed sectors, so it is valid to consider the resulting
traffic’s behaviour scalable.

6.6.6 Validation Exercise Platform / Tool and Validation Technique
Fast-time simulations are used to model and measure complex dynamics and relationships within an
aviation system. A fast-time simulation tool is needed to quantify this exercise in measurable KPIs (Key
Performance Indicators) and metrics. First, a baseline scenario (Reference Scenario) must be designed
and validated to represent and measure baseline operations and metrics. Then, alternative scenarios
(in this case, ISOBAR Solution Scenario) are designed using the baseline scenario, and these metrics
are used to compare the alternative scenarios to the baseline scenario. The comparisons are made to
determine if an alternative scenario performs better or worse than the baseline scenario. Better or
worse may be represented by an increase or decrease in capacity, resilience, efficiency, punctuality,
and predictability, depending on the KPI being considered.

6.6.6.1 Validation Exercise Platform / Tool characteristics
RAMS Plus is an ATM fast-time simulation model. It provides gate-to-gate fast-time discrete-event
simulation to quantify performance benefits for ATM decision support. This software package contains
functionality for study, analysis and assessment of airspace structures, air traffic control systems,
future ATC concepts, and airport ground operations.
The program is used in order to quantify existing and proposed ATM systems, procedures and solutions
in different performance metrics such as efficiency, capacity, complexity and resilience.
RAMS Plus 6.60 [14], which is the latest version of the program, brings enhanced performance variance
data to the simulation. It can load and use EUROCONTROL BADA 4 performance data, where
trajectories and fuel burn are computed by altitude and weight. Moreover, it can compute 4D
trajectories in batch mode without the need to simulate the traffic scenario.

6.6.6.2 Validation Exercise Technique
RAMS Plus simulates full 4D movement of each aircraft through time, and each airplane’s dynamic
interaction with other aircraft, airspace structure, airspace procedures and rules. The result is a set of
different output files that can be processed to calculate different metrics, measurements and
quantifications to assess the system’s behaviour and the solution’s feasibility.
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The program provides different conflict resolution techniques that can be set by default or modified
by the user. In this exercise, default conflict detection algorithms and resolution options are expected
to be used.
Aircraft performances (and, therefore, their profiles) are calculated by means of EUROCONTROL BADA
performance database, which will vary depending on the altitude (Flight Level) and aircraft’s MTOW.
Due to the fact of using BADA performance to calculate trajectories, these ones could be different than
the real ones (especially in profile evolution). Nevertheless, both scenarios are planned to be modelled
by following this method, so it is feasible to compare both simulations.
The comparison method is based on obtaining different outputs from the simulations. These output
files are used to calculate different performance metrics (see Section 6.6.7.2). The final step is to assess
the achievement of the success criteria by means of these measurements.

6.6.7 Analysis Specification
6.6.7.1 Data collection methods
-

Reference Scenario: DDR M2 demand.

-

Solution Scenario: demand M2’ obtained from the second iteration (at D0) of the ISOBAR
solution.

As explained in Section 6.6.3.1, Reference Scenario will be based on traffic provided by DDR2 with M2
demand (regulated traffic). The objective is to simulate flight plans as similar as possible to reality (that
is, as they were expected by using current meteorology solutions).
As for Solution Scenario, this traffic will be provided as an input by the previous activities (see Figure
14 in Section 6.6.3.2). It will be obtained from DDR2 with M2 demand traffic after being processed by
the ISOBAR solution in the second iteration (at current date “D0”).
The traffic is expected to be given in “.so6” format, so previous conversions to RAMS files may be
necessary before simulation. It is expected to use 4D trajectories in order to simplify the simulation
and just simulating the defined airspace (instead of simulating the whole trajectories from departure
to landing).

6.6.7.2 Analysis method
There are two types of metrics that are going to be tested in EXE02:


Metrics that can be directly calculated. These metrics are calculated through the inputs given
by ISOBAR solution.



Metrics derived from simulations. These metrics are calculated by means of the outputs
generated by simulations run on RAMS Plus.
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KPA

Capacity
- The share of
regulated hours
with
overdeliveries
(actual
demand/capacity
>110%).
- %Loss of airspace
capacity avoided.

Operational Efficiency
- The share of regulated flights.
- Percent of flights departing on-time.
- Number of early departures.
- Number of late departures.
- En-route delayed flights.
- #Flights delayed.

Metrics
- Airspace time to
recover
from
non-nominal to
nominal
condition.

- % of delayed flights.
- Minutes of delay.
- Flight time variability.
- Knock-on effect (reactionary delays).
- Departure punctuality.
- Arrival punctuality.

Table 36: KPAs and metrics covered by EXE02

-

CAPACITY

The share of regulated hours with overdeliveries (actual demand/capacity > 110%):
This metric is calculated by using traffic input files (M2 from DDR2 and M2’ from ISOBAR solution) and
the airspace capacity declared in the AIRAC cycle.
𝑅𝐹𝑆 =

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑡
∗ 100
𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

% Loss of airspace capacity avoided:
This metric is obtained by comparing the number of flights that have completely crossed with success
the airspace in each of the scenarios.
%𝑅𝐸𝑆2
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑆𝑆 − 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑅𝑆
=(
)
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑠
∗ 100

Airspace time to recover from non-nominal to nominal condition:
This metric is obtained by using RAMS “conflict” output files and calculating the mean time required
for an aircraft to solve the conflict and recover the normal trajectory in each scenario.
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𝑅𝐸𝑆2.1 =
-

(𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦) 𝑖𝑛 𝑆𝑆
∗ 100
(𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦) 𝑖𝑛 𝑅𝑆

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

The share of regulated flights:
In this exercise, both traffics are regulated. Therefore, this metric is equal to the number of flights in
each scenario, given as an input.
Percent of flights departing on-time:
This metric is obtained by comparing both traffics to M1 traffic (as it was submitted in flight plans) and
calculating the percentage of flights that have ATOT - CTOT <= 3 min.
Number of early departures:
This metric is obtained by comparing both traffics to M1 traffic (as it was submitted in flight plans) and
calculating “T” = ATOT – ETOT in each scenario.
𝑂𝐸𝐹𝐹1 = 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑇 ≤ 0
Number of late departures:
This metric is obtained by comparing both traffics to M1 traffic (as it was submitted in flight plans) and
calculating “T” = ATOT – ETOT in each scenario.
𝑂𝐸𝐹𝐹2 = 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑇 > 0
% of delayed flights:
This metric is calculated by using RAMS “flightevent” output file and calculating the number of aircraft
that have longer duration than expected. This number is divided into the total number of flights in the
scenario:
𝑂𝐸𝐹𝐹3 =

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑡 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒
∗ 100
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑜

Total en-route ATFM delay:
Total ATFM Delay when CTOT is issued due to en-route regulations (mainly related to weather). It is
defined as: CTOT – ETOT.
Average en-route ATFM delay per flight (min):
Previous metric divided into the total number of flights.
# flights delayed:
Same method to calculate the number of flights delayed as previous metric. Once calculated, delays
are sorted as:
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-

Less than 15 minutes.

-

Between 30-60 minutes.

-

More than 60 minutes.

Knock-on effect (reactionary delays):
Number of delays caused because of the accommodation of rescheduled flights.
Minutes of delay:
This metric is obtained by comparing both traffics to M1 traffic (as it was submitted in flight plans) and
calculating “T” = ATOT – ETOT (in minutes) in each scenario.
𝑖=𝑛

𝑅𝐸𝑆4 = ∑ 𝑇𝑖 , 𝑉 𝑇𝑖 > 0
𝑖=1

Departure punctuality:
When CTOT is issued due to weather reasons:
∑𝑖=𝑛
𝑖=1 (𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑇 − 𝐶𝑇𝑂𝑇)𝑖
𝑃𝑈𝑁1 =
𝑛
Arrival punctuality:
In this case, it is assumed that this delay is the same as the en-route delay measured in the simulation
area.
The calculation process is divided into three steps:
1- Calculate the estimated time of flight as: ELDT -ETOT.
2- Calculate the time when the flight is expected to touch down, by taking into account the actual
time of departure: REF_LDT = ATOT + Estimated time of flight.
3- Calculate the metric as: ALDT – REF_LDT.
All these metrics will be calculated for reference and solution scenarios. Metrics are going to be
compared in percentage of variation. Finally, the results will show whether solution scenario and
simulation achieve all the objectives’ success criteria or not.

6.6.8 Exercise Planning and management
6.6.8.1 Activities
Part 1: Preparatory activity
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including details such as validation scenarios, validation objectives, and indicators/variables to
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be measured, definition of HMI improvements to develop, definition of the systems required
for the Validation Platform.


Step 1 – Coordination between AI module executions.



Step 2 – Preparation of REF SCN.



Step 3 – Preparation of traffic samples for REF SCN.



Step 5 – Preparation of traffic samples for SOL SCN.

Part 2: Execution activity


Step 4 – Execution of the FTS for REF SCN.



Step 6 – Execution of the FTS for SOL SCN.

Part 3: Post-execution activities


Step 7 – Analysis of the results.



Step 8 – Preparation of Validation Report.

6.6.8.2 Roles & Responsibilities in the exercise
The Roles in this Validation exercise are the following:


Network Manager (NM/NMOC).



Flow Management Position (FMP).

In order to simulate the human contribution (as this exercise does not have as a goal to assess it), predefined criteria will be used to automate these figures’ choices along the ATFCM process in the Use
Case.

6.6.8.3 Time planning
As it is shown in the Steps in Section 6.6.8.1, EXE02 will be executed twice: the first time, the FTS will
run the reference scenario, and the second time, the solution scenario. The first action does not have
any dependencies with other activities, and it will be performed on time, foreseeably in November
2021. However, the execution of the solution scenario needs as an input the m2’ traffic, provided by
ACT03’s second run after all the other ACTs have performed the two iterations explained before. For
this reason, it will be necessary to monitor the progress closely to ensure a proper flow and the
meeting of deadlines.
Activity

End Date

Step 0 – Experimental Plan

March – Jun 2021

Step 1 – Coordination between AI module
executions

Apr – May 2021

Step 2 – Preparation of REF SCN

Sept – Oct 2021
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Activity

End Date

Step 3 – Preparation of traffic samples for REF SCN

Sept 2021

Step 4 – Execution of the FTS of REF SCN

Nov 2021

Step 5 – Preparation of traffic samples for SOL SCN

Jan 2022

Step 6 – Execution of FTS for SOL SCN

Jan – Feb 2022

Step 7 – Analysis of the results

Mar – Apr 2022

Step 8 – Preparation of Validation Report

May – Jun 2022

Table 51: Key milestones
Q2 2021

Q3 2021

Q4 2021

Q1 2022

Q2 2022

Task Name
A

M

J

J

A

S

O

N

D

J

F

M

A

Step 0
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6
Step 7
Step 8
Table 52: EXE02 detailed time planning

6.6.8.4 Identified Risks and mitigation actions
Impact
Risks

(1-Very Low, 2- (1-Very Low, 2- Mitigation Actions
Low, 3-Medium, 4- Low, 3-Medium, 4High, 5-Very High) High, 5-Very High)

Delay on input of 4-High
traffic M2’ from
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Probability

2- Low

Planning monitoring

M

J
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Impact

(1-Very Low, 2- (1-Very Low, 2- Mitigation Actions
Low, 3-Medium, 4- Low, 3-Medium, 4High, 5-Very High) High, 5-Very High)

Risks

the
rest
Activities

Probability

of
Table 53: Risks and mitigation actions
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8 Appendix A – Identification of KPAs
impacted by Activities and Exercises
8.1 Methodology
The methodology to select the KPAs the ISOBAR solution impacts the most (and their corresponding
KPIs/PIs) has been the following:
1. Recollection of SESAR Performance Framework and other sources’ metrics and KPAs, for which
PJ19.4 [17] has been the primary guide.
2. Individual assessment on metrics to cover.
3. Collective assessment and agreement on metrics to cover.
After the first step was completed, each ACT/EXE leader selected all the KPIs/PIs from the list that they
would be able to measure or cover. Most of those indicators belonged to an operational category,
mostly related to ATM performance, so it was also necessary to determine any technical metrics the
ACTs would need as input or would be able to provide as an output (in the form of independent and
dependent variables, respectively, as discussed in Chapter 4). The third step was carried out during a
Workshop on May 5th, 2021, explained in the following Section.
Once the steps were completed, it was possible to have a proper overview of the most impacted KPAs,
which are depicted in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3.

8.2 Workshop
As it has been mentioned, the third step in the methodology was executed during the Workshop. The
session was conducted by CRIDA through Microsoft TEAMS and the participants included
representatives of all the consortium. The platform that served as a means for the discussion was Miro,
an online collaborative whiteboard.
In the session, the indicators related to each ACT/EXEs were reviewed by their leaders, who also shared
their opinion on others afterwards. The goal was for them to confirm they would indeed cover what
they had previously stated, and to check coherence, alignment and scope. In addition, they proposed
new ones or made some changes on the ones stated in the second step of the methodology.
This work of consolidation led to a final set of KPIs/PIs and KPAs, which includes all the ones that are
pointed out throughout this document and the table shown in the next Section.

8.3 Summary
As a result of the completion of the methodology, the following KPI/PIs have been identified to be the
most relevant to assess and validate the performance of the ISOBAR solution, broken down by KPA.
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KPA

Focus Area

KPI/PI
Number of flights, flight hours and flight distance
that can be accommodated

System-wide
The share of regulated hours with over deliveries
(actual demand/capacity >110%)
Number of IFR flights able to enter an airspace
volume

Airspace

TMA throughput, in challenging airspace, per unit
time
En-route throughput, in challenging airspace, per
unit time
En-route increased throughput

Capacity

% Loss of airport capacity avoided
% Loss of airspace capacity avoided
Resilience

Airport time to recover from non-nominal to
nominal condition
Airspace time to recover from non-nominal to
nominal condition
Minutes of delay
Target acceptance rate for a facility or sector
(declared capacity)

Mixed
Percentage of demand accommodated
facility’s capacity and actual demand

by

Average fuel burn per flight (FEFF1)
Environment

Fuel efficiency and
emissions

CO2 Emissions (FEFF2)
Reduction in average flight duration (FEFF3)

Flexibility

/

Number of rejected changes of the number of
proposed changes (during any and all phases of
flight) to the number of flight plans initially filed
each year
Proportion of rejected changes for which an
alternative was offered and taken
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KPA

Focus Area

KPI/PI
Spare Capacity
available]

[1-Capacity

utilized/Capacity

Consistency of human role with respect to human
capabilities and limitations
Suitability of technical system in supporting the
tasks of human actors
Human Performance

/
Adequacy of team structure and team
communication in supporting the human actors
Feasibility with regard to HP-related transition
factors
The share of regulated flights
Percent of flights departing on-time
Average departure delay of delayed flights
Percent of flights with normal flight duration
Average flight duration extension of flights with an
extended flight duration
Number of Early Departures
Number of Late Departures
Average or Total Actual Flight Distance/Time
above that obtained from a great circle
benchmark

Operational Efficiency

Efficiency

Average of Total Filed Distance/Time above that
obtained from a great circle benchmark
% of ATFM delays due to avoidable regulations (no
excess demand)
Number of flights, available plane miles etc.
En-route airspace capacity
Total en-route ATFM delay (min.)
Flights delayed > 15 min. en-route (%)
En-route delayed flights
# flights delayed < 15 min
# flights delayed 30-60 min
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KPA

Focus Area

KPI/PI
# flights delayed > 60 min
Average en‐route ATFM delay per flight (min.)
En-route airspace demand
En-route airspace capacity reduction caused by
weather
% of delayed flights
Flight time variability

Predictability: Variability

Flight operation time variability
Predictability of demand
Tactical predictability
Departure delays caused by ATM/weather

Predictability: Delays
Knock-on effect (reactionary delays)

/

Forecast's skill (Measuring the quality of the
Meteo-Engine product in comparison with the
existing forecast)
Arrival punctuality
Departure punctuality

Punctuality
% Flights departing within +/- {3,5,10,15} minutes
of scheduled departure time due to ATM and
weather-related delay causes
/
Safety

ATM System safety
outcome

Human perception of risk
Pre-Tactical Conflicts

Table 54: ISOBAR validation KPI/PIs broken down by KPA

8.4 Identification of Variables
As it is explained in Section 8.1, in a parallel task during the Workshop it was also possible to identify
dependent and independent variables that were more particular to each activity or exercise. The
following table compiles all of them, stating which activity or exercise will make use of them, the step
of the ATFCM process they correspond to and a related KPA among Capacity, Interoperability,
Operational Efficiency, Technical, Weather or Other.
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Step of the
process

Weather
prediction

Independent
variables

KPA

ACT/EXE

AROME: 45
parameters

Probability forecast of
convection

Weather

ACT01

GSREPS: 22
parameters

RDTs, lightning,
thunderstorms

Weather

ACT01

Hotspots location and
temporal duration

Capacity

ACT02

Capacity drop due to
convection

Capacity

ACT02

AU main preferences

Other

ACT02

Load (EC)

Capacity

ACT02

Load comparison TFV vs
Gate

Capacity

ACT02

Understanding the Flow
congestion at the network
level

Capacity

ACT02

Traffic demand
forecast

Statistics related to
departure delay cost, extra
cost due to re-routing

Operational
Efficiency

ACT03

Statistics related to rerouting: number of rerouted
flights, extra flight
distance/time (total,
average, min, max), AU
satisfaction score

Operational
Efficiency

ACT03

Airspace
configuration and
declared/adjusted
capacity

Operational
Efficiency

ACT03

Alternative routes

Statistics related to
departure delay time: total,
average, maximum and
minimum delay. Number of
delayed flights

Capacity

ACT03

Declared netspots

Statistics related to sectorperiod imbalance/overload:
number of
imbalanced/overloaded
sector-periods, average
imbalance/overload,

Number of aircraft
in Traffic Volumes

Sector load
Number, location
and geographical
delineation of Gate
the network level

Airspace
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Step of the
process

Independent
variables

Dependent variables

KPA

ACT/EXE

Technical

ACT03

Technical

ACT03

A/C type

Other

ACT04

A/C operator

Other

ACT04

Other

ACT04

Technical

ACT04

Operational
Efficiency

ACT04

Technical

ACT04

Interoperability

EXE01

Interoperability

EXE01

Interoperability

EXE01

Technical

EXE01

maximum
imbalance/overload.

What-if/automatic
mode selection
Computation

Aircraft

Solver parameters
(candidate gates,
sectors and flights)

Computation time

City-pair

Route (2D) effect

Exclusion
geographical
areas/airspace
volumes

Number of alternative
trajectories

Imposed
geographical
areas/airspace
volumes

Effectiveness of proposed
trajectory

Routes

Profile (ETO,FL) effect

Collaborative
ATFCM
process and
roles

Weather
prediction

NM pivotal role in
the collaborative
process

Efficient solution at the
network level

Collaborative
process (defined
role, responsibility
and task)

Efficient assignment of role,
responsibility, and task

Assessing risk, probability
Probability threshold and severity of usability
Probability threshold tuning
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Step of the
process

Independent
variables

Dependent variables

KPA

ACT/EXE

Weather

EXE01

Weather

EXE01

Weather

EXE01

Weather

EXE01

Provision top Cb
info, lightning info
and temporal info
Provision on
geographical map of
coloured convective
Polygon

Assessing usability of
representations in map
using polygons, additional
info and colour codes for
risk representation

Provision of TFV
coloured convective
Polygon

Predicted DCB
impact display

Provision of
temporal info and
weather alerts on
impacted Traffic
Volumes

Assessing usability of
weather alerts associated to
TV

Wx capacity
reduction alert info

Awareness and detection of
Wx capacity reduction

Weather

EXE01

Situational awareness to
adjust the monitoring value
(MV, OTMV)

Weather

EXE01

Understanding of the
predicted Wx capacity
reduction

Weather

EXE01

Identification of complex
and dynamic cross-border
DCB problem

Capacity

EXE01

Understanding the
imbalance propagation at
the network level

Capacity

EXE01

Management of complex
and dynamic cross-border
DCB problem

Capacity

EXE01

Netspot workflow

Better detection of crossborder propagation of
imbalances at the Gates

Capacity

EXE01

Gate monitoring

Wx capacity
reduction in terms
of predicted
monitoring value

Netspot object

Cross-border
situation
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Step of the
process

Independent
variables
Collaborative
process (defined
role, responsibility
and task)

Dependent variables

KPA

ACT/EXE

Interoperability

EXE01

Average extra-distance

Operational
Efficiency

EXE01

Total extra-distance

Operational
Efficiency

EXE01

Maximum extra-distance

Operational
Efficiency

EXE01

Number of refilling

Operational
Efficiency

EXE01

Average delay

Operational
Efficiency

EXE01

Number of refilling

Operational
Efficiency

EXE01

Interoperability

EXE01

Technical

EXE01

Operational
Efficiency

EXE01

% of ATM delays due to
avoidable regulations (no
excess demand)

Operational
Efficiency

EXE01

Lead time and number of
refilling

Technical

EXE01

Number of cancellations

Capacity

EXE01

Time to recover from nonnominal to nominal

Capacity

EXE01

Efficient selection of a
weather-scenario

Playbook
Playbook

Common understanding of
cross-border weather
problems and solutions

Workflow

Timeline process
starting at pretactical D-1

Lead time hotspot
notification
Reactionary delay

Cross-border
coordination with all
concerned actors to
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Step of the
process

Independent
variables
agree on identified
problems and
solutions

Dependent variables

KPA

ACT/EXE

Lead time Netspot
coordination

Technical

EXE01

Number of regulations

Technical

EXE01

% delayed flights

Operational
Efficiency

EXE01

Average extra-distance

Operational
Efficiency

EXE01

% flights departing on time

Operational
Efficiency

EXE01

Interoperability

EXE01

Lead time regulation

Technical

EXE01

Lead time weather scenario
coordination

Technical

EXE01

Number of CRM, DLA/CHG

Technical

EXE01

Total extra-distance

Operational
Efficiency

EXE01

Maximum extra-distance

Operational
Efficiency

EXE01

Solution stability

Operational
Efficiency

EXE01

% residual imbalance at D0

Operational
Efficiency

EXE01

Capacity

EXE02

Capacity

EXE02

Anticipated agreement on
problems and solutions

Preparation of
solutions and
timeline for
application of
associated measures
Convective weather
information
Demand and
capacity

Demand forecast
Gate overload

Netspot/Hotspot

Capacity

EXE02

Geographical area

Probabilistic demand

Capacity

EXE02

Technical

EXE02

City-pairs
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Step of the
process

Delays and
mitigation
measuresoperational
efficiency
(delay)

Trajectoriesoperational
efficiency
(predictability)

Independent
variables

Dependent variables

KPA

ACT/EXE

Flights data (A/C
type, A/C operator,
etc.)

Technical

EXE02

Sector
configurations

Technical

EXE02

Mitigation measures
applied to Netspot

Technical

EXE02

Minutes of delay

Operational
Efficiency

EXE02

Number of flights
delayed

Operational
Efficiency

EXE02

Actual trajectory
(track)

Planned trajectory vs actual
trajectory

Operational
Efficiency

EXE02

Alternative
trajectories

Departure and arrival times

Operational
Efficiency

EXE02

Departure
punctuality

Time variation respect the
flight plan

Operational
Efficiency

EXE02

Arrival punctuality

Operational
Efficiency

EXE02

Table 55: Validation independent and dependent variables broken down by KPA
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